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Introduction 
Mars Pathfmder, our next mission to arrive at Mars, will place a single 
lander on the surface of Mars on July 4,1997, following a December 1996 
launch. As a result of the very successful first Mars Pathfinder Landing Site 
Workshop held April 1 &19,1994, at the Lunar and PIanetary Institute, the 
project has selected the Ares ValIis outflow channel in Chryse Planitia as the 
landing site. This Iocation is where a large catastrophic outflow channel 
debouches into the northern lowlands. Landing on the material deposited by 
the f l d  (a so-called "grab bag" site) provides the opportunity to analyze a 
variety of different rocks that make up the martian cmst (ancient Noachian 
highlands as well as Hesperian ridged plains). On September 24-30,1995, a 
second workshop and series of field trips, entitled Mars Pathfinder Landing 
Site Workshop 11: Characteristics of the Ares Vallis Region and Field Trips in 
the Channeled Scabland, Washington, were held in Spokane and Moses Lake, 
Washington. 
The purpose of the workshop was to provide a focus for learning as much 
as possible about the Ares Vallis region on Mars before landing there. The 
rationale is that the more that can be learned about the general area prior to 
landing, the better scientists will be able interpret the obsewations made by 
the lander and rover and place them in the proper geologic context. The field 
trip included overflights and surface investigations of the Channeled Scabland 
(an Earth analog for the martian catastrophic outflow channels), focusing on 
areas particularly analogous to Ares Vallis and the landing site. The over- 
flights were essential for placing the enormous erosionaI and depositional 
features of the Channeled Scabland into proper three-dimensional context. 
The field trips were a joint educational outreach activity involving K-12 
science educators, competitively selected h m  Washington and Idaho, Mars 
Pathfinder scientists and engineers, and interested scientists from the Mars 
scientific community. The workshop was convened by M. Golomkk of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, who authored the "Mission Description" (pp. 1-8) 
found in Part 1 of this technical report. The field trip was convened by K. 
Edgett and J. Rice of Arizona State University and led by V. Baker of the 
University of Arizona. 
Part 1 of this technical repork includes a description of the Mars Path- 
finder mission, abstracts accepted for presentation at the workshop, an 
introduction to the Channeled Scabland, and fieId trip guides for the over- 
flight and two field trips. Part 2 includes the program for the workshop, 
summaries of the workshop technica1 sessions, a summary of the field trips 
and ensuing discussions, late abstracts of workshop presentations, reports on 
the education and public outreach activities carried out by the educators, and 
a Iist of the workshop and field trip participants. 
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Program 
Thursday, September 28,1995 
7:3Q-8:30 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast 
830-8:35 a.m. Welcome and Introduction 
M. P. Golombek 
SESSION I: THE MARS PATHFINDER MISSION, PROJECT, 
AND LANDING SITE 
Chair A. Treiman 
The Mars Pathfinder Mission 
M. P. Golombek 
Status of the Mars PathJnder Project 
A. 1. Spear 
Engineering Constraints on Parhfinder Landing 
R. Cmk 
Mars Pathfinder Landing Site Selection 
M. P. Golombek 
SESSION 11: REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF CHRYSE PLANITIA 
Chat: V. Baker 
10:45 a.m.-1200 noon 
Regiona E Geology and Sedimentary Stratigraphy of Ch ryse Planit ia, Mars 
K. L. Tanaka 
The Geologic Mapping of the Ares Vallis Region 
J. W. Rice Jr. 
vi Mars Path3nder Canding Site Workshop l i  
SESSION 11: REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF CIERYSE PLAMTIA (continued) 
Chair: V. Baker 
Geologic Mapping Traverse of the Highland-to-Lowland Transition in an Area Adjacent 
to the Mars Pathfinder Region 
L. S. Crumpler 
SESSION nI: CHRYSE FLOODING 
Chair: R. Kuzmin 
Facies on Mars: A Model for the Chryse Basin Ouflow Sediments Based on Analog Studies 
of Icelandic Sandur and the Ephrata Fan of the Channeled Scabland, Washington 
J. W. Rice Jr. and K. S. Edgett 
Catastrophic Paleoflooding at the Pathfinder Landing Site: Ares Vallis, Mars 
G. Komatsu and V. R. Baker 
Esrimres of the Maximum and Minimum Flow Velocities of the Circurn-Chryse Outflow Channels 
R. A. Craddock and K. L. Tanaka 
SESSION IV: LANDING ELLIPSE GEOLOGY, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
AND EXOPALEONTOLOGY 
Chair: K. Tanaka 
Mars Pathfinder: Geology of she Lading Sire Ellipse 
R. 0. Kuzmin and R. Greeley 
Viking Stereo of the Ares VaElis Sire: Sedimen fological Implicariuns 
T. J .  Parker 
An Exopaleonrolog ical Framework for the Mars Paihfider Landing Sire 
J. F m e r  
SESSION V: POSTERS 
Chair: M. Golombek 
Morphologic Map of Ares Vallis 
E. Costard 
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Preliminary Cartographic Ana Lysis of the Pathfinder Landing Site Using Viking Orbiter Images 
T. C. Duxbury 
Viking IRTM Obsetvc~tions of the Anticipated Mars Pathfmder Landing Site at Ares Valli3 
K. S. Edgett 
Viking IRTM High Resolution (2-5 km) Observations of Ares Vallis and the Mars 
Pathfinder tanding Site Region 
K. S. EYgett and 1. R. Zimbelrnan 
Characteristics of the Mars Pathfinder Landing Site 
M. P. Golombek, T. J. Parker, H. J. Moore, M. A. Slade, R. F. Jurgens, and D. L. Mitchell 
Topographic Map of the Ares Tiu Landing Site from Viking Orbiter Data 
E. Howingon-Kraus, R. L. Kirk, B. Redding, and L. A. Soderblom 
Possibili f y  of Highly Contrasting Rock Types at Martian HighlandlLowland Contact 
G. G. Kochemasov 
5:30-6:30 p.m. Reception (Field Trip I Overflight Video Film Review) 
Friday, September 29,1995 
SESSION VI: WHAT WILL PATHFINDER FIND? 
Chair: R. Craddock 
8:30 a.m.-12:M noon 
Potential Source Roch of Sedimentary Deposits at the Pathfinder Landing Site 
K. L. Tanaka 
A Sujo w merb Prospectus: Provenance of Flood-transported Clasts ar the Mars 
Pathfinder Landing Site 
J. W. Rice Jr. and K. S. Edgett 
Hardpan and Other Diagenetic "Rock" in the Cafchment of Ares Vallis and Surrounding Areas 
A. H. Treiman 
Ground Ice at the Mars Pathfinder Landing Site 
M. T. Mellon 
What Will Pathfinder See and Do on Mars? 
H. J. Moore 
viii Mars Pathfinder h n d i n ~  Site Workshop fl 
After the Flood: A Preview of Eolian Features af the Mars Pathfinder hnding  Site in Ares Vallis 
K. S. Edgett 
A Targeting Strategy for Ensuring a Hillside View at Ares Valiis 
P. H. Smith 
SESSION VII: HAZARDS-ROCKS AND ROUGHNESS 
Chair: R. Simpsun 
Size-Frequency Disrributions of Rocks on Mars 
M. Golombek and D. Rapp 
Radar Scattering Characteristics of Ares Vallis and Environs from Arecibo Observa fions 
5. K. H m o n  and B. A. Campbell 
Dual-Polarization Continuow Wave (CW) Observationsfrorn the Ares Vallis Site and Environs 
M. A. Slade, D. L. Mitchell, and R. F. Jurgens 
Assessment of Pathfinder Landing Site with Goldsfone Radar Ranging and 
Goldstone-VIA Dual-Polarization Imaging 
A. F.  C .  Haldemann, D. 0. Muhleman, R. F. Jurgens, and M. A. Slade 
Spatial Statistical Analysis of the Ares Vallis Region from Viking Orbiter and Worst-Case 
Scenario for Subpixel-ScaZe Roughness 
M. K. Shepard, E. A. Guinness, and R. E. Arvidson 
4:00-4:30 p.m. General Discussion 
4:30-500 p.m Tntroduction to the Lake Missoula Breakout Field Trip 
V. Baker 
ADJOURN 
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Summary of Technical Sessions 
The workshop agenda was organized to give the partici- 
pants an introduction to  emission, followed by the regional 
geology of Chryse Planitia and its f l d i n g ;  landing ellipse 
geology, sedimentology and exopaleontology; what Path- 
finder is likely to find; and hazards From rocks and roughness. 
Each individual session was summarized by a different at- 
tendee and edited for continuity by the senior editor. 
SESSION 1: THE MARS PATHFINDER MISSION, 
PROJECT, AND LANDING SITE 
Summary by Nadine C. Barlow 
Session 1 was an ovetview of the Mars Pathfinder mission 
and the landing site selection process. M. Golombek started 
off the session by reviewing the mission itself, including the 
launch and trajectory, instruments, goals, and science objec- 
tives of  the mission. Thequestions following the presentation 
dealt primarily with the concerns about Ianding and deter- 
mining the location of the lander/rover. A. Treirnan ques- 
tioned whether the direction of the prevailing winds had been 
taken into account during descent since part of the descent 
includes use of a parachute. Golombek replied that atmo- 
spheric scientists had been consulted with tegard to what type 
of horizontal winds could be expected at the Fanding site. The 
consensus is that the horizontal winds are a random variable 
but peak at about 20 ds. In addition, the rockets are still 
f ~ n g  when the parachute is cut loose, so that it and the 
backcover will be taken some distance away from the lander 
itself and entanglement upon landing should not be a prob- 
lem. 
J. Moore wondered how well the location of the Mars 
Pathfinder lander could be determined after landing using 
only the orbital information from Viking. Golombek noted 
that the landing ellipse is 100 x 200 km in size and that the 
project expects to be able to deltemine where the lander sets 
down within 1 &I 5 km by mcking the entry of the spacecraft 
into the upper atmosphere. Tracking of the lander signal on 
the surface should narrow down this uncertainty further. The 
looming question at the present time is how good is the Mars 
control or cartographic net-the Mars Pathfinder Project 
askedbothT-Duxbury and theUSGS Flagstaff(L. Soderblom 
and R. Kirk) to reanalyze the control net over the Pathfinder 
landing site in Ares Valles. The result is that the variation in 
the absolute positions of the control points have been reduced 
to less than 1 km in latitude and longitude and less than 50 
m in elevation. R. Kuzmin asked a related question in terms 
of how well the rover Imation could be determined. The W 
on the landerwill be used to keep therover in sight at all times. 
In addition, stereo from the camera on the rover will provide 
additional constraints on where the rover is located and what 
hazards are within the field of view. 
In response to HH. Moore's question about whether a full- 
size mockup of Mars Pathfinder exists, it was noted that an 
engineering model of both the lander and rover are being 
constructed in a sandbox at JPL. This  mockup is mainly for 
testing prior to landing, but may be reconfigured with the 
actual site after landing to assist in any problems that may 
develop during operat ions. 
T. Spear then discussed the status of the Mars Pathfinder 
Project. The spacecraft testing is moving along on schedule 
and there is a good l i k e l i h d  that Mars Pathfinder will come 
in under budget. Currently the spacecraft is at JPL, where the 
software is being loaded and the entire system is undergoing 
testing. Fducational outreach is a prime goal of th is  project. 
so videos, a CD-ROM, and a contest among schmls to include 
a plaque or essay on the spacecraft are ongoing activities. 
Treirnan asked how one could obtain copies of the video andl 
or CD-ROM and was told to contact the JPL Public Affairs 
Office to make a q u e s t .  G. Wetherill noted that JPL has a 
reputation for producing expensive products due to overhead 
and management and wondered how th is  project could be 
coming in under budget. The main cost savings is coming by 
taking only two years for development rather than the vsuaI 
five. Spear emphasized that the cost savings is not reducing 
reliability or increasing risk, and no shortcuts with regard to 
testing of the equipment and insmments are occurring. 
R. Cook described the engineering constraints on the 
Pathfinder landing site and how those constraints were de- 
rived. The preference was for a landing site in the Chryse 
region since g o d  data from the Viking 1 lander exists for that 
area. R. Simpson asked if there was any way to know if the 
landing is successful if the spacecraft fails. Cook replied that 
some data about spacecraft operations will be returned during 
descent, but that it would be uncertain if failure was due to the 
landing system or the result of a surface feature. D. Shirley 
noted that the mission is called "Pathfinder" because it is the 
first of a series of upcoming spacecraft to M m  over the next 
10 years, so this mission is mainly designed ro detemine if 
the engineering techniques work. Golombek seconded 
Shirley's comments by noting that the engineering require- 
ments requested a "safe" landing site to design to. but that it 
is very difficult to detemine the location of the "safest" site 
on Mars due to the data that currently exist. Also, Mars 
Pathfinder wants a location with m k s  given that a major 
portion of the science investigation will be to detemine the 
composition of those rmks. Colombek's comments led into 
his final presentation about how the Ares Valles site was 
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selected. Th is  selection process is described in detail in the 
technical report following the first Mars Pathfinder Landing 
Site Workshop @PI Tech. Rpt. 9404) and in the background 
material for this workshop (LPI Tech. Rpt. 95-01, Part E ). 
SE3SION 11: REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF 
CHRY SE PLANITLA 
Summary by T. Parker 
In inrroducing his talk on regional geology and stratigra- 
phy of Chryse Planitia, K. Tanaka stressed the importance of 
having had most of the workshop participants on h t h  the 
overflights and field trips into the Channeled Scabland prior 
to the meeting. He felt that the ovefflight gave an excellent 
regional preview to the site-specific examples visited on the 
ground. Cross-sections viewed in road cuts were sirnilarIy 
important to understanding the depositional histories of large- 
scale floods. We also reminded us that the entire Channeled 
Scabland f l d  was probably comparable in scale to some of 
the smaller outflow channels in the Chryse region. 
Based on new crater counts and new geomorphic interpre- 
tations. Tanaka nxonstructed the geologic history of the 
circum-Chryse region, including identification of multiple 
channelinglsediment deposition and volcaniclteclonic epi- 
sodes (a geologic map, by Rotto and Tanaka, of the Chryse 
Planitia region should be published soon). We indicated that 
there were four major periods of channeling from the late 
Noachian through the Amazonian. A surprise result, based 
on the new cratercounts, was that some of the Chryse interior 
units, such as the ridged plains in the vicinity of the Maja 
VaFles fan, turned out to date to the late Noachian. Kasei 
Valles showed ages similar to Lunae Planum. also dating to 
the Late Noachian, although the latest flooding was as recent 
as Early to Middle Amazonian. 
Crater counts by Tanaka and M. Robinson appear to have 
corroborated the Late Hesperian to Early Amazonian ages 
assigned previously to the AresJTiulSimud Valles floods. 
Mesas of earlier, Noachian and Hesperian flood deposits lie 
to the northwest of the landing site (recognizable as ercdcd 
layered mesas), and to the east in OxiaColles [plains surfaces 
between the OKia mesas). Of particular interest to this project, 
Tanaka stressed the point that there is no "butte-and-basin" 
topography analog in the Chryse Basin in the landing site, 
suggesting a depositional rather than erosional surFace. This 
observation reflected a growing consensus among the work- 
shop participants that the Pathfinder landing sire comprises 
plains channel sediments. Tmaka saw no clear cross-cutting 
of either Ares or Tiu Valles deposits by the other, but inferred 
that deposits from Tiu Vallis embayed the mouth of Ares 
Vallis. 
J. Rice described preliminary geologic mapping that he is 
conducting at ~e 1:500,000 scale of the MTM20032 quad- 
rangle, which includes the Pathfinder landing ellipse. Focus- 
ing on the vicinity of the Ianding ellipse. he made a number 
of interesting points. Wrinkle ridges are rare (but present) in 
and around the landing site. Most appear to have been reac- 
tivated structures previously eroded/butiedby the f l d .  Flow- 
parallel ridges and grooves are found in several pfaces within 
the landing ellipse, but are subdued. not sharp, possibly 
suggesting a deposit rather than a stripped surface. The 
"scabby terrain" west of the landing ellipse was described 
(and received a great deal of attention throughout the meet- 
ing). Rice indicated that it could be fluvial (true scabland), 
eolian (deflation), or simitar to terrestrial thennokarst areas. 
Rice (and several audience members) interpreted splotchy 
albedo variations in the area as low sbieIds common in the 
southern Chryse region. There was considerable discussion 
of this interpretation and whether these were real features in 
the images or mosaic artifacts. and it was suggested that 
comparisons with the individual, less-processed images be 
made to verify the nature of these features. Rice suggested that 
the fields of small "secondary" craters may actually indicate 
airbursts scamring the impactors over a large area. Kuzmin 
disagreed, however. and offered a candidate primary crater to 
the south of the map area. 
L. Crumpler described a highIand-lowland traverse in an 
area adjacent to the Pathfinder landing site. Intercrater plains 
within the highlands are likely due to younger resurfacing. 
Consideration of rock distributions at the Viking 2 landing 
site in comparison to fracture densities in lava flows led him 
to conclude that the Viking Lander 2 site i s  a fractured lava 
surface, as opposed to an ejecta surface. He believed that the 
Pathfinder landing site will be very similar to the Viking 
lander 1 site. which he interpreted as being a fluvial surface. 
SESSION III: CHRYSE FLOODING 
Summary by K. Tanoka 
This session began with a description by Rice and K. 
Edgett of a facies model for sedimentation at the Pathfinder 
landing site, based on catastrophic flood deposits on Earth. 
They concluded that both the Viking 1 and Pathfinder land- 
ing sites occur on mid-fan facies material, in which interme- 
diate-sizeclasts have beendeposited. El. Moore asked why fithe 
m k s  at Viking Lander 1 are not as sounded as might be 
expected; Edgett responded that rounding prmesses are not 
clearly known even on Earth. Rice added that rounding is a 
function of flood durarion, and T. Parker mentioned that 
rounding can also be a function of transport distance. Interest 
was also shown in the dark albedo partly covering the north- 
eastern part of the Pathfinder landing ellipse. Edgett indi- 
cated that dark material can be seen near the ellipse, and R. 
Singer suggested that the landing site be moved toward the 
dark area so that dark materials can be examined by Path- 
finder. 
G. Komatsu next provided estimates of hydraulic param- 
eters for acatastrophic flood event through Ares Vallis. These 
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estimates are critically dependent on channel slope, and 
Simpson questioned the accuracy of the Mars digital topo- 
graphic model used in the calculations. Komatsu responded 
that the absolute topography is problematic but that the local 
relative topography seems to be reliable. 
Another approach to estimates of martian outfl ow channel 
hydraulics, which included both maximum and minimum 
f l d  conditions, was presented by R. Craddock. The mini- 
mum flood conditions are based on estimates of clast size 
based on Viking thermal inertia data. R. SulIivan suggested 
that a boundary-layer model used for atmospheres could be 
applied to derive a vertical velocity profile. K. Herkenhoff 
wonderad how east-west radar topographic profiIes could be 
used todefine north-mnding channel gradients, and Craddock 
replied that multiple radar tracks at different latitudes were 
used. Spear and Treirnan expressed their concerns regarding 
the Iimitations of m d e l  estimates and observational con- 
straints available to define potential hazards at the Pathfinder 
landing site. 
SESSION IV: LANDING ELLIPSE GEOWGY, 
SEDIMENTOLOGY, AND EXOPALEONTOLOGY 
Summary by J. Crisp 
Kuzmin presented work by himself and R. Greeley on the 
geology ofthe landing site eIlipsc. He showed high-resolution 
Viking imagesof several streamlined islands to the southwest 
of the ellipse that had eight distinct terraces on them. In the 
center of the ellipse, there are smooth areas and areas with 
many secondary craters, a few longitudinal grooves, and a 
few streamlined islands. There appears to be resurfacing of 
highland material to the east. En stereo. you can see a shallow 
rolling surface. Material from both the dres and Tiu channels 
was deposited in he ellipse. There is evidence of erosion of 
former delta deposits in the streamlined terraced islands. and 
multistage flooding ftom both Ares and Tiu channels. The 
outflow from these channels continued much funher north, 
beyond the ellipse. Them is a 50-krn-diameter crater between 
Tiu Vallis and Simud Vallis that is fresh, and approximately 
500 krn away to the south, which could be the source of 
secondary craters in the ellipse. The source areas of Tiu and 
Ares Valles are Hesperian (ridged plains) and Noachian 
(highlands) in age. Kumin cited evidence for an eolian 
origin of the etched terrain to the west of the ellipsc. The last 
stage of flooding was lower Amazonian, according to Tanaka. 
Kuzmin also described the landing sites chosen for the 
Russian Mars '96 mission, The main sites currently selected 
for the September 10. 1997, landing of small stations are: 
41.3 I O N ,  153.55'W and 32.4S5N, 169.32"W; with an extra 
site at 3.6SoN. 193"W. However, the landing ellipses are 
much larger than the one for Pathfinder, extending approxi- 
mately 20' inlatitude and 1ongitude.The Mars '96penetrators 
will land one month after the small stations land, and there 
are several options for where these will be sent. 
Parker handed out three-dimensional redtbiue glasses to 
the audience, and presented a slide show with many Viking 
(40 mlpixe1) and some terrestrial stereo images. Examples of 
features in the landing site ellipse were shown for primary 
impact craters, secondary craters, streamlined islands. longi- 
tud inal grooves, "scabland" or etched plains, pancake1 ike 
shields, dikelike structures, knobs or buttes tens to a few 
hundred meters high. and undulating plains with ripplelike 
low-amplitude long-wavelength features parallel to flow (pPob- 
ably not current ripples). The landing site geology is probably 
predominantly the result of fluvial processes. However, other 
processes could have altered the surface after flooding, such 
aseolian reworking or burial;,prmafrost modification, lacus- 
mine or marine deposition. desiccation. or burial by volcanic 
plains. Stereo images of an Earth, example of flooding were 
shown for the Saint Francis Dam in southern California. 
When this dam broke, the discharge was 8-9 orders of mag- 
nitude lower than that estimated for Ares Tiu flooding. yet 
over I krn downstream from the dam, 50-rn cement pieces of 
the dam were deposited! Nonhorizontal bedding in one oithe 
knobs in the Panding ellipse suggest that it may have been an 
aFlocthonous block rafted by a flood. 
J .  Farmer discussed an exopaleontological framework for 
the landing site. The requirements for life are liquid water, 
nutrients, and an energy source. ahere is probably no extant 
life on the surface, but there could be life in the subsurface. It 
will be easier to look for fossil life on Mars. An ideal 
exopaleontological landing site woutd be a thermal spring, 
smrnatolites, lake deposit. or a hydrothermal deposit. Pres- 
ervation of organic materials or replacement minerals would 
be favored by a low-permeability host rock, closed chemical 
system, shallow burial, and low temperatures. Hydrothermal 
environments might be identified by outflow channels on 
volcano flanks, or outflow channels originating from 
therrnokarst regions. The Pathfinder landing site outflow 
channels originate in chaotic terrain that may be thennokarst, 
and maybe a g d  target for fossil life. Even if the rocks at the 
landing site turn out not to be from thennokarst, a deteni-  
nation of the mineralogy of the soil and rocks will be of great 
help in targeting future missions to search for fossil life on 
Mars. 
SESSION VI: WHAT WILL PATHFINDER FIND? 
Summary by by. Herkenhoff 
Tartakadiscussed the results of his recent geologic srudies 
of Chryse Planitia, including new crater counting that indi- 
cates that both the Yiking Lander 1 and primary Mars Path- 
finder landing sites are on Late Hesperianl Early Amazonian 
debris flows. He suggested that clasts at the Viking 1 site may 
have been ejected from anearby crater, and showed images of 
bedrock exposures that indicate that the soil at Yiking 1 is 
rather thin. He proposed the following geologic history of the 
Simudmiu Yalles outflow system: Ejecta from the Chryse 
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Basin became water-saturated, then Marsquakes liquefied 
the ejecta, causing debris flows into the basin. The chaotic 
source regions at the heads of Simud and Tiu Valles are 
typical of debris flows. Tanaka showed evidence that the 
flows ponded, then backed up the channels in Ares below the 
landing site. He did not agree with interpretations of some 
ridges as glacial features, preferring a compressional tectonic 
origin (wrinkle ridges). He showed side-scan sonar images of 
submarine debris flaws on Earth. suggesting that Chryse may 
have been full of water, allowing similar features to form on 
Mars. Crater counts indicate that the martian highlands are 
about 4 b.y. old; some of these old materials may have been 
deposited at the landing site. Tanaka argued that eolian 
stripping of the scabby terrain requires a paucity of large 
clasts, w alag deposit will form and morthc  surface against 
further erosion. He showed a histogram of knob sizes greater 
than 150 m and a power-law fit that he used to extrapolate to 
smaller block sizes. This extrapolation underestimated the 
abundance of clasts at the Viking 1 site by a factor of 100, but 
Tanaka suggested that they may represent local ejecta. Re- 
mote sensing data and analysis of the SNC meteorites indi- 
cate that basalts are  present on Mars, but their compositional 
diversity is unknown. Finally. Tanaka suggested that the 
knobs may have k e n  rafted in debris flows into the landing 
sire area. 
I. Moore nored that Tanaka's exIrapolation to small b h k  
sizes does not agree with the thermal inertia data, which 
indicate higher block abundances. Rice argued that the pres- 
ence of knobs within the channels suggests that the flood 
could not c a y  them into the landing site, and Tanaka re- 
sponded that knobs may be abundant at the landing site but 
not resolved in the images. Golombek noted that a power law 
could not fit their counts of blocks. and asked if Tanaka's 
cratercounts were averaged overdifferent geologic units, and 
Tanaka responded that they were. V. Gulick asked if Tanaka 
found evidence for levees, and the answer was no, 
Rice and Edgett listed the potential m k  types at the 
primary Pathfinder landing site: volcanic, plutonic, impact 
breccias, sandstone, shale, carbonates, hardpan, and meteor- 
ite fragrnen~. Large clasts arc expected to have been derived 
from Imal sources, as observed at the Ephrata Fan during the 
field trip. More variety is expected in the small clasts, as 
observed in the dune fields south of the Ephrata Fan. Other 
mechanisms for moving large cIasts include ice rafting and 
debris flows onto ice-covered lakes. Bank collapse onto ice 
rafts may preserve stratigraphy, but is unlikely. Rice and 
Edgett showed terrestrial examples of these prmesses, in- 
cluding boulders in the Willamette Valley, Oregon, that were 
rafted in ice during the Missoula f l m d s .  Undercutting of ice 
by rivers results in rafting. as does deposition of sediment on 
ice. Examples from Alaska and Antarctica were shown. 
Shirley asked how the mineralogy of the sand in the dune 
fields near Moses Lake was determined, and the response was 
that the mineralogy was analyzed using a petrographic mi- 
croscope in a laboratory. Treiman asked how small a rock can 
be analyzed by the APXS, and the answer was 5 cm. 
Treirnan motivated his presentation by stating that the 
martian highlands make up about two-thirds of the martian 
crust and that constraints on their composition will be impor- 
tant in unraveling Mats' earIy history. He showed images of 
layering in the walls of Valles Marineris. Layering is present 
throughout the canyon system but only near the tops of the 
walls. Layering is seen in both Hesperianand Noachian units. 
even under impact craters. These observations suggest that 
the layers ape not primary depositional features, but were 
formed in place (diagenetic). Treiman showed photos of 
terrestrial analogs: hardpan. Layering i s  seen in the walls of 
valleys in the Chryse region, and Treiman interpreted the 
benches on streamlined islands near the primary Pathfinder 
landing site as having been caused by layering in the wall m k  
rather than fluvial erosion and deposition. Finally, he sug- 
gested that the layering in the large block shown by Parker is 
due to the presence of a hardpan layer. 
Rice asked what the thickness of the terrestrial hardpans 
is. The answer was a few meters. Shirley asked what the 
martian hardpan i s  likely composed of, and the response was 
that they were mostly made up of carbonates or other salts, 
cements, or days. Water is required to form such hardpans. 
Gulick suggested that the layers may have been formed by 
hydrothermal mineral deposits. Treiman responded that hy- 
drothermal activity must have been laterally extensive to 
form such widespread layering. Gulick countered that there 
is evidence that volcanism is widespread on Mars, but Treiman 
was not convinced that this hypothesis is viabIe. Edgett noted 
that layering i s  found all over Mars. in support of Treimm's 
hypothesis. Kuzmin asked about thickness variations in the 
layers, The response was that there are some layer thickness 
variations, but the thickness of the whole sequence is rather 
consistent. It was suggested that the layers may be caused by 
ground ice, but it was not felt that deposition from vapor was 
possible. Sullivan asked why the layering was thought to be 
due to strength rather than albedo variations; the answer was 
thatthe lack of observed layering onthe lowerslopesof Valles 
Marineris may be due to a talus cover. 
M. MelIon asserted that ground ice on Earth results in 
polygonal features regardless of soil type. Ground ice is 
unstable at the surface of Mars, so that a porous surface layer 
is required to p e n i t  formation of ground ice below the 
surface. Variations in Mars' obliquity and orbit affect ground 
ice stability. the frost point, and atmospheric water abun- 
dance. Mellon showed results of his modeling of ground ice 
stability, in which the choice of soil thermal and diffusive 
properties dms not critically affect the results. His modeling 
indicates that ground ice has not been stable at the primary 
Pathfinder landing site for the last 500,000 years, but is more 
stable at higher latitudes. Ice wedging causes topographic 
features on Earth, so polygons should also occur on Mars 
despite higher tensile strength at lower temperatures. Mellon 
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showed polygonal features on Mars, including possible pry- 
gons at the Viking Lander 2 site, These observations are 
consistent with his modeling. Polygons may be seen at the 
Pathfinder landing site. but more modeling is needed to 
support this prediction. The relatively thin soil at the Viking 
Lander 1 site may have prevented polygons from forming 
there. A lack of polygons at the Pathfinder site may indicate 
either unfavorable geologic conditions or problems with the 
theory. 
Treirnan asked if blmks can be lifted to the surface of 
Mars, as seen on Earth, but the response was that sorted stone 
circles on Earth are formed by frost heaving and require 
freezing and thawing of water. Liquid water is not likely to be 
stable on Mars. so frost heaving probably is not occumng 
there. D. MuMeman asked how the atmospheric water abun- 
dance is calculated, Answer: The calculation is based on the 
present water abundance and models of sublimation at the 
poles. Water is assumed tobe always available at the poles. Y. 
Baker noted that ice wedging on Earth requires lots of water 
and asked if Mellon thought that enough water is present on 
Mars. Mellon's response was that water transport into cracks 
needs to be investigated. Sand falling into cracks may also 
cause wedging. 
H. Moom began his presentation by asserting that there are 
three kinds of Mars scientists: those who look down from 
their "ivory arbitem," groundbased observers, and "realists 
like us." Moore compared the Viking lander and W cam- 
eras, pointing out that both are mounted on fixed platforms. 
The Viking sampling arm had access to a limited area. while 
the Pathfinder mver will be able to traverse an area of at least 
3 14rn2. The rover will be able to "kiss" rocks; M m  felt that 
this capability is essential to the success of the Pathfinder 
mission. He compared Viking and Pathfinder instruments 
and heir capabilities. The view from the rover cameras of 
Mats Hill in Death Valley shows that much can be learned 
and seen from rover-based images. The martian surface i s  
heterogeneous, as indicated by the Viking Lander 1 pan- 
orama and site map. Therefore, mobility can increase the 
scientific yield of the Pathfinderrnissian significantly. Moore 
showed bright surfaces that resulted from tamping by the 
Viking 1 sampling arm, indicating particle sizes less than 
50 prn in the drift material. The rover tracks may similarly 
yield the best estimate of grain sizes at the Pathfinder Ianding 
site. Moore compared the drift material to kitchen flour and 
the crusty material to the loess seen on the field trip. Crusts 
and clods at the Viking sites could easily be disaggregated, 
and are probably cemented by the same material. The blwky 
material is the strongest and has the highest CI and S content. 
Disruption of the soil by the rovercan yield material proper- 
ties. It was dificult to move rocks at the Viking Lander 2 site, 
and may also be difficult at the Pathfinder landing site. SrnaII 
landslides were observed at the Viking I site, but their causes 
remain unknown. The Pathfinder mver will be able to create 
landslides and image them. The Viking Panders were unable 
to make g o d  XRF measmments of rocks because they were 
covered with dust. The IMP must be used to search for clean 
areas on rocks. Conical piles of soif at the Viking T site were 
only changsd by winds during a dust storm. The Pathfinder 
rover can also build piles to do a similar experiment. 
J, Moore asked about the resolution of the rover cameras. 
Answer: At minimum, 6-cm focus distance, about 0.7-mm/ 
pixel resolution from the rear mver camera, C. Stoker asked 
a b u t  the depth of penemtion of APXS measurements. An- 
swer About 100 pm. It may be possible to measure the bulk 
density of soils using the APXS. Thermal inertiadata must be 
interpreted carefully, as the Viking lander images show a 
complex mixture of materials. 
Edgett discussed eolian features at the primary Pathfinder 
landing site. Windborneash andsikarepresent in the Missoula 
flood deposits. and sand has k e n  reworked into dunes. Eo- 
lian features are prominent at the Viking lander sites: Drifts 
with possible ripples and layering are seen at h e  Viking 1 
site, and erosional scour and drifts are also present at the 
Viking 2 site. As described by H. MOOR, soil in piles was 
moved during a storm at the Viking 1 site. Surface propenies 
appear to vary from east to west at the primary Pathfinder 
landing site, based on colortalklo and thermal properties. 
Wind streaks in the area indicate winds blowing from the 
north-northeast, so that sand may be moving into the landing 
ellipse. Dark material is associated with crater clusters, and 
may be composed of sand e$cted by the impacts. Edgett 
favored the eolian deflation hypothesis for the formation of 
the etched terrain. Mars Pathfinder has advantages over the 
Viking landen for studying eolian features: IMP spectral 
data and rover mobility will allow the composition of the 
drifts and physical properties of the fines to be determined. 
The cameras on the rovers will be able to resolve pits in rocks 
that may be eroded by saltating particles. Edgett predicted 
that no dunes will be found at the Pathfinder landing site, 
because none are seen in Viking Orbiter images of he area. 
However, drifts are likely, especially in the northeast part of 
the ellipse. The Pathfinder landing site may be similar to the 
Viking 1 site with more dark drifts. 
Shirley asked what atmospheric density i s  needed to pro- 
duce the observed eolian features. Answer: The dunes appear 
to be active today, but the process is slow. Bright dust would 
cover the dark dunes if they were not recently active. H. 
Moore pointed out the darkcrater rims may be due to trapping 
ofdrift material by blocky ejecta. S. Metzgerasked what wind 
speed was measured during the Viking I dust stom. H. 
Moore responded that the anemometer was broken. but the 
wind speed was estimated to be about 40 d s  at the height of 
the meteorology boom. Drifts with cross-laminations are 
made of dust, but other darker material at the Viking 1 site 
may be sand. The microbalance an the rover may be able to 
determine particle sizes. 
P. Smith showed that there are many interesting features 
in the v i c i n i ~  of the primary Pathfinder landing site, but none 
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of them occur within the landing ellipse. He suggested that 
the ellipse be moved slightly to increase the chances of seeing 
interesting fentuxes with the W. He reviewed the character- 
istics of the IMP: 1 rnradlpixel resolution, 1.5 rn above the 
surface. Assuming a spherical Mars. the distance to the 
horizon is 2.m km, where the height h is in meters. For h e  
IMP, the horizon will be 3.2 km away and the resolution at 
that distance will be 3.2 dpixel. If a feature is 200 m high, 
the top will be visible if it is 37 km away. Such a feature would 
have to be even closes If it is to be smdied. Smith argued that 
5 m/pixeI resolution is required to learn much about a feature, 
so that Pathfinder must be within 5 km of topographic fea- 
tures. He showed the IMP filter effective wavelengths relative 
to Mars spectra and the I-pm pyroxene band. The goal is to 
look for compositional variations and classify various rocks. 
Smith has submitted a proposal to obtain HST images of the 
Mars Pathfinder landing site at similar wavelengths to study 
regional variations and place IMP observations in a regional 
context. His experience on the field hip was that bigrocks are 
few and far between, and that most of h e  surface is "boring 
gravel ." Most of the useful geologic information (stratigra- 
phy) is found in stream-cawed channels, so Pathfinder should 
land near or on a streamlined island to maximize the chances 
of seeing the stratigraphy. Such views would excite the pub- 
lic. In any case, the lack of visible features in Viking Orbiter 
images does not assure that the site is safe. Landing in a group 
of islands may be just as safe, and will allow the lander to be 
located precisely using triangulation. 
Golombek said that the islands were avoided in the site 
selection process because the slopes may be large enough to 
be unsafe for landing. The tails of the streamlined islands are 
locally derived deposi tional features and probably very come 
(and therefore unsafe). Treiman agreed that €he Pathfinder 
landing site is boring and saw this as pan of a NASA mend 
toward conservatism. Oneof the teachersasked if large slopes 
will be a problem for the Pathfinder altimeter, but the re- 
sponse was that gentle slopes would not present a problem. 
Farmer noted that the trend has been todevelop smaller, less- 
capable rovers when rovers with greater mobility are needed. 
Shirley pointed out that the next (Mars Surveyor) lander is 
smaller and less capable than Pathfinder. Funding is Iimited, 
so larger rovers are not likely to be developed in the near 
future. Craddock wondered if it may be possible to see some 
large features from the Pathfinder landing site, since crater 
rims appear to be visible in Viking Lander 1 images. The 
answer was that there is less than a 40% chance of seeing one 
of the knobs within the landing ellipse, and the islands will 
not be visible. Tmiman asked if better knowledge of martian 
atmospheric structure will help future navigation and target- 
ing. Cook responded that the problem is not lack of knowl- 
edge about the atmospheric structure, because the size of the 
landing ellipse is mainly due to uncertainties in the ephern- 
eris. Metzger felt that the public will not be excited by lander 
views of distant featums, but by animations of the terrain. 
Smith did not share this opinion. 
SESSION VII: HAZARD-ROCKS 
AND ROUGHNESS 
Summary by R. Craddock 
At the time of the workshop the decision to land at Ares 
Vallis was awaiting final approval. Originally this area was 
chosen as the Viking At, or principal landing site, based 
upon Mariner spacecraft data. However, this site was rejected 
because Viking Orbiter data showed evidence for intense 
fluvial dissection, wind strjpping, and possible volcanic fea- 
tures and principally kcause Earth-based radar data had low 
reflectivity values. These data, however, were limited and 
taken as Mars was approaching superior conjunction so the 
signal to noise was low. Since the mid 1970s large improve- 
ments in the capability of Earth-based radar instruments have 
been made, and the Pathfinder mission has the heritage of 
Viking image and thermal data to build upon. Because the 
scientific return is dependent on not only the spacecraft 
landing safely but where it lands as well, the information 
presented at this session was arguably some of the most 
valuable of the workshop. 
Rocks on the martian surface represent a commodity for 
the scientific instruments onboard Pathfinder. On the other 
hand, large, angular rocks could destroy or severely damage 
the spacecraft during landing. In an effort to assess the size 
distribution of rocks in the landing ellipse, GoIombek and 
Rapp reviewed the available information forrock populations 
in the Viking landing sites. Because comminution ofmaterial 
usually produces more srnaIler particles than larger ones, a 
simplepwer-law function has typically beenused todescribe 
rock populations. However, Golombek showed that when the 
cumulative fraction ofarea covered by rock is plotted against 
rock diameter on a log-log plot, the m k s  visible from the 
Viking landers fall on a convex-shaped curve best described 
by an exponential function. The most significant d i f fe~nce  
between the two functions is that the power law overestimates 
the number of large rocks on a surface. Comparing the Viking 
lander data with the rock populations created by a number of 
terrestrial geologic processes shows size distributions that 
follow similar relations. The importance of these data is not 
necessarily in determining processes responsible for creating 
the rock populations obserred by the Viking landers but in 
providing confidence that the populations of large rocks in 
the Pathfinder landing ellipse will not be as great as would 
ordinarily be predicted by asimple power-law function. From 
these data, Viking thermal inertia measurements, and models 
of 1Q-cm-diameter m k  coverage, Golombek and Rapp also 
developed equations that predict the sock population of any 
area on Mars. The Pathfinder spacecraft is designed to ac- 
commodate landing on n boulder with a maximum height of 
50 cm. The modeled rock abundance at the Pathfinder land- 
ing site is approximately 20%. which from their equations 
suggests that less than 1 % of the surface is covered by a rock 
50 cm high or greater. Spear suggested that a risk analysis be 
prepared based on the data presented by Golombek. H. Moore 
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stated that bedrock materials typically have thermal inertias 
twice those modeled by Christensen for mks. which would 
tend to overestimate the amount of fines present, As Singer 
quietly pointed out, however, the higher thermal inertia val- 
ues from outcrops actually means that the percentage of 
dangerous rocks would be smaller. 
J. Harmon and B. Campbell presented results from 
quasispecular radar measurements made at Amibo.  These 
data suggest that the Pathfinder landing site is lower in 
elevation than the Viking 1 landing site by -200 m. me 
maximum relief ofthe Pathfinder landing site was also deter- 
mined to be on the order of 150 m. From data taken near the 
Pathfinder landing ellipse, it also appears that the RMS 
slopes are 7.2' with an assumed reflectivity of 0.068, which 
is higher than €he martian average but typical of Chryse 
Planitia in general. Harmon also presented depolarized 
reflectivity maps from 1990 observations that included not 
only the Chryse region but several other potential backup 
landing sites as; well. These data are useful in that they give 
information about roughness at scales less than those influ- 
encing RMS slope values. There was some indication that at 
the decimeter scale, the Viking Lander 1 site is rougher than 
the Mars Pathfinder landing site. In general Harmon stated 
that there does not appear to be anything unusually rough 
within the landing ellipse. 
M. Slade and co-workers presented dual-polarization 3.5- 
cm continuous wave observations made by the Goldstone 
Observatory during the 1995 opposition. A total of nine 
transmit-receive cy cIes were performed within the Mars Path- 
finder landing ellipse. When the opposite circular (0C) po- 
Iarized returns are decomposed into both a quasispecular and 
diffuse echo, the quasispecular component is modeled with a 
Hagfors law. This y ieEds a Hagfors roughness parameter, C. 
which is in turn used to determine the RMS slope of the 
surface. Simply stated, the Goldstone data suggest that the 
Mars Pathfinder landing site is "fine"' with RMS slopes of 
-6'. The continuous-wave observations also agree well with 
those made by the Arecibo Observatory. B. Campbell asked 
whether any penetration of the radar signal could be affecting 
the spread in the data. SIade responded that th is  was unlikely 
because it should show up in the diffuse component if it was. 
Additional Goldstone Obseivatory measurements were 
presented by A. Haldemann and co-workers, These investiga- 
tors have been using the Goldstone Deep Space Network 
antenna in altimetry mode, collecting data at 3.5-cm wave- 
lengths. Five radar tracks within or near the landing ellipse 
were collected in the winter of 1994-1 995, when Mars was 
at a distance of approximatefy 0.6 AU. n e s e  data indicate 
that the lowest elevation within the Mars Pathfinder landing 
ellipse is about 300 m below the elevation of the Viking 
Lander 1 site. A H a g f m  roughness parameter fitted to these 
data is higher than that of the Viking lander 1 site. which 
suggests lower RMS slopes (4'-5' average). Waldemann 
added that while remote sensing data is being used to dctcr- 
mine the surface characteristics of the Mars Pathfinder land- 
ing site, actually landing on the surface will probably tell us 
a lot about how robust any of these rnethds are. 
The final presentation of the workshop was made by M. 
Shepard and co-workers. They applied a rather ingenious 
terrestrial technique for estimating the amount of subpixel- 
scale roughness to the highest-resolution Viking Orbiter 
images acquired within the Mars Pathfinder landing ellipse. 
Essentially the reflectance within a single pixel of any given 
image is a function of the surface composition, topography, 
and shadows cast by the topography. Assuming that the 
cornposizion of the surface is homogeneous, the number of 
topographic elements smaller than nhe pixel size (e-g., mks) 
can be estimated from the variance in reflectance between 
pixels. IdealIy the Sun angle of the image should be about 45" 
or greater to maximize the length-and therefore the contri- 
bntion-of shadows within apixel. The higher the resolution, 
the smaller the surface element can be distinguished. The 
highest-resolution images covering the Mars Pathfinder land- 
ingellipseare approximately 40rn/pixel,although theamount 
of dust within these images is large enough to reduce the 
contrast between shadows and the surrounding illuminated 
surface. Comparing these data, however. with similar images 
taken over the Viking 1 landing site suggests that in the worst 
case the Mars Pathfinder landing site is less rocky than what 
was seen at VLl. In summary, a variev of techniques were 
used to assess the potential hazards within the proposed Mars 
Pathfinder landing site. 
EssentialIy what investigators suggested was that h i s  site 
was probably physically similar to the Viking I landing site 
but with slightly lower RMS slopes, and it is also a few 
hundred meters lower in elevation. There is every indication 
that the probability of encountering a "Pathfinder-killer" 
boulder is less than 1 %; however, there also appears to be a 
high probability that the spacecraft will see many smaller, 
safer m k s  to analyze once on the surface. 
DISCUSSION SESSION 
Golornbek did not see anything presented that would ren- 
der the primary landing site unsuitable. It has about as many 
rocks as the Viking 2 landing site, and is less dusty than 
Viking I .  H. Moore did not see any reason that the Pathfinder 
site shouId be any more hazardous than the Viking lander 
sites, and pointed out that success is never guaranteed. A 
question was raised regarding the heterogeneity of proximal 
rocky areas on the Ephrata Fan and the potential for similar 
surfaces at the Pathfinder landing site. Baker pointed out that 
at analogous distances on the Ephrata Fan, the m k  distribu- 
tion is homogeneous and the rapid falloff in size relative to 
distance from the channel mouth should pmluce a similarly 
homogeneous surface at the Ares Vallis landing site. Cook 
said that it will be possible to retarget Pathfinder to mother 
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site if there is a dust storm in Chryse. including sites at 
different latitudes if necessary. Major dust s t m s  are thought 
to be unlikely in the northern summer, bat a contingency plan 
is needed. H. Moore stated that minimizing rock abundance 
in selecting a landing site would compromise the rover mis- 
sion and science objectives. APXS measurements of dark 
areas are desired, as they may be composed of unweathered 
materials. 
Golmbek noted that all abstracts submitted for the work- 
shop were accepted. A special issue of JGR describing the 
insmments and science objectives as well as the landing site 
is being planned. B. Mwre requested that the Viking "safe 
site.'" Tritonis Lacus, be studied again. Spear said that the 
project engineers are more confident now after some success- 
ful tests, and that they may feel even better in a few months 
after the drop tests. 
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Summary of Field Work in the Channeled Scabland 
-K. S. Edgen and J.  W. Rice Jr, 
The field hips in the Channeled Scabland region were 
designed to bring together Mars scientists. Mars Pathfinder 
engineers and key project personnel, and a select group of 
K-12 educators. me purpose of the field hips was to inves- 
tigate Iandfoms and geologic features on Earth that are the 
best analogs to those present in or near the Mars Pathfinder 
landing ellipse in Ares Vallis. 
The benefits of this field excursion far exceeded our initial 
expectations. Seeing catastrophic flood features in the field, 
particularly sites identified as analogous to the Ares Vallis 
landing ellipse (e.g., Rice and Edgett. 1995; Golombek and 
Rapp, 1995). had an enormous impact on the engineering and 
management personnel responsible for the landing and safety 
of Mats Pathfinder and its microrover, Sojourner. The scien- 
tific benefit will carry well into the Mars Pathfinder Primary 
Mission. The field trip provided an opportunity for Mars 
scientists to calibrate "minds and eyeballs" to the variety of 
landforms produced by catastrophic flooding, and how these 
features look on the ground as compared with their appear- 
ance from the above. The K-12 education and public outreach 
aspects of the fidd mips were perhaps the biggest surprise of 
all. The value of the interaction between K-I2 educators and 
the science and engineering people has already resulted in 
interesting activities, events, and opportunities for children, 
parents, and teachers across Washington and Idaho, as well 
as outside the region. Portions of the field trips were filmed 
for future television usage, and stories about the field work 
appeared in many newspapers throughout Washington in late 
September and early October 1995 (see Appendix A). 
This summary is divided into four sections. The first 
describes the aircraft overflights; the second is a summary of 
Field Trip I in the Channeled Scabland. Together, the over- 
flights and first field trip formed a framework and context for 
discussion that was carried by the participants throughout the 
Ares Vallis workshop and second field trip. The third section 
summarizes discussions that took place between the partici- 
pants on the evening of September 26, 1995, after the over- 
flights and most of Field Trip 1 had been completed. The 
discussions underlined the value of the field trips in terms of 
planning and evaluating the Ares Vallis landing site for Mars 
Pathfinder. The discussions also began to reveal the educa- 
tional vaIue and the interaction and professional relation- 
ships that had begun to develop between the scientists, engi- 
neers. and K-12 educators. Finally, the fourfh section dis- 
cusses the events of Field Trip 11, particularly the valuable 
contributions made by a guest field guide, R. Breckenridge of 
the Idaho Geological Survey. 
FIELD TRIP I-AIRCRAFT OVERF'LIGFlT, 
SEPTEMBER 25 AND 26,1995 
The field trips included an aircraft overflight of the ter- 
rain. to place the Channeled Scabland in context with sur- 
rounding terrain. The overflight was critical to understand- 
ing that the Scabland features are carved by immense f l d s ;  
the scale of landforms prdluced by the floods is difficult to 
contemplate from the ground without the overflights. 
The field trip participants were divided into two groups; 
19 people flew on the morning of Septemkr 25,1995, and an 
additional 19 flew on September 26, 1995. Early morning 
flights were scheduled to provide low Sun to maximize topo- 
graphic contrast, particularly for viewing subtle features such 
as giant current ripples and longitudinal grooves. 
From h e  air, the groups saw many of the featutes that were 
visited later on the ground, such as streamlined islands, giant 
current ripples, the Dry Falls, Ephrata Fan, and Moses Lake 
sand dune field. Thegroupalso saw features not visited on the 
ground trip, such as the Palouse Falls and the Crab Creek 
channel near Odessa, Washington. V. Baker served as aerial 
''tour guide,'" describing the geologic history and fluvial 
features of the Channeled Scabland as each morning's group 
flew over the region. 
The aircraft followed the route shown in the field trip 
guide (see Part 1 of this technical report). The eastern Imp 
was flown first. The flights took off from Grant County 
Airport near Moses Lake, Washington. The deparhlre of the 
overflight on September 25 was delayed for nearly an hour, 
owing to an engine glitch. After the engine was fixed, the 
overflight proceeded without any problems. Most partici- 
pants remarked that the flight was very smooth and turbu- 
lence-free. Most were also impressed with large windows on 
the Twin Otter aircraft, provided by arrangement through 
Columbia Pacific Aviation, Inc. The second, western loop an 
eachday of overflights was covered following a brief rest stop 
back at the Grant County Airport. On both mornings, the 
weather was generally clear and excellent for viewing and 
photographing the Channeled Scabland terrain. 
FIELD TRIP I-THE CHANNELED SCABLAND OF 
WASHINGTON, SEPTEMBER 24-27, I995 
Introduction: Field Trip1 was based outofMoses Lake, 
Washington. 'lhe main purpose of this phase of field work 
was to investigate the key Iandfoms and geologic features of 
the Channeled Scabland, particularly those relevant to under- 
standing Ares Vallis and the Mars Pathfinder landing ellipse 
centered on 19.S0N, 32.B0W. The field trip was led and 
narrated by V. Baker and coordinated by K. Edgeti and J. 
Rice. 
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The field trip party was transported by chartered bus. The 
size of the p u p  was limited by thenumberofseatson the bus. 
A total of 47 people were on the bus (including the driver). 
Two film crews (twopeop1eeachS met the participants at each 
site to capture the events for future telcvision usage (see 
"Summary of Education and Public Outreach" in this vol- 
ume). 
September 24-Day 0: Most of the field trip partici- 
pants were met by the bus in Spokane, Washington, on 
Sunday afternoon. September 24. Participants received their 
first introduction to the Channeled Scabland during thc drive 
along Interstate 90 from Spokane to Moses Lake. Along this 
route. some streamlined islands and butte-and-basin terrain 
canbe seen from the highway. The bus arrived in Moses Lake 
near dusk. 
The evening of September 24. at he hotel in Moses Lake, 
Washington, all the field trip participants gathered for an 
introductory session and dinner. M. Kisson and J. Rankin of 
the Ice Age F l d s  Institute, an organization that promotes 
education a b u t  the Missoda Flood region. joined the group 
for dinner. The Ice Age Floods Institute shared information 
with the group and also had available Channeled Scabland 
curricuEum material and special T-shirts commemorating the 
Mars Pathfinder field &ips (Fig, 1). me program for the 
evening of September 24 included an introduction tothe Mars 
Pathfinder mission by M. Golombek and an introduction to 
the Channeled Scabland and Missoula Flood controversy by 
Baker. 
Fig. 1. Mars Pathfinder Channeled Scabland commemorative T- 
shin,designed by J. Rankin offhe Ice AgcR~sInstitutc,Ritzville, 
Washington. T-shin is rndeled here by J. Wellman of the Mars 
Pathfindcrpmject. Vicw is looking over the ihy Fails of the Lower 
Grand Coulee. Photo by K. Edgett. September 25, 1995. 
September 25-Day l: The field trip scheduled forDay 
T was designed to simulate a trip down the lower reaches of 
Ares Vallis, out into the Fanding site area and beyond. The 
plan, as detailed in the field trip guide, was to begin at Dry 
Falls, drive down the Lower Grand Coulee, and out into 
Quincy Basin. Participants would examine the nature of the 
f l d  sediments deposited in the Quincy Basin as potential 
analags to the Ares Yaliis landing site on Mars. On the 
morning of September 25, half the field trip participants 
gathered at the hotel in Moses Lake at 10 a.m.. only to find 
their departure deIayed by an hour because the aircraft over- 
flight ran behind schedule. 
The Day 1 field trip go? underway at 11:00 a.m. In order 
to keep to the tight schedule, the trip leaders (Edgert, Rice, 
Baker) decided not to visit Stop 2 at DeepLake. T h i s  stop was 
originally scheduled only as a place to eat lunch. Instead, the 
group spent extra time at the scenic Stop 1 (Dry Falls Inter- 
pretive Center). The extra time at Stop 1 allowed visitors to 
eat lunch, view the Dry Falls terrain, and see she videotapes 
and displays available in the Visitor Center. The group was 
joined at Dry Falls by T. Sowa and his photographic assistant 
from the Spokane Spokesman-Review newspaper, who went 
on to publish a story about the field work on September 27. 
After the stop at Dq Falls, the group took a slow bus trip 
down through the Lower Grand Coulee on S.R. 17. Along the 
way, they obsewed the hanging valleys in the canyon walls. 
giant gravel bars (eddy bars) that block other channels along 
the eastern wdl of the coulee, and the scour-formed lakes 
such as Lenore and Soap. A brief ~hotographic stop was made 
near Lake Lenore Caves, then the group went on to Stop 3, the 
Ephrata Fan Road Cut (the second stop of the day). This stop 
was of interest because it showed some of the variety of clast 
sizes deposited in the Ephrata Fan, thought to be analogous 
to the sedimentary deposits that might mcur in or near the 
Ares Vallis landing ellipse. At this stop, the group also 
encountered some local wildlife, a rattlesnake that had been 
run over by one of the film crews' vehicles. M. Harder 
collected the rattle, and the group observed that rattlesnakes 
are not expected to be a hazard at the Mars Pathfinder landing 
site. 
The third stop of the day, Stop 4 in the guidebook, was the 
Monsters of Rock site. This stop was designed to show the 
most hazardous, rockiest site on the Ephrata Fan. This fact 
was not clearly communicated. however, and the Mars Falh- 
finder engineering tern was quite disturbed by what they saw 
(indeed, their observations led to a change in the Day 2 field 
trip, as described below). This site has the giant, house-sized 
boulder (1  8 rn x I 1 rn x 8 rn in size) depicted in the field guide. 
me site was also seen as a great opporzunity for H. Eisen to 
deploy an eight-wheeled prototype of Mars Pathfinder's 
microrover (Fig. 2). After some repairs were made on the 
microrover, it was found to easily drive over boulders more 
than twice its height. 
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Fig.2. Eight-wheeled prototype ofMars Pathfinder's microrover. 
H. Eiscn brought the rover to the Scabland for field testing. This site 
is near the Monster Rock. Note the relative lack of vegetation; this 
was caused by a brush fire that mcumd some time between June 
and September 1995. Shown hem, from left to right: R. Manning, G. 
Komatsu, and K. Magce. Photo by K. Edgett, Sepfmnber 25, 1995. 
The Monsters Rock site had one rather fortuitous circum- 
stance. Sometime between our field reconnaissance in June 
1995 and the field trip in September 1995, there had h e n  a 
brush fire that burned off nearly all the grass and shrubs that 
otherwise surround the boulders at this location. The lack of 
vegetation made the site appear more Mars-like than it had in 
June 1995, and afforded an exceIlent surface for testing the 
microrover prototype. In addition to exploring the potential 
hazards at the site, Golombek reviewed the measurements of 
rock populafion and dimensions that were made in June 1995 
on the Ephrata Fan {see Golombek and Rapp, 1995). At this 
site, some participants encountered a live rattlesnake; others 
avoided its location. 
Following the stop at Monsters of Rock, the group fol- 
lowed the field trip guide southward over h e  Ephrata Fan. 
Looking out the bus windows, Baker and Golombek pointed 
out the extremely heterogeneous nature of rock cover on the 
fan, noting that sites near Monsters of Rock had come 
bouldery lags that are otherwise rare over most of the fan's 
surface. Thc transition from boulders/cobbles to gravel and 
sand was noted as the group headed south an  Dodson Road 
and came upon the potato, hay, and corn farms of the Quincy 
Basin area. The bus was detoured briefly off of Dodson Road 
by construction, but picked up the road again where it passes 
over Interstate !XI. 
me field trip participants then proceeded to the basaltic 
sand dune near the side of Dodson Road (Stop 5 in the field 
guide). At the dune site, Edgett led the discussion, pointing 
out that the Moses Lake dune field is one of the largest known 
basaltic dune fields on Earth, and that it might be similar in 
composition to dunes on Mars. Based on Viking Orbiter 
observations, it seems that a small amount of dark, mafic sand 
might be present at the Mars Pathfinder landing site. al- 
though it will probably not occur in the form of dunes (Edgett, 
1995). 
After the dune site, the field trip guide said that the group 
should continue south, then east across the O'Sullivan Dam 
and back to Moses take. However, h a u s e  no more stops 
were scheduled, the group decided to head back along the 
shortest and most direct route to the hotel (back up Ddlson 
Road to Interstate 90). Even though the group left one hour 
late in the morning, they arrived back at the hotel on time 
(6:00 p.m.). 
September 26-Day 2: The second day of field work 
began upon the return of the second overflight group to the 
hotel around 10:W a.m. Prior to their arrival, Golombek and 
Edgett discussed with the Mars Pathfinder engineering team 
some of their concerns about what they saw at the Monsters 
of Rock site on the previous day. There was considerable 
discomfort with the size, roundness. and percentage of boul- 
ders covering the surface at that site. Golombek and Edgett 
realized that somehow the point that the Monster Rock site 
represented the worst the Ephrata Fan had to offer wasmissed 
by many field trip participants. As a result, we decided to alter 
the field trip plan for Day 2 in order to visit another rocky site 
on the Ephrata Fan and emphasize the heterogncous nature 
of the boulder/rock dis~but ion  on the surface of h i s  deposit. 
To revisit the Ephmta Fan, we decided to eliminate Stop 
2, the giant current ripple field at Malaga, Washington. We 
learned two weekspreviously that the site in Malaga had been 
altered by construction and landscaping equipment some- 
time between June and September 1995. The site was identi- 
fied as the future home of the Chelan County Fire District 1 
fire station and training facility. The purpose of the Malaga 
stop was to allow participants an opportunity to walk on giant 
current rippfcs, and determine whether such features would 
be recognizable if Mars Pathfinder landed on similar fea- 
tures. We realized that many of the Field Trip I participants 
would also be on Field Trip TI, in which people would have 
an opportunity to get into the Spirit Lake, Idaho, giant ripple 
field. We also realized that altering our field plan in order to 
reexamine the Ephrata Fan surfaces was much more relevant 
and important to the goal: of safely landing Mars Pathfinder 
in Ares Vallis. me Mars Pathfinder engineering personnel 
were very excited by the prosgxt of returning to another 
portion of the Ephrata Fan. 
Thus. the first stop on Day 2 was a site on the east side of 
S.R. 17 about 0,6 miles (1 km) north of the intersection with 
Halchcty Road (T2lN, R27E, SI7NE). Th is  site is about I 
miIe (1.6 km) northwest of the Monsters of Rock stop that was 
visited on the previous day. The boulders at this site were 
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mostly less than 40 cm high and well-rounded. Fewer boul- 
ders and m k s  were present than at the Monster Rock site; in 
fact, Golombek commented that the site had about the same 
or less surface covered by sock than the Viking 1 lander site 
on Mars. Discussion at this site revolved around airbag land- 
ing safety. The mks appeared relatively round (due to f l d  
transport). a1 lev iating some concerns that the Ares Vallis site 
might k littered with rocks with many sharp edges that could 
rip the airbags. The size and distribution of rocks, being 
similar to the Viking 1 site, was also not a concern. Eisen and 
H. Muore spent some time discussing the trafficability of the 
microrover, but their discussion was focused mainly on the 
silty soils found between the rocks. Most of the soil at h i s  site 
is airfall--glacial silt plus volcanic ash (Mount St. Helens' 
1980 ash was the most recent); these soils are similar to the 
fine "drift material" described by Moore et al. (1 987) at the 
Viking 1 site. 
All participants were impressed at the first stop on Day 2 
that there is such a diversity of rock sizes and surface dislri- 
bution over very shwt distances on the Ephrata Fan. They 
were amazed that Fhe Monster Rock site was less than 2 km 
away, and that other locations within 2 km had no rock cover 
at all (as revealed by field work by Golombek, Rice, and 
Edgett in June 1995). The flexibility that allowed us to elimi- 
nate a stop and add this vital return to the Ephrata Fan also 
turned into an excellent learning experience for the K-12 
educators who participated in the field work. It k a m e  very 
obvious that this stop was the most important event of the field 
trip, because the engineers had grown very concerned about 
the safety of landing on a flocd deposit, until they had an 
opportunity to see and discuss this site and the heterogeneous 
distribution of rocks and boulders on rhe Ephrata Fan. This 
one stop did more to alleviate lingering concerns about the 
potential hazards of landing at the Ares Vallis site than any 
other stop visited during the week. 
The second stoponDay 2 was the site identified in the field 
guide as Stop I (West Bar Giant Current Ripples and 
Slackwater Deposits), This site offcrs an impressive overlook 
from which to view the West Bar giant current ripples. Most 
participants had also seen the ripples during the overflights, 
and thus were able to put them in context with the regional 
view afforded by the perspective of the aircraft vs. the ground. 
Participantsalsoexaminedthe slackwaterdepositsand Mount 
St. Helens Set "S" Ash (-13,000 years old). Baker explained 
that the Set "S" ash helps f ix the age of the Missoula F l d s .  
The group ate lunch at this location. 
Upon leaving the second stop, we proceeded down into the 
Columbia Gorge on S.R. 28 so that participants could see 
where the mouth of Moses Coulee enters the Columbia River 
area. The bus then turned around and headed toward Stop 3 
(the %tholes Cataract). In terms of the original field guide, 
all items indicated for Day 2 between mile 49.0 and 83.0 (i.e., 
Malaga ripples) were not visited, The Potholes Cataract stop 
offered a nice view and an oppwtunity to contemplate the 
immense power of the Missoula Floods. 
After the Potholes Cataract site. the trip proceeded accord- 
ing to plan, stopping next at Stop 4 (Pillow Lavas and 
Palagonite). J. Crisp led discussion at this site, explaining to 
the group what types of materials constitute palagonite and 
the fact that such materials might be found on Mars. The 
palagonile and associated pillow lava structures offered a 
great oppwtunity for photography and sample collecting, 
plus discussion of h e  Columbia Plateau basalts. The Mars 
Pathfinder imager (IMP) should be capable of examining 
palagonite, if present. R. Sullivan also noted at the site the 
quartz-rich climbing sand dunes that are found in the ma. 
These dunes, he said, are climbing at a very steep angle, up 
and out of the ColumbiaRiver gorge. Baker explained that the 
sand had come from the river sediment, but no new sand had 
been supplied since a dam had been built in the area, flooding 
much of the lower portions of the valley. 
The fifth stop offered aview of the Corfu Landslide. Baker 
explained how the multiple slides developed as a result of 
undercut ling by Missoula Floods combined with seismic 
events. On the trip over to the viewing area, Golombek 
discussed the structure of the two anticlinal ridges, French- 
men Hills to the north and Saddle Mountains to the south. 
These ridges are considered to be analogs to the winkle 
ridges found on Mars and the Moon. On the srip back to 
Moses Lake. the bus drove up over the eastern end of the 
Frenchmen Hills ridge and across the #'Sullivan Dam. This 
portion ofthe trip allowed participants to see the Dmmheller 
Channels, which were carved by the Missoula Floods. These 
channels cut through the Frenchmen Hills anticline, reveal- 
ing their interior structure. T. Parker noted that there is a 
small wrinkle ridge in the Ares Vallis Ianding etlipse. 
September 27-Day 3: The purpose of the third day's 
field trip was to investigate certain key Missoula Flood fea- 
tures that had not been seen on the previous days, particularly 
streamlined islands and true "scabland" terrain. Streamlined 
islands are present near and within the Ares Vallis landing 
ellipse. If such an island is visible f m  the Mars Pathfinder 
lander, as s tmgly desired by Smith (1 993, what could it tell 
us about the f lmd history or geology of the region? One way 
to find out is to set smamlined islands up close. 
There were no overflights on Day 3, so the bus departed 
Moses Lake at 8:30 a.m. The weather was cooIer than it had 
been the first two days, and it rained most of the morning. The 
group followed the roadlog in the field guide without my 
alterations. At the first stop, the Marengo Railroad Cut, the 
group was joined by M. Harder's family. The Hardersown the 
property on which the railroad cut is located, and the ex- 
tended Harder family holds much of the land in the Cheney- 
Palouse Scabland region. We were all very thankful that the 
Harder family allowed us to visit sites on their property, and 
were a11 the more excited to have them join us in the field and 
discuss some ofthe things they have observed over the years 
working in the Scabland terrain. At the Marengo cut, Baker 
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explained how the streamlined islands preserve sediments 
(repeated layers of flood gravel, eolian loess, and calcic 
paleosols) that indicate multiple giant floods occurred over 
an extended period of time. 
The second stoponDay 3 (atsoti-te last stop of Field Trip I) 
provided an opportunity to climb up onto a small streamlined 
island. Most of the group chose to hike up the steep slope 
(carved by floodwaters) of the 37-m-high island. M. Harder 
explained that the island is visited and examined each year by 
kids from her school in Ritzville. Discussions that ensued on 
top of the island centered around the fact that this site was 
veryhelpful for visualizing the depth and power of the Missoula 
Floods. This was a particularly useful revelation for the aon- 
geologists in h e  group. Baker explained that the f l d  waters 
had come up to and slightly overtopped this small island. 
Standing on top of the island, participants could also see the 
expanse of the Cheney-Palouse Scabland and identify other 
islands, bars, and current ripples in the giant "swambed" 
below. This site was an excellent reference p i n t  relative to 
the overflights that had taken place on the previous two days. 
It was important to the Mars Pathfinder engineers h a u s e .  
again, it underlined the power of h e  Missoula Floods, floods 
that were much smaller than those that carved Ares Vallis and 
the streamlined islands seen in and near the landing ellipse, 
After Stop 2, the group proceeded by bus back to Spokane. 
Washington, to prepare forthe Landing Sire workshop, which 
was ro take place September 28-29. Near mile 95.0 (see field 
guide), Edgett noted that one of the flood-scour lakes to the 
left (west) of S.R. 23 is named Fourth of JuIy Lake. He noted 
that this iake should serve as a reminderthat Mars Pathfinder 
is scheduled to land in a similar terrain on July 4, 1997. The 
group arrived in Spokane shortly before 3:00 p.m. 
FIELD TRIP I DISCUSSION SESSION, 
SEPTEMBER 26,1995 
Field Trip I participants met for a group dinner at 7:00 
p.m. on Day 2, September 26. The purpose of this dinner was 
to provide a forum for discussion a b u t  the results of the field 
work up to that point. The session lasted until 10:O p.m. 
Three main topics were discussed: ( 1 ) engineering and Mars 
Pathfinder Project issues (e.g., landing safety), (2) general 
questions and answers about Mars Pathfinder, and (3) educa- 
tion outreach and impressions of the 13 educatorsafter spend- 
ing 2.5 days with the Mars science and engineering person- 
nel. This summary captures the essence of these discussions, 
although not every person who spoke up is mentioned here. 
Mars Pathfinder Project Discussion: The Channeled 
Scabland field trips were designed in part to get key Mars 
Pathfinder engineering and management people out to a real 
Mars-analog terrain. The first two days of field work empha- 
sized the magnitude and scale of catastrophic flood features, 
and the nature of erosional and depositional landforms in 
terrain thought to be similar to the Ares VaIlis region. In 
particular, the group fmused attention on the EphmFa Fan, a 
broad deposit of boulders. cobbles. gravel, and sand deposited 
in the Quincy Basin. The surface of this fan was considered 
to be the k s t  Channeled Scabland analog to the Ares VaIlis 
landing site. 
R. Cook began the discussion by noting that in planning 
for Mars Pathfinder's landing, project personnel have to deal 
with conflicting problems and priorities. Collectively, we 
want the mission to do good science. and this has to be 
weighed against potential hazards at the landing site and 
Mars Pathfinder's inherent engineering capabilities. Based 
on what Cook saw and evaluated during the field trips, he said 
that "there is a fairly high likelihood that we can handle [the 
Ares Vallis site on] Mars if the Channeled Scabland is a good 
analog." Cook identified one concern that hadn't been con- 
sidered before-the apparent heterogeneity of the rock cover 
on the Ephrata Fan. On these field trips, he realized that the 
"rock abundances" that are derived from Viking IRTM data 
(e.g.. Christensen. 1986) represent averages. but within a 
given area. the distribution of rocks on a surface can vary 
considerably. This observation had become most apparent at 
the first stoponDay 2, when he groupreturned tothe Ephrata 
Fan and learned that within 2 km of the Monsters Rock site, 
there were other surfaces with few rocks and other surfaces 
with Viking-like rock cover. 
T. Riwellini was asked to address the question of Mars 
Pathfinder's airbag landing. Rivelllni said the "Monster Rork 
site is terrifying." but considered the Ephrata Fan site exam- 
ined on Day 2 to be "a lot nicer." The critical issue for airbags 
is whether there are sharp, "pointy" surfaces on m k s  that 
might grab, catch, or tear the airbags. Another issue is the size 
of rocks; something the size of the 18-m Monster Rock is toe 
big for the airbags to handle, although Rivellini thought thar 
if the landing velocity is very slow, a landing at that site could 
be done. GoIombek and Baker reiterated that the Monster 
Rmk is the biggest rmk on the entire Ephrata Fan, and that 
few other m k s  come close to it in size. Rice noted that the 
Monsters Rock site is the "worst-case scenario" for a landing 
in similar martian terrain. Indeed, most of the Ephrata Fan 
surface has few rocks exposed at the surface. Rivellini was 
happy to see that catastrophic flood-transported rocks are a 
lot rounder than he expected, and certainly more round than 
the rocks that are being used in airbag drop-tests for Mars 
Pathfinder. 
R. Manning felt that the field trip was useful in part 
because of the observation of heterogeneousmk cover on the 
Ephsata Fan surface. He said that much testing of various 
Ianding scenarios for Mars Pathfinder had been underway. 
and the heterogeneous m k  cover would be a useful addition 
to landing site hazard assessment. Like Rivellini. he was 
relieved that the flood-transported rocks were more rounded 
than he expected. 
A question was raised about the scaling of rock sizes from 
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Earth to Mars. If the Ephrata Fan is about 10 times smaller 
than the Ares Vallis sedimentaty deposits. would the rocks at 
the Ares site be 10 times larger than those observed in the field 
in Washington? Baker responded that h e  rocks we saw on the 
Ephrata Fan would probably be similar in size to what should 
be expected at Ares Vallis. Baker said that even though the 
flood channels and deposits on Mars are larger than in the 
Charmeled Scabland. "the laws of physics say that the reduc- 
tion of rock sizes will be a b u t  the same." In general, the size 
of the rocks exposed on the Ephrata Fan is governed by the 
internal fracture surfaces found in the Columbia Basalts, 
which were eroded by the floods. Baker noted, for example, 
that basalts on Mars should generally have similar-scale 
planes of weakness, and thus would break up a b u t  the same 
way as the rocks in the Channeled Scabland. There should not 
be too many boulders that are larger than the Monster Rock. 
and most rocks at the Ares Vallis landing site should be 
relatively small (perhaps on scales similar to those observed 
at the Viking landing sites). Baker also noted that with the 
reduced martian gravity, particle settling velocities will be 
different than on Earth. Cook said that on the Ephrata Fan. 
and presumably on Mars, clast size will drop off rapidly away 
from the channel mouth. He also commented that the Ephrata 
Fan suggests the heterogeneity of hulder distributions should 
drop off with distance from the channel mouth. 
Eisen wasasked todiscuss microrover issues in thecontext 
of what he saw in the Channeled Scabland field areas. His first 
comment was that after the second visit to the Ephrata Fan 
(first stop on Day 2). he would "sleep well tonight." He said 
there was nothing he saw in the field that the Sojourner 
microrover could not handle in terns of control and naviga- 
tion. One thing he liked was that the mks on the Ephrata Fan 
were well rounded and well buried, or fixed to the ground, by 
eolian silts. One concern to the microrover team would be 
rocks that are loose and can be moved or rolled. For rover 
navigation, it is better if the socks are embedded in the soil, 
as were the rocks seen on the Ephrata Fan. Eisen also com- 
mented on the immense value of having the opportunity to 
spend time talking with the Mars scientists in the field. 
Looking at Mars analog surfaces and discwssing soil proper- 
ties and rovertrafficabiCity withexperts such asH. Moore was 
an invaluable part of the field experience for Eisen. 
Manning felt that the Mars Pathfinder team had reached 
consensus on the issue of topographic effects on the landing. 
One issue is the ability of the onboard radar to detect the 
surface and estimate distance to that surface in time for the 
landing rockets to fire. A surface with many topographic 
variations, such as Dry Falls, would be a problem, especially 
if the spacecraft detected the surface above the falls, fired its 
braking rockets, but then drifted over the edge of the falls and 
down toward a surface that is lower than previously detected. 
Manning was pleased to learn that the Dry FallslGrand 
Coulee areas are not analogous to sites within the Ares Yallis 
landing ellipse. Another issue that had been discussed among 
the Mars Pathfinder team was how long the aisbags stay 
inflated for bounces that occur after initial impact. A flat 
surface, again, is better, and surfaces like Dry Falls or the 
butte-and-basin topography of much of the Scabland would 
be more difficult than the kinds of surfaces seen on the 
Ephrata Fan. Finally. a third issue discussed was airbag 
retraction and petal (solar panel) deployment; Manning saw 
no problems for these based on his field observations. Ramp 
deployment for the microrover also seemed not ro be a prob- 
lem, even in the rockiest site examined on the Ephrata Fan. 
Cook noted that the trip down the Lower Grand Coulee from 
Dry Falls was helpful because otherwise it would have h e n  
difficult to understand the context of where all the flood 
debris on the EphrataFan had come from. All were impressed 
by the immense scale of the Missoula Flood features, and the 
fact that the outflow channels on Mars are considerably 
larger. 
General Question and Answer Period: Following the 
discussion among Mars Pathfinder's management and engi- 
neering personnel, the floor was opened up to general ques- 
tions from the scientists and the thirteen K-12 educators. The 
first question came from C. Flanagan, who asked about the 
radius of exploration for the microrover. and who decides 
what the rover will do and observe. Wellman identified him- 
self as the key manager. Rovertraverses wouId be planned on 
the basisof the scientists' goals andobjectives. Cook said that 
before Mars Pathfinder lands. they will take aprototype mver 
and the landing site geologists out to sites in the Mojave 
Desert and Death Valley to gain experience in planning rover 
operations. D. Shirley noted that during the primary mission, 
the rover is not planned to go more than 10 rn from the lander. 
She also said that the rover can go no more than about 0.5 km 
away from the lander because of the radio communication 
link between the two. Noting that most of the Ephrata Fan 
surface has few rocks, S. Metzger expressed hope that Mars 
Pathfinder's site is not boring. that there will be many things, 
such as rocks, to examine wihin the 10-m rover radius. 
S. Klug asked why an airbag landing system was chosen 
over retromkets, and whether this impacted the landing site 
selection process. Rivellini said that the airbag system costs 
less than a rocket system. Neither landing system would 
impact h e  size of the landing ellipse, because it is a mainly 
a function of the spacecraft trajectory from Earth and the 
properties of the martian atmosphere at the time of the land- 
ing. 
In terms of dealing with students and the public, F. 
O'Rourke asked for reasons why we should explore Mars. 
The responses were general; for example, H. Moore noted 
that the "man on the street" cares mainly about the sense of 
exploration and the opportunities to see new things. R. 
Craddmk added that exploring other planets helps us solve 
problems here on Earth, and helps us to better understand, 
scientifically, our home planet. 
L. Eayette added to the exploration discussion, saying that 
as a result of her selection to participate in the Mars Path- 
finder field trips and workshops, she knew of "at least 250 8th 
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grade students" who are ' d m  excited about all this." She 
asked if the data from Mars Pathfinder and other missions 
wouldbe available to students. Theanswer was "yes,"indeed, 
Mars Pathfinder images and other data will be available 
through the Internet (among other potential sources). H. 
Nmre noted that in terms of education and planetary space- 
craft, "our engineers build great things that are mostly snc- 
cessful," and that this fact can be a great model for enhancing 
education of young people. The question and answer session 
was lively. The final question was from Sullivan, who asked 
whether Mars Pathfinder's airbags would be able to retract 
properly if the spacecraft landed on the worst case we saw on 
the Ephrata Fan (Monster Rock site). Rivellini said this is 
"not a problem." 
Education Outreach and Teacher Imprm,ions: The 
final discussion topic for the evening was related to the K-l2 
education outreach aspects of the field trips. Educators were 
asked to share their impressions of the Field trip, the science 
and engineering teams, and other concerns. 
A. Naldemann opened the session with a comment that 
children he met seemed interested in space exploration, but 
many who had seen the 1995 motion picture. ApolIo 13, did 
not realize that the film was based on a true story. Speaking 
from experience in middle and high school classrooms, J. 
Gallagher noted that "kids zday'" want instant gratification; 
they don't want to have to work bard to get something. 
Cook said that he was impressed with the field trips 
because as a group we had found away to pass on to children 
the enthusiasm of the people involved with Mars Pathfinder. 
He felt it was important that the K-12 educators had been able 
to come on the field trips and see some aspects of real team- 
work and real mission planning take place. 
J. Ddds  noted the importance of continuing the contacts 
and the process of educating the educators that had gone on 
during the field trips. Klug considered the events up to that 
point to have been very useful in "making the scientists 
human." She considered that it would be useful if Mars 
Pathfinder would produce a videotape showing the people at 
work on the project. solving problems. M. Murray felt that the 
Mars Pathfinder fieId trips in the Channeled Scabland repre- 
senled a g o d  model for the way NASA "should do" education 
and public outreach. As the session wrapped up, it was agreed 
that the educators would like to remain in contact with the 
engineers and scientists (via Internet, at least) long after the 
field trips are over and Mars Pathfinder lands on the Red 
Planet. 
FIELD TRIP 11-LAKE MISSOULA BREAK-OUT, 
WASHINGTON AND IDAHO, SEPTEMBER 30,1995 
Field Trip TI was based out of Spokane. Washington, on 
September 30. 1995. The trip had two main purposes: For 
participants who had not been on Field Trip I, it  was an 
opportunity to see a portion of the Channeled Scabland. 
including landforms relevant to the Ares Vallls landing site. 
For people who had participated in Field Trip I , I  't wasan 
opportunity to see the area where the Missoula Floods first 
broke out and poured across eastern Washington. The trip 
also offered the only opportunity to visit a giant current ripple 
site from the ground (recall that the Malaga ripple field was 
not visited In Field Trip I, as had originally been planned), 
lXe field trip began with an introduction and review of the 
Missoula Flood landforms and historic controversy presented 
by Baker the evening before the trip. 
The field trip busdeparted the hotel in Spokane at 8:00 a.m. 
About 42 people were present, including 10 who had not been 
on the first field trip. The bus went from the hotel directly to 
Stop 1 at the Lake Missoula break-out area at h e  south end 
of Lake Pend Oreille, in Famagut State Park, Idaho. The bus 
driver took a somewhat faster route to the park than the one 
outlined in the roadlog. As on Field Trip I, Baker was the trip 
leader; Edgett and Rice acted as trip coordinators. 
At Lake Pend Oreille, the group was joined by R. 
Bmckenridge ofthe Idaho Geological Survey. Breckenridge 
is a local expert on the Missoula Floods and Channeled 
Scabland (e-g.. Breckenridge, 19891, and his most recent 
work has been on the nature of the ice dams that repeatedly 
formed and then released Lake MissouIa to form the Scabland 
terrain (Breckenridge and Stanford, 1995). It was an honor to 
be joined by Breckenridge in the field. Both Baker and 
Bmckenridge discussed the nature of Lake Missoula and how 
glacial ice lobes had blocked offthe Clark Fork River to cause 
the formation of Lake Missoula. Breckenridge brought a 
series of ilFustrations put together using field data and digital 
elevation models toshow how the lake formed, the correspon- 
dence between shoreline features and lake levels, etc. He also 
had a fascinating photograph of shore lines near Clark Fork, 
Idaho, that had been revealed on a hilIslope following a forest 
fire in the 1930s. Breckenridge and Stanford (1995) found 
that their ice dam model put Lake Missoula's high stand near 
1260 rn, with the darn itself being about 1400 rn high. Other 
ice dams were smaller and h e  lake levels lower. The field t i p  
participants were fascinated by the magnitude and power the 
Missoula floods must have had. Breckenridge brought a 
mosaic of satellite images of the Lake Pend Oreille and 
Rathdrum Prairie area, to ilIusvate the size of the flood 
channel and nature of deposits left behind by the floods 
(Fig. 3). Breckenridge stayed with the group through the rest 
of the day. 
The next stop was the only visit thegroup was able to make 
to see giant current ripples fmm the ground. Giant current 
ripples. some with clasts measuring larger than 0.5 m, were 
seen from the aircraft overflights and at the West Bar over- 
look site on Field Trip I. The interest in visiting giant current 
ripples on the ground stemmed from the desire to understand 
what such featureslmk like, in the event that Mars Pathfinder 
should land on such ripples. Giant current ripples are not easy 
to recognize from the ground without the aid of airphotos. 
The group went to Stop 2, the Spirit Lake Giant Current 
Ripples. Clasts in these ripples surprised most participants 
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Fig. 3. R. Bmkenridge (left) and V. Baker dcscribe how the 
Missoula F l d s  originated at take Pend Oreille by repeated failure 
of glacial ice dams, The mosaic of satellite images (center) depicts 
the break-out area (under Baker's hand) and thc Rathdrum Prairie 
area (brighter surface running diagonal across the mosaic). Photo 
taken at the Spirit Lakc ripple site, September 30, 1995, by K. 
Edgett. 
because they were not basalts, but mostly crystalline rocks 
from the mountains to the east. Thc magnitude of ripple crests 
and troughs (see fieid guide) impressed most participants. 
The third stop was up on a hill (at Quinimose Estates) 
overlooking theRathdrum Prairie and Spokane Valley. Baker 
and Breckenridge explained how the Missoula Flmdwaters 
had poured through the valley, and how scientists had figured 
out the depth and velocity of such floods by examining erratic 
boulders emplaced on surroundinghillslopes. Again the gmup 
was impressed by the incredible size,  power, and depth of the 
Missoula Floods, and the fact that these floods were not large 
compared with those that carved Ares and Tiu Valles on 
Mars. The group ate lunch at this scenic overlmk site, al- 
though the air wascold and it rained during much of the lunch 
period. On the trip to this site, we notcd in the original field 
trip guide that the road at mile 104.5 is now paved, not gravel. 
After leaving the overlook site, the group drove "down- 
stream" through the Spokane Valley, emerging southwest of 
the city along Interstate 90 at an area where the first stream- 
lined hills and scour-pit lakes occur. Then the group left 
Interstate 90 at Sprague. Washington, and drove down into 
classic butte-and-basin scabland terrain. Forparticipants who 
missed Field Trip I, this was their opportunity to sec scabland 
and streamlined islands similar to what might be found on 
Mars. 
The group went on to Stop 4 (Rock Coulee near Hole-in- 
the-Ground). Here. the group walked down into hecoulee for 
a good view (Fig. 4). The canyon was impressive, particular1 y 
for the participants who did not go on Field Trip I and and 
thus did not see the Sower Grand Coulee. Rock Coulee 
provided another excellent example of the power of the 
Missoula Floods. 
The final stop in the field guide, Stop 5 Wah Creek Site), 
was listed as optional. Because of time constraints and rainy 
Fig.4. Enginers,scientlsts, and K-l2educators tagetherexamine 
the Rock Coulee site. From left to tight, people whose faces are 
clearlyvisible: H.Eim,R.Cwk, J,Gallagher,T. Spear,T.Campkll, 
R. Breckenridge, Y. Baker, J. Rice, V. Gulick, R. Craddock, and L. 
Selvip. Photo by K. Edgett, September 30, 1995. 
weather, the bus only stopped briefly at this site so partici- 
pants could see the outcrop from the highway. Bakes ex- 
plained how the sediments at this site had been used to prove 
the case for multiple Missoula Floods (see field guide), while 
s m e  participants got out of the bus to obtain photographs. 
The bus soon departed, and the field trip ended at 5:00 p.m. 
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Summary of Education and Public Outreach 
-edi?ed by K* S. Edgctr and 3. W. Rice Jr. 
The Mars Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop II and Field 
Trips in the Channeled Scabland involved education and 
public outreach goats from the very beginning. Education 
enhancement and public involvement is a major goal of 
NASA programs such as Man Pathfinder. The Mars Path- 
finder landing. scheduled for Jul y 4,1997. offers great poten- 
tial for inspiring a generation of studentstoo young toremem- 
ber the previous Mars landings in 1976. 
This section details the education and public outreach 
efforts related to the Mars Pathfinder field trips that occurred 
prior to mid November 1995. Outreach efforts occurred be- 
fore, during, and after the field trips and science workshop in 
September. The thirteen K-12 educators who participated in 
the field trips are planning to continue these efforts through 
at least the 1997 Mars landing. 
SELECTION OF K-12 EDUCATOR 
PARTICEPANTS 
Thirteen K-12 educators wicipated in the field hips and 
scientific workshops held in eastern Washington, September 
24-30,1995. TeacherJ. Dodds (O'Leary Junior High School, 
Twin Falls. Idaho) served as an education advisor in organiz- 
ing the field trips and education/public outreach project, 
A letter was mailed in late February 1995 to several thou- 
sand K-12 educators an the mailing lists of the Washington 
and the Idaho Science Teachers Associations. The letter 
announced the opportunity for K-12 educators to participate 
in the Mars Pathfinder Channeled Scabland events. Teachers 
were told to propose how they would share the fieId trip 
experience with students, parents, and other teachers in their 
home community. The goal was to have the selected educa- 
tors return home and immediarely involve their community 
in Mars Pathfinder and Channeled Scabland education out- 
reach. f ossi'ble activities might include things like town 
meetings, science fairs, field trips, and design of hands-on 
science activities that convey some aspect of Mars Pathfinder 
andlor the Channeled Scabland. Potential applicants were 
told they would have to cover some of the expenses of their 
trip, including travel, lodging, and meals. Applicants had to 
state their ability to cover these costs. 
A total of 63 quaIified applications were received by the 
end of March 1995. The proposals were evaluated by Dodds, 
K. Edgett, and J. Rice. Selections were based on the merit of 
each educator's proposed plan for sharing the Mars Path- 
finder and Channeled Scabland experience. In addition to 
Dodds, eleven K-12 educators were selected in April, and a 
thirteenth educator, H. Cassidy. was added to the participa- 
tion list in August because of her outstanding efforts to help 
with education and public outreach in Spokane, Washington, 
during the week of September 24-30, 1995. The education 
oubreach projects undertaken are detailed in reports by the 
educators that are included in this volume. Educators who 
were not selected to participate in the field trips received Mars 
education material from the Arizona Mars K- 12 Education 
Program directed by Edgett. 
Most of the 13 educators found financial assistance from 
a number of sources, including their own savings, Eisenhower 
Title I1 funds provided through district or state sources, the 
Idaho Space Grant Consortium, and Idaho Science Teachers 
Association. Seven of the educators applied to receive gradu- 
ate credit through K. Othberg at the University of Idaho 
(Moscow, Idaho) for their participation in the field trips. 
workshop, and follow-up educational activities. Dodds con- 
tacted Othberg and made all the  levant arrangements; she 
also helped other educatorsfind additional funds to help them 
participate in the week's events. 
Prior to the field trips and workshop. each of the 13 
educators received educational material about Mars, Mars 
Pathfinder, and Mars Global Surveyor from the Arizona 
Mars K-12 Education Program directed by Edgett and f m  
Golombek and the Mars Pathfinder Project. Materials in- 
cluded fact sheets, lithographs, newsletters (JPL's The Mar- 
tian Chronicle and ASU's TES News), pins. decals, posters, 
and a slide set. The set of 18 slides wasmailed tothe educators 
in August 1995 by the Arizona Mars K-12 Education Pro- 
gram. The slide set was designed to explain the Mars Path- 
finder mission and Channeled Scabland field trips by show- 
ing pictures of the lander, she microrover. Sojourner Truth, 
Landsat views of the Scabland, the Ares Vallis landing site, 
Mars Global Surveyor, a Viking lander image, and the Mars 
Surveyor I998 spacecraft. Copies of thisotherwiseextremely 
limited edition dide set are on file at Arizona State Zfnivet- 
sity. 
In October 1995, each of the 13 participants received a 
cenificate signed by Edgett and Rice with the following text: 
"Mars Scientists, Engineers, and Educators Working 
Together for Children and Future 
This is to certify that (Name) was a selected educator 
participant in the Mars Pathfinder Landing Site 
Workshop I1 and Field Trips in the Channeled 
Scabland of Washington and Idaho 
September 2430,1995 
Sponsored by Arizona State University, 
the Lunar and Planetary Institute, 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminismtion."' 
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OTHER OUTREACH EFFORTS 
Because only thirteen K-12 edacators could participate in 
the field hips and workshop, we sought to extend the educa- 
tion and public outreach value of these activities through 
additional education and public outreach events in eastern 
Washington, and through the cooperation of print and tele- 
vision media. 
Additional Outreach in Washington 
With the assistance of Cassidy, we organized a teacher 
workshop in Spokane the evening of September 27 and a 
public open house she evening of September 28. Cassidy and 
Edgett are thnlled and very grateful to all the field trip and 
workshop participants who helped with these two events. 
These are described in more detail in the report by Cassidy 
and Edgett later in this volume. 
Additional education outreach activities were carried out 
by Edgett during the week following the field trips and 
workshop in eastern Washington. On October 2,1995, Edgett 
was n guest of teacher M. Harder at Ritzville High Schm?. 
During the day, all of Ritzville's K-12 students had an 
opportunity to see a slide presentation about Mars Pathfinder 
and the Mars Surveyor program, examine a Mars globe, and 
ask questions about Mars. 
On October 3. E 995. Edgett visited about 1 00 eighth-grade 
students at Cassidy's Chase Middle Schml in Spokane for 
1 hour, thenEdgett was aguest on a Young Astronauts STEP/ 
Star television program. Hosted by teacher D. Howe and 
broadcast from Spokane, Washington, the Young Astronauts 
television program airs live via satellite every Tuesday and 
Thursday at 1 1 am. Pacific time. The program. designed For 
grades 4-6, is broadcast to about 100 subscribing schools or 
schooldis;trictsaroundIheU.S.,with particularly largegroups 
in Alaska. New York, Texas, and Washington. The show on 
October 3 faused on Mars, Mars Pathfinder, and the Chan- 
neled Scabland. Edgett fielded questions phoned-in Iive by 
student viewers, plus did a demonsmtion, using balloons, of 
the scale size and distances of Earth, Moon, and Mars. As of 
mid November, an effort is underway to have the show re- 
broadcast on NASA Select TV, in order to increase the 
student audience reached by the special MarslScabland epi- 
sale. 
Television and Print Media 
Another means to educate and inform the public is to use 
television, newspapers. and magazines. We utilized this fo- 
rum to extend our outreach throughout Washington, Idaho, 
and beyond. We also established a World-Wide Web page on 
the Internet that provides information about the Mars Path- 
finder excursion to the Scabland (see Appendix B). 
Television footage of Field Tip I (September 24-27) was 
obtained by representatives of KAET-TV, it PBS affiliate 
fPom Tempe, Arizona. and by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's 
Public Information Office (JPL PIO). The KAETfootage will 
be used in a broadcast to Arizona residents in January 1996. 
Both the footage from KAET and JPL PI0 is available for use 
in future television productions about Mars Pathfinder and 
or the Channeled Scabland. One example of how the fmtage 
might be used was outlined by S. Belanger of Oregon Public 
Broadcasting. Belanger attended the Mars Pathfinder Land- 
ing Site Workshop I1 in order to meet the Mars scientists, 
engineers, and educators, for involvement in a possible future 
PBS television production about Mars exploration that she is 
seeking tc~ produce. 
Print media were also involved in public and education 
outreach. For example, Edgeu wrote articles about the M a n  
Pathfinder mission and Channeled Scabland for Kids news- 
paper. a publication that was distributed to 30,000 children in 
the Spokane, Washington. area in September (see Cassidy 
and Edgett, thisvolume), The Arizona State University News 
Bureau put out two press releases during the year (May 1 8 and 
September 18, 1995), and sent S. Koppes to participate and 
later write about the events in Washington. WL PI0 put out 
a press release on September 29, 1995, that included com- 
ments from Golombek about the results of Field Trip I. The 
Planet;uy Society sent K. Magee in part to write an article for 
their magazine. The Planetary Reporr; this article is sched- 
uled to appear in early 1996 (Magee also demonstrated The 
Planetary Society's "Red Rover"education project for teach- 
ers and kids in Spokane September 27 and 28). Some of the 
newspaper articles that appeared as of mid November 1995 
are listed in Appendix A. These include articles from small- 
town newspapers in Washington and Idaho, Iarge city news- 
papers in Washington, and a national publication. Space 
News. Additional articles are likely to appear over the next 
several months, particularly as a result of the local education 
outreach efforts each of the I3 educators have initiated in 
their communities. 
REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON AND IDAHO 
K-12 EDUCATORS 
This section includes seports submitted by each of the 
K-12 educators who participated in the Mars Pathfinder 
Channeled Scabland events in September 1995. Each educa- 
tor was asked to submit their report by October 27, 1995. 
Thus, some of the outreach activities and events described 
below had not occurred as of the deadline. One report was not 
received as of mid November 1995, so only 12 educator 
reports are included here. To some of these reports, we have 
added an "Editors' Note" afterward to provide updated infor- 
mation current as of mid November 1995. 
The 13 educators who participated in the Mars Pathfinder 
events are an excellent resource for other teachers in Wash- 
ington. Idaho, and the U.S. Many of the Idaho teachers got 
together and presented Mars education material at the Idaho 
Science Teachers Association conference October54,1995; 
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many of the Washington teachers did likewise November 3- 
4 at the Washington Science Teachers Association mmeeting. 
Educators from around the western U,S. were treated to 
similar presentations and information at the National Sci- 
ence Teachers Association h a  Convention in Salt Lake 
City, Utah, October 19-21, 1995. ReIevant presentations at 
the NSTA meeting in Salt Lakecity weregiven by Campbell, 
Dodds, Edgett, and Gallagher. 
EDUCATOR REPORTS 
LANDING MARS PATHFlNDER IN THE CLASSROOM: 
THE. EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS OF ATTENDING THE 
MARS PATHFINDER LANDlNG SITE WORKSHOP 11. 
T. C. Campbell. Capital High School and T. C. Bird Planetarium. 
8055 Goctdard Road, Boise ID 83704, USA. 
The week that I spent at the Mars Pathfinder h d i n g  Site 
Workshop was one of the most exciting, enlightening, and benefi- 
ciat times of my life. 
Astronomy and space exploration are topics that excite students. 
They are "hooks" that get students of all abilities involved and lead 
to success in many other areas of theircumculum. The information 
that I received at the workshop and the ideas 1 generated as a result 
of the workshop will excite and enthrall my students, as they did me, 
about our current space program. 
I am Tonunate as a teacher to work with many of the most able 
and brightest students in our district. These are the young men and 
women who will be engineers, scientists. and teachers in the near 
future. Meeting and watching the Pathfinder e n g i n m  and scien- 
tists interact and problem solve has given me a new and renewed 
enthusiasm for helping to prepare my students for their chosen 
careers. Teaching is a rewarding and exciting profession. I enjoy 
helping students to learn and succeed. I found that the Pathfinder 
engineers and scientists were excited about and committed to their 
professions as I am to mine. E really enjoyed being able to talk and 
socialize with these people. 
I was amazed to.leam how young the Pathfinder people are. If 
these people are in charge OF our hture space exploration program, 
it could not bz in h t e r  hands. 
The information gained from the workshop is invaluable. My 
astronomy class has been introduced to the Mars Explontion Pro- 
gram and will continue to monitor any new developments through- 
out the year, 
Mars Pathfindw has beoome a major topic in all my planetarium 
presentations. By the end of the school year ovet 25.000 students 
and teachers will have visited the planetarium and been exposed to 
the current state of Mars exploration. 
The four Idaho teachers who attended the Pathfinder workshop 
presented two sessions at the Idaho State Science Teachers Confer- 
ence, We also brought the prototype rover from JPL to the confer- 
ence to inform and excite Idaho reachers. Two of us presented 
Pathfinder at the astronomy "sham-a-thon" at the National Science 
Teachers Regional Conference in Salt Lake City, Utah, October 
19-21. 
I have included Pathfinder as a part of all the educatorworkshops 
that I present throughout Idaho, I have developpd a new workshop 
around Pathfinder and have and will pmen t  at least three of these 
"Space Exploration-Pathfinder" workshops within the next four 
months. Sheri Klug and I have submitted a proposal through Boise 
State University for Idaho State Eisenhower funding. Thc project, 
called Project SEARCH (Space Exploration Activities for Raising 
Children's H Q ~ ~ z o ~ s ) ,  will involve 40 teachers from 10 area schools 
in an extensive one-week summer workshop. The workshop will 
stress hands-on activities and computer programs for teaching as- 
wonomy and space exploration. The Pathfinder and Planetary Soci- 
ety ' 2 e d  Rover" project will be the foundation for this workshop. 
After the summer, the involved teachers will continue to meet once 
a month for updates throughout the school year. 
I have also designed a Mars Exploration T-shirt for Idaho edu- 
cators. I will provide T-shins at workshops to keep Idaho hachws 
and their students involved. 
I wwld  like to thank everyone involved with the Pathfinder 
workshop for including the educators. I hope that what we d o  with 
our students and fellow teachers will help to repay your consider- 
ation. I hope that you will continue to incEude us as a part of the 
project and offer other educators the same type of opportunities that 
you've given us. 
EDUCATlCON OUTREACH EVENTS IN SPOKANE, WASH- 
INGTON, DURING THE WEEK OF THE MARS PATH- 
FINDER WORKSHOP. H. H. Cassidy' and K. S. Edgettz. )Chase 
Middle School, East 4747 37th Avenue, Spokane WA 99223, USA, 
IDcpartment of Geology, Arizona State University, Box 871404, 
Tcmpc AZ 85287- 1404, USA. 
The gathering of Mars Pathfinder engineers, Mars scientists, 
a d  selected K-12 educaton in Spokane, Washington, for the Mars 
Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop I1 in September 1995 presented 
an incredible and unique opportunity for education and public 
outreach for the Spokane community. We thus involved the work- 
shop participmurts in several outreach effons: a K-12 educator work- 
shop, a public open-house event, and a special publication for 
parents and children. In addition, the Washington Science Teachen 
Conference November 3-4, 1995, is planned to include a special 
Mars session presented by the Washington educatm who partici- 
pated in the week's events. 
Spokane Mars Exploration K-12 Educator Workshop: On 
September 27. 1995.30 educators representing the Spokane public 
schools attended a three-hour Mars Exploration Workshop at Salk 
Middle School in Spokane, Washington. The workshop was pre- 
sented by K. Edgett of the Arizona Mars K-12 Education Program 
with the assistance of several Mars Pathfinder project personnel and 
scientists and many of the K-I2 educators from Washington and 
Idaho who participated in the Mars Pathfinder field trips. 
The presenters demonstmted how to use the Mars missions to 
capture interest in science in students, m d  emphasized the interdis- 
ciplinary nature of space exploration. Topics included the Mars 
Pathfinder and Mars Global Surveyor missions, information a h u t  
the planet Mars, the similarities between Mars and the Channeled 
Scabland region of eastern Washington, and the future of space 
exploration. Teachers were introduced to a variety of hands-on 
acrivities associated with Mars exploration, as well as a wide range 
of resources available from NASA, JPL, The Planetary Society, the 
Ice Age F l d s  Institute, and other educational materials, including 
the Challenger Center's "Mars City Alpha'' and The Planetary 
Society's "Red Rover" project. 
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The Mars Educator Workshop provided a core of Spokane edu- 
cators with the tools and inspiration that will affect hundreds of 
children in Spokane classrmms. As these teachers share resources 
and activities with others educators in their schools, the impact of 
this workshop will spread. 
Spokane "Mars Night" Open House: A pub1 ic "Mars Night" 
open house held at Chase Middle School in Spokane. Washington, 
on September 28, 1995, atlncted a capaciw crowd of 700 children, 
parents, and community members who came to l e m  more about 
NASA's Mars Exploration Progmm. The two-hour program con- 
sisted of a slide show and question and answer session led by K. 
Edgett (ASU)., M. Golomkk [JPL), and D. Shirley (JPL), followed 
by numerous bands-on activities, demonstrations, and one-on-one 
conversations with scientists and educators. 
After the intrductory slides and questions, members of the 
audience visited a wide variety of exhibits, participated in activities, 
and attended demonstrations. A favorite activity was the Mars 
Pathfinder microrover demonstration by H. Eisen of JPL. One 
eighth-grade student commented, "My favoritc part of Mars Night 
was when they had therovermnning overa bunch of kids, It'sreally 
fascinating to think that a machine just like that will soon be walking 
on Mars!" Another student wrote, "1 loved the station with the rover. 
I was surprised at how versatile the rover really is--that it climbs 
over people with no problem at all!" R. ManningandR. Cmk of JPL 
fascinated the audience with airbag samples and test videos. 'Shank 
you for coming to our school and teaching us about how the eirbag 
works. I think the airbag is very cml.  I can't believe that the piece 
of rope can hold about 800 pounds?" wrote another student. T. 
Parker, also From JPL. presented a popular three-dimensional Mars 
slide show. J. Crisp from JPL and A. Treiman from LPI monitored 
a station with meteorites, Moon rocks, and microscopes. A student 
commented, 'The meteorite you showed us through the microscope 
looked cool. The rocks looked diffeient from the ones on Earth. 
What you showed and told me about Mats helped me learn a lot." 
Another commented, "It's cool to see something that's not from 
Earth. Maybe someday we'll get racks from Mars.'' J. Rice from 
ASU explained the geological mapping and the Ares Vallis landing 
site. One excited student wrote in a thank-you letter, "1 used the 
names of the geological p i n t s  on your Mars glob to name geologi- 
cal points on my own Mars map. I enjoyed laoking at the next 
destination of mankind," 
Technology demonstrations included a link-up toa  T e d  Rover" 
site in Utah, by K. Magee of the Planetaq Society. and Internet and 
CD-ROM explorations in the school media resource center. Other 
space-related activities suchas sdastrawrockets,"MysteryPlanet" 
problem-solving activities, building models of Mars Pathfinder, and 
a demonstration using a laser ta estimate the distance fmm Earth to 
Mars, were led by Mars Pathfinder personnel and Idaho and Wash- 
ington educa tm who were participants in the Mars Pathfinder field 
trips. 
The "Mars Night" Open House provided Spokane children and 
their parents with aunique opportunity to learn firsthand oFNASA1s 
Mars Exploration Program and to personally interact with scientists 
and educators who have dedicated their careers to scientific inquiry 
and space exploration. Many perceptions were changed, as dernon- 
sfrated by this comment from an eighth-grade studcnt, "You (the 
scientists) were great speakers! Before, I thought all scientists wore 
white jackets and were very old, but I guess that wasn't true, Now 
I know that not all, scientists are 'mad scientists.' Thank you for all 
you have done," Many students were inspired by the idea of space 
exploration: '"She concept of going to Mars is pretty exciting. The 
slides of Man were so graphic and real that at times I felt like I was 
traveling to Mars. The prospect of traveling to Mars is so exciting!" 
Another student wrote, "You made learning fun. not only for the 
youngest of children, but For the oldest of adults." 
As a result of the "Mars Night 'Wpn House. Spokane now 
enpys a network of parents, children. and teachers who understand 
a little more about Mars exploration and what scientists do; they 
have discovered scientists and engineers to be entertaining and 
interesting people who love their work and constantly strive to rnea 
new challenges. When Mars Pathfinder is launched in December 
1996 and lands on Mars on July 4, 1997, hundreds of children and 
adults in Spokane will be watching and feeling connected to this 
next step in space exploration. They will remember the Mars scien- 
tists and engineers who spent an evening at their school sharing their 
expertise, enthusiasm, and curiosity about the planets. 
Kids Newspaper, September 1995: The September 1W5 is- 
sue of Kids newspaper, published in Spokane, Washington, was 
distributed to approximately 30,000 school children and their fami- 
lies in the Spokane area and featured several articles written by K. 
Edgett. "Mars Pathfinding in Eastern Washington," or "The Mar- 
tians arecoming to the Spokane Area for a Review," is a three-page 
article comparing Mars to Eastern Washington and describing the 
activities of the Mars scientists and educators in Spokane during the 
week of September 2430.  'Txploring Mars From Eastern Wash- 
ington3'shares information for parents who are interested in explor- 
ing the Channeled Scabfands area with their children and cornpar- 
ing it to Ares Vallis, Mars. Suggestions for Mars exploration on the 
Internet and for recent books and articles on Mars were also pro- 
vided for parents interested in helping their children get ready for 
Mars Pathfinder's mission. 
Washington Science Teachers Association Conference: On 
November 4. 1995, the Mars Pathfinder Field Trip Educators from 
Washington will present a workshop on Mars exploration for about 
40 attendees at the Washington Science Teacher's Association 
Annual Conference in Pullman, Washington. Educators planning to 
panicipate in this presentation are H. Cassidy, L. Fayerte, J. 
Gallagher, M. Harder, M. Murray, K. Olive, and M. OIson. The 
workshop will combine hands-on activities, slide presentations, 
demonstrations, and identification of instructional resources avail- 
able to educators. The emphasis will be on the interdisciplinary 
natureof space exploration and isdesigned to use the Mars missions 
to inspire an expanded understanding and enthusiasm for science. 
Finally, the Washington Mars Pathfinder Educators will share ex- 
periences from their participation in the Mars Pathfinder field trips 
and workshop. 
EDUCATION OCffREACH EVENTS FOLLOWMG THE 
MARS PATHFINDER WORKSHOP AND FIELD TRIP. I. 
W s ,  O'Leaty Junior High School, 2350 Elizabeth Blvd., Twin 
Falls ID 83301. USA. 
The week of September 24, 1995, involved Mars Pathfinder 
scientists and engineers plus educators from Washington and Idaho 
examining the Channeled Scabland area of eastern Washington, a 
site that is analogous to the Pathfinder landing site at Arcs Vallis. 
Participantsexperienced an aircraft overflight and ground field trips 
in eastern Washington and northern Idaho led by experiencpd geolo- 
gists, technical reports given by the Mars Pathfjnder project scien- 
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tists and e n g i n e s ,  and professional interaction that fostered the 
continuation of the educationat aspect of this week. This is a report 
of theeducational outreach initiated since the Septemkr workshop. 
Within a week after returning From Spokane, the Idaho Science 
Teachers Association fall conference convened in Boise. While in 
Spokane, it was arranged with the conference chair to amend a 
session and add a presentation by a JPL rover engineer, K. Jewett. 
The rover team at P L  was very helpful in allowing one of their 
enginem to participate in the conference for several days. Jewett 
was in the exhibit area with the rover simulator when he was not 
presenting a session. In another session the Idaho educators who 
attend theSpokane workshop gave a joint presentation involving the 
geology of the two sites and the specifics of the Pathfinder project. 
Slides and viewgraphs obtained from K. Ugett ,  M. Golombek, and 
T. Parker were used. as well as paper models of the Pathfinder and 
rover. 
The folrowing week, on October 13, a Star Party was held at our 
school to celebrate the completion of our Newtonian telescopes that 
were made by our students. Members of the Magic Valley A s t m  
nornical Assmiation were p~pared to give presentations inside 
involving what objects were available for viewing and information 
about telescopes, as well as helping outside with the use of tde- 
scopes. This was a p a t  opportunity to also talk a b u t  the Mars 
Pathfinder mission. This Star Party will be followed by o r h m  
throughout the school year. 
The National Science Teachers Association held their regional 
conference in Salt Lake City. Utah, on W o b e r  1%21. In addition 
to Edgett's presentation and others from JPL, J. Gallagher, T. 
Campbell, and 1 found a great opportunity to shm our experience 
and information about Mars Pathfinder at the Space Educators 
Share-a-Thon. Th is  event was scheduled Sate and allowed for im- 
promptu presentations. We also participated in the National Earth 
Science Teachers Assmiation Share-a-Thon at the same confer- 
ence. In both sessions, a paper models of the Pathfinder and rover 
were passed out and explained. Information was also included a b u t  
the analogy of the gealogy af thechanneled Scablandarea with Ares 
Vallis. 
A Space Exploration Workshop is planned for Twin Falls, Oc- 
tober 26-28, 1995. m i s  is  a IS-hour teachers' workshop that will 
be held after school and on Saturday. A fwus during this workshop 
will be Mars missions, especially Pathfinder. Most of the partici- 
pants in the workshop are elementary teachrs. This workshop is 
primarily taught by Campbell and funded through the Title II 
Eisenhower funds. 
When our district teachers receive money from the Eisenhower 
funds to travel to conferences or workshops, there is art expectation 
to share what they have learned. On November 14, 1995, our district 
will have a science and math share-a-thon involving reachers K-12. 
Each teacher will have 20minutes topresent their activity to a group 
of teachers, then everyone will rotate to another presentation. There 
will be six sessions during the evening and I will no$ only share 
information concerning the Pathfinder mission but will atso alter- 
nate withanactivity comparing theBonnevilleandMissoula Floods. 
Communication with former NEWMAST (NASA E;ducational 
Workshops for Mathematics, Science, and Technology Teachers) 
participants has continued since we all had our experience at NASA 
Arnes Research Center in 1994. Many of us were interestd in Mars 
and have had many exchanges about projects En w r  classroom. The 
Mars Pathfinder workshop and fietd trip will be a great addition to 
the dialog about M m  and it is a different way to increase the 
educational outreach. Teachers in this Internet group are from all 
over the country. 
1 also have been asked to share this project with another e-mail 
p u p ,  Access Excellence (AE). Teachers who have been selected 
to be AE Fellows the past several years are high-school biology 
teachers. There are several hundred teachers in this group, but 
anyone who has memkrship to Arnaica On Line can access the AE 
Torum.The interdisciplinaty approach h science teaching can incor- 
porate aspects of Eanh science in biology. 
Additional plans for the school year include presentations at 
Rotary and Magic: Valley Astronomical Assmiation meettngs. An- 
other community project will mcur  in the spring, when our district 
impIements science and math night at the mall. If PL's scheduled 
testing of the rover allows. we will have a rover and engineer at the 
shopping mall. K. Edgett and J. Rice will visit our school and talk 
with students about Marsexpioration and conduct a short teacherin- 
service. At this time the students should be finished with construct- 
ing their Marscape and their motorized rover. The "Red Rover" 
project is sponsored by The Planetary Society and is in its second 
year. If accepted as a k t a  site for "Red Rover." students will also 
be able to drive another rover via the computer. Students will 
experience time-delay in relaying messages, teamwork, and the 
excitement of space exploration. 
My Earth science students will expand a program started last 
year. When our district purchased a Starlab, the ninth-grade Earth 
science students learned the mechanics of how to set up and take 
down the inflatable planetarium as well as how togive a program for 
the elernenmy schools. This year the students will include presen- 
tations and activities involving space exploration, specificatty the 
Mars Pathfinder. 
Other aspects of educational oubeach invoke teacher work- 
shops during the summer and continued presentations at confer- 
ences, such as the NSTA Conference in Phmnix next fall. 
One week in September has resulted in activities that will 
involve teachers, students, and community mernkrs all over the 
country. The Mars Pathfinder project scientists and engineers from 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA Ames Research Center, Ari- 
m a  State 'University, University of Arizona. Lunar and Planetary 
Institute, and U.S. Geologicat Survey have been very generous and 
excited to share information with the educatm who had the privi- 
lege of exploring the Channeled Scabtand OF eastern Washington. 
Editors' Note: On November 10. 1995, J. Dodds reported: "I 
am giving a presentation for the local astronomical society in De- 
cember . . . these folks are really excited about what we did in 
Washington. Yesterday and today were parent-teacher conferences 
[at O'Leary Junior HighSchool]. So many parents hadcompliments 
about what we are doing in class; kids are talking about the Mars 
Pathfinder andother missionsat borne! Wow! I hope you realize how 
exciting the field trip experience was and continues to be." 
MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE WORKSHOP 11: 
POST-WORKSHOP/POST-HELD TRIP EDUCATION OUT- 
REACH REPORT. L. Fayette. Toppenish Middle School, 104 
Goldendale Avenue, Toppenish WA 98948, USA. 
Immediate Fotlow-up Activities: Shortly afterreturning from 
the Pathfinder workshop. several activities ensued that allowed me 
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re sham thc Mars Pathfindcr mission w~th the public. Another 
educator participant, K. Olive, and I were interviewed on a morning 
radio talk show by Jim Breadlove of AM9tFO KUTl in Yakima, 
Washington. The regional newspaper, Yakima Herald-Republic. 
published an article about the workshop, and our local newspaper, 
the Toppenish Review, interviewed me to do a story. Informally, I 
have shared the experience with my students, colleagues, adminis- 
trators, and school board members. In November, thc Washington 
educator participants wit! sham the Pathfindcr mission and our 
plans for making it conncct to our classrooms with our colleagues 
statewide at the Washington Science Teachers Association annual 
conference at Washington State University. 
Future Activities: Our middle school has been involvcd in a 
partnership with thc Bpanmcnt of Energy through Pacific Nmh- 
wcst tabBattelle (PNL) for five years. This OPTIONS p q n m  
connects the resources, scicntists, and engineers of FNL with our 
science teaches and students to cnhancc the science educational 
cxperiencc. The focus is  to dcvelop curriculum that i s  
multidisciplinary mind interdisciplinary in nature. In my eighth- 
gradc Earth science arena. four scicntists (R, Fruland, P. Morton, 0. 
Olivares, J. Wise) have been collabonting with me in developing a 
spacc-based. thematic curticuturn. Thcsc samc scientists will also 
spend time as mentors in the classmom and on line as the project 
develops, 
Thiscumculum project willallowconnections t o b  madeamong 
the science disciplines of geology, soil science, plant biology. as- 
tronomy, chemistry, and physics. Cross-cu~iculum intqration with 
math. technology, an. literature. English, and histoy will bc inher- 
ent in the project. The studcnts will be using community resources 
in support of their erfons. A parent group will k organized to work 
in the classroom, provide Lransponation For students who nccd toget 
supplies or go to rcsourcc sitcs, and organize the logistics of the 
culmination activities. 
The basic design of this sevcral-week project is  that the students 
will work in teams like scientists. engineers, architects, artists, etc., 
do in the real world to product a final pduct .  For this project. the 
final product will be the devclopmcnr of lunar settlements. Each 
[cam member will be responsible Tor developing 1 of IQcomponeots 
(Architectural Dcsign, Transponarion. Life Suppon. Lunar Science 
and Exploration, Government and Administntion, Resource Utili- 
zation, Social and Health Services, Commercial Services, Cornmu- 
nication Systems. Encru). The goal is PO give the students the 
opponunily to bc cmative and to use higher-lcwcl thinking skills as 
they lcam to produce a highquality end mutt in a cooperative 
format as ma[-world professionals do. 
Mars Pathfinder Mission Connection: 1. At the mock profes- 
sional confcrencc. studcnts will use the format that was rollowd a! 
thc Ra~hfinder canfercncc En Spokane as their guide. A team of 
parents will be the conference organizers. I t  will bc hcld at the 
beautiful Yakima Nation Cultural Ccnter conference ccntcr in 
Toppenish. Community leadcn, parents. Heritage college person- 
nel, Battelle personnel, membfrs of the media (local and rcgional 
newspapers and T.V. stations) will all be invited to listen to the 
students present their propcts at this formal gathering. 
2. An evening public open-housc night will be organized for the 
community. parents, and families to come to the conference center, 
to scc the scttlcmcnt models. rover scenarios. and other displays that 
the studcnts have created. The elemenkaty classmms will be in- 
vited to vicw the projects and a 4  ~11rrtinnq during the day. 
3. During the school year, thecighth-grade curriculum hasasolar 
system component. This year the Mars Pathfinder mission will be 
written into the study of Mars. Thc students will make a display 
showing the Earth and Mars and the spacecraft in flight, in descent, 
and on the planet's surface. along with mission information. The 
display will po into the school's display care and into one of the 
downtown storefront windows to advcnjse thc open house. 
4. The Lunar Settlement cu~culurn project has Transportation 
and Lunar Scicnccs components that will have a Mars explotation 
aspect. 
a. Mars ~xplorafion. One olthe justifications for building bases 
on the Moon wit1 be to funher explore the solar system. with Mars 
king the first step. The Moon will be a testW for designing, 
building, and testing telembotic vehicles for lunar and Mars cxplo- 
ration. In the classroom. the s~udents will build two ercctor-set 
vehicles from instructions, thcn create two vehicles as their rndcls 
for their settlement project. 
The next step in performing hands-on activities in this compo- 
nent will be to use the "real" tclerobotic rover (see Fig. I). This is 
a working mdel ofa rover, designcd by R. Fruland, that the students 
will guide from behind a barrier through a simulated Viking 1 
landing site set up in the classroom. An advanced exercise will be 
to use stereoscopic views with two cameras attached to the rover to 
map the rocks. H. Mmre of USGS has provided tk maps, photos, 
and instructions for rhis activity. 
Fig. 1. Rear view oftelembticmini-rovcr designedby R. Fruland. 
Rovcrs such as this are used by students at Toppenish Middle 
School. 
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6. Sample return mission. Using the Pathfinder mission as a 
m d e l ,  vehicla will be sent to Mars to explore, as explained in the 
above scenario. In  the second phase of exploration, soil and rock 
samples will k returned, including samples containing microbial 
life. The Moon bases will be ideal sites to create highly contrulled 
sterile environments to receive and test these samples. Genesis, or 
terraforming, experiments will take place in the lunar labs. provid- 
ing ultimate control during the addition of nutrients, microbes, and 
higherlifefonns likeinsects.Zearning how toapproach termforming 
on Mars would be potentially easier on the Moon than on the 'Earth. 
Conclusions: A significant amount of information that was 
learned at the Pathfinder workshop will be incorporated into a 
developing curricukum project that will involve our eighth-grade 
students during February and March 1996. The public will be 
reached by parent involvement, community resource connections, 
and open-house invitations to  the public, and the media coverage of 
'their final p d u c t  presentations. It should be exciting! 
MARS PATHFINDER EDUCATION OUTREACH M PORT 
ANGELES, WASHINGTON, J;. Gallagher, Port Angeles High 
School, 304 East Park, Port Angeles WA 98362, USA. 
The best way to learn something is to actually do it, and the best 
way to evaluate the learning is to teach it to others. This simple 
philosophy of education fit well with the experiences of Idaho and 
Washington teachers during the workshop. We worked side-by-side 
with the scientists and engineers as they conducted research, per- 
formed experiments, solved problems, and debated different as- 
pects of the Mars Pathfinder mission. For one week, we experiencd 
the challenge and excitement of working on a team dedicated to the 
success of planetary exploration. Our task is to convey this experi- 
ence toour students, our local community, and thelargercommunity 
of teachers nationwide. 
The experience of working with the Mars Pathfinder project 
team and associated members of scientists was a truly incredible 
one. As teachers, we try to convey to our students the excitement of 
k i n g  part of a team, working toward a common cause, meeting 
challenges, and discovering new and exciting things. We have now 
experienced that ourselves! I returned from this workshop and made 
Mars the topic of conversation among many of my students and 
fellow faculty members, often without my initiating the subject. 
Everyone wanted to know about rhisnew mission toMars-few had 
even heard of it before. This breached othcr topics, such as: What- 
ever happened to the last mission (Mars Observer)? Are we: plan- 
ning other missions to Mars? When are we sending people to Mats? 
What are we doing to study the other planets? It seemed rhat 
everyone had heard about where I was for the week and wanted to 
know more. For an educator, having people thinking and gucstion- 
ing is a great reward. 
My education from this week of real-life science has become an 
integral pan of  my AstronamylGeology class since I have returned. 
My class concluded its study of [ma1 geology with a Look at the 
Channeled Scabland features, discussing the last glacial period and 
the MissoulaFloods. We then kgan out study of planetary geology 
with a look at the similar features on Mars. This was !he first time 
I have done this in class and it was a great way to stan looking at 
things. Students had an Eanh-bad analogy for the features on 
another planet. We wit1 continue looking far other similarities as we 
study Mars and the rest of the planen. 
My students are currently preparing presentations to conclude 
their next section of Mars studies. They studied maps of Mars 
ltopography and used the activities "lf Mars had Seas,Where Would 
They Be?," and "Where Will You Build a Resemh Station on 
Mars?,, from The Planetary Smiety's MARSLINK curriculum, to 
plan research missions to Mars, deciding what they wished to study 
and why. Using "Mars Landing Site Selection" activities from the 
Arizona Mars K- 12 Education Program's " 1995- 1996 Education 
Supplement and Guide," we then Imked at the criteria for choosing 
a landing site for Mars Pathfinder and chose landing sites based on 
the criteria and the proposed studies the students wished to pursue. 
Student teams will make final presentations on their sites and then 
we will look at the reasons for choosing the Ares Vallis site. 
I have ment ly  'begun the educational outreach portion of the 
workshop. I presented at the National ScienceTeachers Association 
(NSTA) Western Regional Conference in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
October 19-21, 1995. Approximately 150 elementary and second- 
ary teachers attended an Earth Science *'Share-a-Than'* at which I 
summarized the Mars Pathfinder mission objectives, schedule. and 
spacecraft and rover design. Each of the teachess received designs 
for making paper models of the Mars Pathfinder spacecraft and 
rover devised by C. D i a m  (Jet Propulsion Lahratory). At the same 
conference, I made a similar presentation to approximately 50 
educatm associated with NASA's educational programs. 
I will be presenting a two-hour workshop, along with other 
Washington Pathfinder workshop participants, at the annual Wash- 
ington Science Teachers Association (WSTA) conference in Pull- 
man, Washington, November 3 4 ,  1995. We will give an overview 
of the Mars Pathfinder mission using viewgraphs provided by M. 
Golombek. Each participant will receive materials to build paper 
models of the spacecrah and rover, and will build these rnde l s  in 
teams. We will build a full-scale, two-dimensional construction 
paper model of the spacecraft as a large group. 
"Mars Night" wlIl take place M e m b e r  5, 1995, at the Vem 
Burton Center in Pon Angeles, Washington. This twmhour event 
will be modeled after our open house in Spokane during the Path- 
Sindw workshop. Open to the general public, but targeting families 
of elementary and middle-school students, I will introduce Man  
Pathfinder and Mars to our Port Angeles community. b a l  teachers 
and high-school students, trained during several of my scheduled 
i n m i c e s .  will conduct Mars-related activities in small breakout 
sessions, and we wiIE have opportunities to drive The Planetary 
Scrciety's "Red Rover" model by computer network with Logan, 
Utah, 
I look f m r d  to more opportunities to be involved with Mars 
Pathfinder in the future. l will be making proposals for presentations 
at future NSTA and WSTA conferences, especially upcoming ones 
in Phoenix, %n Angeles, and Seattle. I will be an active panicipant 
in future Mars Pathfinder outreach programs, including plans for 
such programs in Death Valley and those coordinated for launch and 
landing of Mars Pathfinder. 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN OUR BACKYARD AND MARS. 
M. Harder, Ritzville High School, Wellsandt Road, Ritzville WA 
99169. USA. 
immediate1 y following thecpmpletion of ourworkshop, K. Edgett 
gave students in the Ritzville School District a brief introduction to 
the Mars mission and the connections to phenomenal features that 
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can be found in our own back yard. Students were full of questions 
andenthusiasm for the information that 1 have shared with them and 
their teachen upon my return from this tremendous experience, 
Our entire staff has shown a great interest in materials that I have 
been able to provide, so they can involve their students with not only 
the Channeled Scabland, but also information that allows us to bring 
students into the realm of science and spaceexploration. At this time 
we have completed one mini-session together, where I included 
background information on how this project came to take place in 
our area, and showed slides that we have received, as well as slides 
I took that included twations of sites of interest to everyone in our 
community. 
The most exciting project was with a group of consumer math 
students who, because of hands-on experience, were able to make 
real connections between math, science, and engineering when we 
drew an assonment of models to scale, and finished up with a life- 
size creation or  the Mars Pathfinder and the Sojourner microrover. 
I haveenjoyed seeing the youngerstudents marvel at this replicaand 
listen to the conversations that k g a n  with the understanding that 
this is  something we could touch, imagine, and understand. Here we 
live in a unique area where scientists and engineers from all across 
the world came to explore and help all of us understand the outer 
reaches of space, truly the unknown, and form hypotheses that will 
be used all over the world. 
As I work with junior-high students, I have a new insight t~ the 
formation of hypotheses and collecting data. Students are using 
Man  Pathfinder Fact Sheets and and are creating their own data 
logs. This has truly h o m e  a project that i s  being used across the 
curriculum. 
As I receive materials and information, I make copies and mate- 
rials available to staff m e m h  and plan our second mini-session to 
explore ideas to integrate these ideas across the curriculum for all 
grades. The first-graders are using information for beginning writ- 
ing projects, the eighth-grade class prepares to create a landing site 
in their classroom, and the junior-high students practice pmbtem- 
solving situations. 
Our annual field trip to the Scabland will now have an additional 
element, the landing site selection. Roblem-solving techniques and 
rationale for each site will be included and given by the high-school 
and junior-high students. Our initial field trip will examine each site 
for uniqueness and the theories that surround its formation. Our 
final field trip will be to present information on an appropriate 
landing site and demonstrate the samples that will begathered at the 
site should it  be selected. Long after the Pathfinder makes its initial 
landing and continues to collect data, we too will have our data to 
continue to collect and f m  new questions to answer.Theexchange 
of information and possibilities For our students and public are 
widespread; without this experience coming to our backyard. we 
would have never made such connections. 
Early next month I will panicipate with the other teachers from 
Washington In the Washington Science Teachers Association Con- 
ference, where we will again present a mini-session and use the 
model built by students to show the actual size of the lander and 
Sojourner mver. Presentations similar to our first mini-session will 
be presented to our local historical group and Chamber of Com- 
merce in the coming months. 
It is dimcult to put into words the tremendous amount of infor- 
mation that I have returned with. My hope is not only to share these 
factsand theories but also to  convey the innerworkings and the pride 
that I observed in all thepanicipants of this endeavor. I hope that the 
students learn not only about the knowledge it takes to create 
products but also the dreams that it takes to be successful. An 
experience like this truly allows dreams to be created. As a leachw 
in a rural area where there is a lack of technology to instantly "hook 
upWour students to thecurrent infmat ion, l  look fornard tomaking 
connections with many ofthe panicipanzs in a time-delayed fashion. 
UNLOCKPNG THE CHALLENGES IN OUR F'WURE BY 
IGNITING INTEREST IN OUR EDUCATORS AND STU- 
DENTS USING SPACE-RELATED EDUCATION: FOCUS 
ON THE MARS PATHFINDER MISSION. S. L. Klug, Can- 
yon Owyhee School Service Agency, Marsing Middle School, P.O. 
Box 340, Marsing ID 83639, USA. 
As an educator in rural Idaho, 1 have unfortunately found that 
high-tech subjects such as space exploration and spacecraft design 
seem light years away from our student's everyday lives. Lack of 
resources, lack of technology, and sometimes lack of vision of what 
the future might hold can be Formidable obstacles to overcome when 
we attempt to expand our student's horizons beyond our terrestrial 
home, 
As an educationat participant in the Mars Pathfinder Landing 
Site Workshop TI, I discovered the i n d i b l e  benefits that apartner- 
ship between scientists, engineers, and educators can reap for our 
scientists o f  the future. Last September, in preparation for the July 
1997 Pathfinder landing on Mars, the Mars science specialists, 
engineers, and selected educators from Idaho and Washington con- 
vened in eastern Washington For two purposes: (1) to study the 
analogiesof the Channeled Scabland area and the catastrophic flood 
plain of the Ares Vallis region on Mars and (2) to provide a forum 
For direct interaction between educators and the Mars scientific 
community. 
As a participant. I found the information generated by our two 
field t ips,  the overflight of the area, and the technical abstract 
presentations extremely stimulating. Many times, as educators, we 
lose touch with the ongoing discoveries and research projects taking 
place. Our time is consumed by routine tasks of daily lessons, 
grading papers, classroom management, etc. We tend to forget the 
invigoradon of fieEd exploration and working together to glean and 
connect information that will help us solve unknown problems of the 
future. For me, however, it was the latter purpose, the interaction 
between the diverse participants, that proved to be the most meme 
rable and energizing. 
The workshop was an excellent example of the linkage between 
the educator's role of preparing our students for careers in scientific 
fieIds and rhe scientist's responsibility to stay connected with the 
educators. T h i s  connection is needed in order to help provide edu- 
cators with a reatistic, scientific vision of where our students are 
headed. As the different groups interacted, the relationship between 
our ideas and methods of teaching, contrasted with what actual 
skills a scientist anaor  engineer really needs to be successful, was 
indeed evident and enlightening. My pwsmal methodology and 
teaching techniques were somewhat challenged, somewhat vali- 
dated, and indelibly impacted by my experience at this workshop. 
Upon my return, 1 immediately had numerous opportunities to 
share my experiences. 1, along with other Pathfinder education 
colleagues, conducted two Pathfinder workshops at the state meet- 
ing of the Idaho Science Teachers Association and made a special 
presentation to the astronomy class at Boise State University. Our 
group presentations were greatly enhanced by the loan of a mini- 
rover, similar to the rover on the Pathfinder Mission, and a rover 
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project engineer from the Jet Propulsion hbratory. My personal 
multimedia presentations included several senior citizens groups 
from different communities, an education class at Boise State Uni- 
versity, my afterschwl Horizons program atthreeelementary schools. 
and a Saturday, school-sponsored, family-oriented geology field 
trip. 
In all my presentation experiences, several common factors 
st& out: ( I )  There was a universal interest in the space program: 
past, present, and future. This was true regardless of age. (2) There 
was a universal interest in more space related education. (3) There 
is  a desire to have a closer, more personal connection to ongoing 
space projects. (4) Educatots, especially elementary educators, do 
not realize the enormous impact they can have on their student's 
future in science-related c a m .  The Mars Pathfinder workshop 
gave me many insights as to how powerful space education can and 
should be in our schwIs and communities. I [earned that space- 
related topics can be successfully taught across the curriculum, 
encompassing art, history, mathematics, health, science, etc. Sec- 
ond, there is current, cutting-edge information available from many 
space-related agencies, not to mention the vast sources of informa- 
tion on the Internet. Idaho is also quite fortunate to have a series of 
ongoing, hands-on, astronomylspace-related workshops and a sum- 
mer astronomy camp conducted by T. Campkll  (a Mars Pathfinder 
workshop participant). Finally, one of the most interesting items 1 
learned while interacting with many of rhe scientists and engineers 
was that most became interested in their career fields white still in 
grade school! Not many of the educators I talked with had any 
inkling that future planetary geologists, astrophysicists, or  exobi- 
ologists might be present in their classroom each day. 
The end d the workshop wilt in no way mark the end of my 
endeavor in pursuing space education. I have many presentations to 
yet to come. I have co-authored a science grant to provide a space 
exploratiodastronomyIcomputw summer camp for educators in 
southwest Idaho for the corning year. Again, the opportunities are 
endless. In closing. I feel an urgency to understand the necessity of 
space education and implore our future generations to look at the 
possibilities and promise that space exploration holds Tor the future. 
When educators can connact in a personal way with the scientific 
community, as we did on the Pathfinder workshop, the possibilities 
for realistic education ate boundless. Obstacles seem to disappear 
as opportunities toexplore unchaned areas open before us. My wish 
for educators at all levels is for them to experience firsthand the 
possibilities and excitement of our expanding future in space. It is  
a great time to be an educator, especially in rural Idaho! 
Editors' No* On November 8, 1995, S. Klug reported, "We 
did a farnity field trip to an area showing the Bonneville Flood 
deposits with one of my schools. We had a graduate student on loan 
from theunivessity of Idaho. It wentreally well. We prepped the trip 
with an introduction on Mars Pathfinder and catastrophic floods. I 
plan to run the same trip in the spring with my other two schools." 
A REPORT ON POST-FIELD-TRIP ACTIVITIES FOLLOW- 
ING THE MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE WORK- 
SHOP I1 AND FIELD TRIPS IN THE CHANNELED SCA- 
BLAND, WASHINGTON: BRINGING MARS DOWN TO 
EARTH. M. A. Murray, Alki Middle School, 1800 Northwest 
Bliss Read, Vancouver WA 98965, USA. 
Introduction: An opponunity for theme-based, experiential 
leaming will be provided to hundreds of students by linking study 
of the Channeled Scabland of Washington to Ares Vallis on Mars. 
My participation in the field trips and workshop [ I ]  provided an 
opponunity to developmeaningful science programs in my commu- 
nity. As a result, students of all ages, parents, and teachers will be 
introduced to related planetary science through field trips, labs, 
simulation activities, and week-long camps planned through 1997. 
Related Activities: I taught a workshop based on related Mars 
science to Vancouver-area teachers featuring hands-on activities 
intended to k used in their classrooms on October 26. Held at 
Discovery Middle School in Vancouver. the event was sponsored by 
Washington State UnEversity, Educational Service District 1 12, and 
the Vancouver School District #37. 
1 designed a new science camp experience for Vancouver stu- 
dents to debut in February 1996. It is organized around Mars 
Pathfinder and its rover "Sojourner." On four consecutive Satur- 
days, students aged 9-1 1 will work in teams alongside high-school 
"Ptincipal Investigators" to complete selected Pathfinder mission 
goals.Middle-school students will serveasassistantsin thismultiaged 
program. This project will be evaluated for inclusion in a new K-12 
integrated science curriculum underdevelopment in the Vancouver 
schools. 
Students in my lab at Alki Middle School in Vancouver will 
research, design, test. and evaluate conceptual m d e l s  of robotic 
spacecraft and rovers beginning in January 1996. A symposium will 
be held Iater in the school year to present papers and demonstrate 
protot~rpes. k s i g n  criteria must meet NASA" Discovery Program 
as nearly as possible. Mars is the students' intended target. with 
numerous simulated landing sites under discussion. including Ares 
Vallis. 
During the summerof E9%, students from around the region will 
participate in a new camp entitled "Mars Adventure," sponsored by 
the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI). 1 designed the 
camp to follow in the footsteps of scientists, engineers, and educa- 
t on  who flew, drove, and hiked through the great Washington 
Channeled Scabland in September of this year. Returning to the 
Portland museum, students will participate in a simulated Mars 
mission as a culminating event. 
Conclusion: Through the planned activities described here, 
studentsof all ages, teachers, parents, and community memkcs wiII 
become involved in the excitement of science, kinking w r  home 
planet to the exotic world of Mars. The field trip to the Channeled 
Scabland owned a number of doors for me personally and profes- 
sionally that E have shared and will continue to make available 
locally and regionally toothers. The serendipitous effects of involv- 
ing classroom science teachers in the EeId trips and workshops in 
September will continue to provide learning opportunities to our 
communities for yean to come. For our children, Mars will have 
been "brought down to Mh" through their meaningful involve- 
ment in these programs. 
References: [I]  Golmbek M. P. et al.. eds. ( 1  995) LPi Tech. 
Rpi. 95-01, Par1 1. 
MARS TAKES OVER CLASSROOM AT WILSON MIDDLE 
SCHOOL! K. Olive. Witson Middle School. 902 South 44th- 
Yakima WA 98908. USA. 
I t  has been very busy since 1 returned from the Pathfinder 
Workshop II: L. Fayette and I were on a Iocal radio talk show at 
station KUTI AM: on Monday. October 2. the Yakima Herald- 
Republic m an article about the workshop; and on Wednesday. 
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October 4, KIMATelevision came to my dassmm and interviewed 
me and some of my students regarding the Pathfinder workshop. I 
have conducted 4 parent/student astronomy nights in my classroom 
where the average numbwof peopieattending was 62. Mars was the 
topic of one of these parent/student nights. We did one activity 
where we used NIH for the Macintosh to measure the size of one of 
the riverchannelson Mars.The activity wasdesigned by W.Johnson 
of the Joint Education Initiative. Teams of parents and students 
measured the length and width of a river channel and an island in 
one of the channels. They were able to tell what direction the water 
flowed and then c o m p d  the size and shape of the channels to the 
Channeled Scabland of Washington by using the topographic maps 
frornThe Washingion Gawrreer. My slides of the workshop have not 
been developed yet, sa I could not use them at that time. I did show 
the video footage and we talked about the similarities between the 
two areas. 
Right now I am working on a huge public awareness project for 
at least 4000 students. I am on the coordinating committee to bring 
the region's fifth through ninth grades into Yakima's Sundome for 
an assembly where I will prepare a slide show of space and space 
ptopcts. The Mars Pathfinder slides will be part of this presenta- 
tion, After the slide show, Astronaut B. Dunbar will speak on U.S.- 
Russian cooperation in space flight. We are trying to get a separate 
session for girls of the area that morning. 
During the large assembly I will answer a number of questions 
that will be sent out to all of the schools in attendance. One of the 
questions is "Who is [he rover of the Mars Pathfinder Mission 
named after?" I will explain the name and let them know that it was 
named by a student in their own age group. 1 am sending out to at1 
schools the NASMNSTA Space Science Student Involvement Pro- 
g m  application. At theassembly I will be encoutaging everyone to 
participate in this program, One of the categories is "Mars Scientific 
Experiment Proposal." 
I have completely restructured one of my classes to study Mars 
all year long and use Mars as a tool to compare to Earth. This class 
wit1 be giving Astronaut Qunbar a "Breakfast on Mars" themorning 
of  her presentations. This class is creating a newsletter that is being 
sent to all their parents to keep them updated an  the progress of the 
class. I held a parent meeting todiscuss the restructuring of the class 
and the implications of using Mars as our tml for comparison to 
Earth. E i g h t m  of 28 parents came to the meeting and were excited 
a b u t  the "new" class. We are currently measuring the amount of 
CO, in our atmosphere with Gastec Analyzer Gas Diffusion Tubes 
and Gas Sampler Tubes. Students are measuring the cumulative 
effects of CO, buildup in the classroom over the length of a day and 
then they measure the amount from 1000 cc of air using the Gas 
Sampler Tube. All our data will then be compared to the atmosphere 
of Mars. 
I am currently training this class to use the program NIH so we 
can do image processing of digital imager of Mars and compare 
them to digital images I took with an Apple Quick Take Camera on 
the o v d i g h t  of the Channeled Scabland. 
We are currently building a 5" refractor telescope to go along 
with our 2-8" and 13" ~f lec tor  lelescopes. We wilI have more 
telescope nights where we look for Mars and continue some of the 
activities wc have started. 
My students are in contact with B. Cooper, the rover driver. and 
we are beginning to stan designing a rover of our own. 
1 really want to thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this 
project. I hope we can become a resource to our individual regions 
and each other. 
Editors' Note: On November 7, 1995. K. Olive reponed, 
'Tomormw is the Bonnie Dunbar program. We start with 'A Break- 
fast on Mars" in my c ta s smm and then go to a girls-only presenta- 
tion, [followed by] an area-wide program where we have almost 
4000 reserved seats for students. We a x  handing out teacher pack- 
ets of curriculum and other things. It is going to be a great day!" 
OEive also rioted, "I did a couple more vacuumlbell jar Mars dem- 
onstmtions. I put a balloon in there [with atmosphere at martian 
pressures] and it swelted up and popped. Did the same with a 
marshmallow.*' 
THE SEATTLE COUNTRY DAY SCITOOL M A R S  ENGI- 
NEERING CONTEST: HABITS OF MIND FOR THE 
TWENTY-FTRST CENTURY. M. B. Olson, Seattle Country 
Day School. 2619 4th Ave. N., Seattle WA 98109, USA. 
Seattle Country Day School (SCDS) stages an engineering con- 
test extravaganza the day before Thanksgiving each year. We be- 
lieve this experience promotes the habits of mind that prepare 
people to lead fulfilling and responsible lives in our technologically 
advancing world. Our engineering contest is a natural outgrowth of 
our daily science educational process. which entails three steps: 
First, students confront their current understanding of the physical 
world. They predict events, try things, and have the opportunity to 
make mistakes. Second, they encounter an array of sequenced 
lessons that enlargc their base of experience. Finally, they have 
opportunity to generalize new understanding to novel and remote 
situations. 
Our science contest provides a cmsdinked network of activities 
that capture student interest in science and technology. Both stu- 
dents and parents become intrigued by the design chalrenges of the 
technological theme for the year, and students learn values, atti- 
tudes, and skills of mechanical construction, data collection, and 
graphical analysis. 
SCDS science activities are designed to use junk. We want 
students to k o r n e  familiar with the materials that make up their 
household environment and to be ingenious in nonstandard uses of 
these materials to solve tasks. We choose a single thcme for our 
Contest each year and then allow studmts to creatc subcategories as 
they experiment with variables. Students begin by constructing 
small devices in daily science classes so every student in the middle 
school has at least one completed contraption to enter in the celebra- 
tion. As students become familiar with the concepts. they emklIish 
and modify design criteria. Any given individuai may create three 
or four rigs to enter in the grand finale. Team size matters: Pairs are 
ideal, because teams of four or five may allow gender or Seaming 
style differences to show up, as the science-shy watch while the 
mechanically able student does the tinkering. We try to manage 
competition so thateveryone~mainschaliengd yet everyone wins. 
This year's engineering contest theme is "Bogie Suspension 
Systems." Bogies were used in logging and steam technologies in 
the early days of out country. Bogies (a term From logging skid 
devices) and front "truck" wheel assemblies were designed to 
swivel to conform to curves in the tracks. The bogie idea has been 
applied to the space age. Whenengineers at Jet PropulsionLab were 
given the task of designing a series of  small rovers to land on Mars, 
they incorporated the bogie suspension idea in their plans by craft- 
ing rocker-bogie levers to support the wheels. This design produced 
the high level of rover mobility needed to navigate the boulder- 
strewn martian landscape. 
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1ngeniousStudentsIngenlousR0ve~~: An Educational Ac- 
tlvity that Develops Informed Citizenry: Did you ever wonder 
why it takes 18 months to assemble, test, and get ready to launch a 
rover to Mars? Indeed, this is considered a fast-track a p p m c h  to the 
deveIopment of space vehicles. On October 17, 1995, the 144 
middle-schoot students at SCQS began to find out. Each individual 
student was faced with the challenge of designing a small rover and 
then revising it each day according to new criteria. The sequence of 
activities began with making a balloon-powered rover move. Sru- 
dents revealed their mechanical, misconceptions by taping the axle 
to the chassis or by letting the axle ride directly on the chassis. A 
major breakrhrough in understanding came when someone discov- 
eRd that drinking straws could be used as bearings to reduce friction 
as wheels turned. ?he second design challenge required the rover to 
k powered by r u b k r  bands. Once again, rnisconccptions were 
revealed as most students fa'aited to comprehend the nced to uncover 
the axle so rubber bands could be attached to drive it. Once the 
bearings were revised, the task was to make a lightweight chassis 
strong enough to withstand the tension of a wound-up rubber band. 
The third design criteria of the month-long project was to create a 
bogie suspension system that could flex around a curved mck.  
Using blueprints from old steam trains and wooden toy hains, 
students crafted flexible suspension systems. Next we considered 
whether sotar or  battery power would be mom appropriate for use 
on Mars. In fact, a solar panel with battery back-up design was 
selected for the Pathfinder mission to  demonstrate solar panel 
performance in the dim martian suntight. Having little Sun in 
Seattle, we opted Tor experimenting with battery power. We re&- 
signed our rigs again to lxdriven by small electric motors and found 
that three Dcell batteries would allow a pair of motors to drive two 
wheels nicely. 
InNovember, thedesigncriteria will change topowwings" lawn 
mower wheels with a battery-powered motor attached to a gearbox. 
Using house gutter spikes and ferules for axles wd bearings, our 
prototype is able to move on a single D-cell battery, Gutter straps, 
plumber's tape. and various sizes of house wire will be transformed 
into a flexible rover chassis. 
After learning to drive our rovers over rock-sized boxes, we will 
be ready for our grand finale. 'She morning of November 22,1995, 
we will gather in the gym with more than 200 fine-tuned rigs. Cargo 
nets at the gym ceiling will release a catastrophic flood of boulder- 
sized b x e s  tocreate an analog to the Channeled Scabland ofeastem 
Washington and Ares Vallis of Mas .  Our rovers will then demon- 
strate their engineering capabilities as they scramble over the nod 
debris. We will pit our ingenuity in rovw design against a real 
Pathfinder prototype rover built at Jet Propulsion Labratory and 
navigated in our celebration by C. Diarra. The technical understand- 
ing developed by crafting and w i s i n g  rover designs will lead every 
student to appreciate the cleverness brought to fruition in the JPL 
Sojourner rover. In this way we will come to undentand how the 
ingenious development of the Pathfinder rover was done quickly 
and efficiently in just 18 months. 
MARS ACTIVITIES AND RESEARCH FOR STZTDENTS. F. 
OXourke, Cedar Wood Elementary School, 341 4 168th Street SE, 
Bothell WA 98012, USA. 
For more than 3000 years, Mars has captured the imagination of 
all. It has also been the subject of intensive scientific study. NASA 
began exploration of Mars with the Mariner 4 mission in 1964 
1 W, and will continue on July 4 1997, when the Mars Pathfinder 
spacecraft will touch down on the Red Planet at the mouth of a giant 
floodchannel, Ares Vallis, givingme theoppwtunity tosimulate the 
process with interdisciplinary curriculum. The students will partici- 
pate in a mission from start to finish. Students will develop an 
invigorated interest in language, math, science, and technology 
while they experience firsthand the thrill. challenge, and unique 
adventure of simulated space travel. 
R.ogram Design: Pathfinder is a total hands-on activity. Stu- 
dents will construct the martian surface. design a model, of their o m  
Pathfinder spacecraft. study all the aspects of planning and then 
sirnubate a mission, provide news coverage of the mission, perform 
experiments while an the mission, gather data from the mission, and 
provide a debriefing after the mission. 
SeptemberlOctober: Students study Mars and its geographi- 
cal characteristics. A focus wit1 be on composition ofrwks and soils 
(as in the teal mission). The recreation of Mars is made with paper 
mache. 
OctoberJNovember: Studentsdesign and engineerhthfinder 
landing systems and rover vehicles using K'Nex (K'Nex consmc- 
tion materials have been on the toy market for about fouryean; they 
are like ptastic Tinker Toys, and the astronauts have been using 
them for communication training). In each step of the mission, 
students will be creating hypercard stacks and multimedia presen- 
tations to showcase their studies. The computer presentations will 
then be on display during the mission for everyone to view. The use 
of a video spickct card will allow students torecord and keep record 
of [rials and errors in creation of vehicles and then enter them into 
the computer as a pafl of their hypercard stack. It is through this 
programming of hypercards that students atr: reaching a level of 
learning that surpasses anything wecould give them in a book. They 
must use logic, planning, analytical thinking, and cooperative learn- 
ing to compfete the stacks. 
Decernkr/Jaauary: Design a method of protection for their 
vehicle. as it will be dropped from a 25-foot ladder onto the student- 
made surface of Mars. 
February: Mission day. The community, parents, and ather 
students will be invited to watch as students drop their vehicles from 
a ladder, then have to control the vehicle to make a soil and m k  
collection. Guests will be given the opportunity to predict which 
designs will k successfuI. All project methods wP1 be analyzed and 
data collected and recorded on the best designs. 
Ewluar~on. The evaluation of this project will be informal 
assessment observations of the students' work, plus their participa- 
tion in both large and small groups. Student journals wilI be used to 
reveat their thinking and their development of knowledge. skills. 
and attitudes. Self-reports will be used to assess students prior 
knowIedge of a subject, concept, or  process. Computer-based as- 
sessment utilizes student-designed interaction. 
Extensions. Sharing information is what 1 do with not only 
students and colleagues but the g e n m l  pubfic and community. On 
November 2,1 will be speaking to the Everett business community, 
by invitation of Everett Foundation; sharing my interactive week on 
"Mats" will be the topic. In addition. Viacom Cable, Bwing, Uni- 
versity of Washington, City University, and Western University 
have all asked me to speak on the Pathfinder field trip at various 
public functions. 
On Novemkr 17, 1 will be giving a joint presentation with 
former astronaut Buzz Aldrin for all thc elementary students in the 
Everett School District. I will be discussing Pathfinder and future 
missions to Mars. 
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Daily, I send in-school e-mails to the staff with a Mars tip of the 
day, a fact about the mission, or related information. 
In-services offered for my school and district staff give other 
teachers the opportunity to create a weekly "Monday Mats Mad- 
ness," during which we as a school offer some type of fun and 
creative Marsactivity. The day is filled with activities that stimukate 
and activate imagination. 
Presently 1 am working with J. Tillman and A. Bruchner at the 
University of Washington, creating teaching rndules based on the 
next missions to Mars. All these units will be published on the 
World-Wide Web. 
Martian Driver's License: My students havecreatedthe fitst 
driver's license for the planet Mars. With the help of State Repre- 
sentative D. Schmit, the children have discussed the issues involvd 
with "licensing" and the reasons behind a license. Repesenzalive 
Schmit is seeking Washington state's House and Senate approval 
plus the signatue of wr govemor on the license. The driver's 
license will be sent to B. Cooper (at JPL) so  he doesn't receive a 
ticket fordriving on Mars without a license? In addition, my students 
will create a landing l i m s e  for the Russian lander. Working with 
the Russian consulate in Seattle, we hope to find an elementary 
school in Russia to work with US in the creation via the Internet and 
present the license to workshop participant R. Kuzmin. 
Rover License Plate: The students have alsocreated a license 
plate for Sojourner. The license plate will be sent to H. Eisen (at 
JPL) for safekeeping. 
With K'Nex, my students and I are working todevelop rovertoys 
for publication. T o  make sure student vehicles fit within engineer- 
ing principals, the children will have the assistance of Eisen and his 
team of designers along with local Boeing engineers. 
U p m i n g  Planned Presentations: Upcoming presentations 
that are currently planned include in-services for local schml dis- 
tricts, a presentation at the Washington Science Teachers Associa- 
tion (WSTA) meeting, a presentation at the Seattle Science Cenrer, 
the NCCEcornputer conference, University of Washington student- 
teacher in-service, City University technology classes, and a tech- 
nology conference in April 1996. 
In 1993 1 was selected to participate in Science Grasp, sponsored 
by UpJohn Chemical Company. All the teachen in the U.S., Canada, 
and England are in touch through first-class e-mail, which hasgiven 
me the opportunity to share information and resources with these 
teachers. 
Todate, the information gained from the Pathfinder field trip has 
stimulated excitement and the search for more knowledge. Stu- 
dents, staff, and community m e r n h  alike have renewed interest 
and feel they have been personally touched by the upcoming mis- 
sion. 
"Much education today is monumentally ineffective. All too 
often we are giving young people cut flowen when we should be 
teaching them to grow their own plants." -John W. Eardner, 
Secretary of Health Welfare and Education under President Lyndon 
B, Johnson [ t 1. 
This field trip gave me the tools, resources, and support to help 
my szudents grow their own learning. 
References: [I] Gardner J. W. ( 1984) In The World Emk 
Complete. p. 305, World Book Encyclopedia, Inc., Chicago. 
EditorsWote: Notice the acronym (MARS) built into F. 
O'Rourke's title. Also, O'Rourke sent updates several times after 
her report was submitted. On O c t o k  31, 1995, she reported, " h e  
ended up doing a lot more talks, etc., since the paper was written. 
So much more has come this way. and the community can't get 
enough. The driver's license has really taken off and turned into a 
big project in itself. It was invited to be on display at the Smithso- 
nian! My students and their parents are just going nuts over this. 
'Thank you' isso little cornparedtowhat youhavegivenmy kidsand 
the community!" 
On November 3, 1995, O'Rourke sent another update. 'The 
week of November 27 the Governor and Representative Dave 
Schmidt, the director of Washington State Transportation, and the 
Secretary of State will all come to Cedar W d .  We are also trying 
to get Brian Cooper here. If Brian comes, we will have him take a 
driver's test with a remote control car, on a studentcreated surface 
of Mars. All the students at Cedar Wood have helped make the 
surface. All the kids designed driver's licenses, and then we chose 
the one we wanted to use as ofticial. Bob Craddock set up the 
[opportunity to] display [the license] at the Smithsonian. Some 
classrooms aredesigninga license plate for the rover, and others are 
doing mad signs for the planet. All will be on display the day the 
Governor comes, I have Boeing engineers in my classrmm once a 
week, teaching the hasics of engineering so the kids can build their 
own rovers. When we begin to build the rovers, Howard Eisen will 
give advice over e-rnail. Yesteday I gave a talk to 250 Iwal busi- 
nessmen and women on Pathfinder. They are very excited about the 
classroom activities and want more presentations around town. Our 
community i s  loving everything they can get their hands on. The 
parents at are school are doing fund-raising so that we can get the 
supplies we need." 
Another update was submitted on November 10, 1995. "Wash- 
ington Governar towry is coming November 28 to our school. He 
will sign the driver's license and give it the seal of approval. Brian 
Cooper is coming [from JPL]. I'll do a full school assembly, and then 
give the driver's test, have Lowry sign lthe license, and present it to 
Brian. Our community is so  excited. There will be a lot of 'P.R." 
Also a news aflicle will break next week. Buzz Aldrin will be here 
on November 17, and I will get to attend, but not make a joint 
presentation with him. I [also] want y m  to know that Joy Crisp [of 
JPL] has ken  sending my kids lessons. l 3 e y  love getting her 
packages. She has truly been of help and guidance. Other news-l 
just received two Mars grants for solar-powered cars, computer 
upgrading, and a parent has sent out letters to local businesses 
asking for computer equipment for the student rover." 
OUTZlEACH 'TO THE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF 
IDAHO AS A RESULT OF THE MARS PATHFINDER 
LANDING SlTE WORKSHOP I1 IN EASTERN WASHING- 
TON. L. K. Selvig. Centennial High School. 12400 West 
McMillian Road, Boise ID 837 13, USA. 
The Idaho Science Teachers conference was heId on October 
5 4 ,  1995, in Boise, Idaho. During those two days, materials, 
activities, and knowledge were shared with over 200 teachers in the 
state. The appearance of the M m  rover model from JPL was used 
as an attention grabber. The rover's presence at the convention 
center enticed many teachers to learn more about the Mars Path- 
finder mission. The major goal of the presenters at the Boise confer- 
ence was to inform. Materials such as posters, scale-mdel instruc- 
tions, and other handouts, specific to the mission, were provided to 
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the participating teachers at the Boise conference. 
Four of the 12 teachers that were selected to attend the Mars 
Pathfinder Landing Site Workshop in Washington state were in- 
volved in presenting a different aspect of the mission. With the use 
of slides, videos, three-dimensional images, viewgraphs, the rover 
rndel ,  and p a o n a l  experience, the knowledge and understanding 
of the Mars Pathfinder mission was relayed to those in attendance 
in Boise. T. Campbell, using v iewpphs ,  gave an overall perspec- 
tive on the mission. J. M d s  used stides to present the geologic 
setting and analogy of the Channeled Scabland region of eastern 
Washington to the Ares Vallis region on Mars. S. Klug explained 
and demonstrated the landing mechanism (airbags) of the Path- 
finder lander. I used three-dimensional images to acquaint the 
participants with the geornorphology of the landing site [I]. All the 
materials and items used in the presentations were very graciously 
providcd by different scientisrs involved in the Pathfinder I1 work- 
shop. M. Golombek (JPL) provided the viewgraphs, T. RivelIini and 
R, Manning (PL) provided the videos and airbag materials, and T. 
Parker (JPL) provided the three-dimensional images. The slides 
that were used were those provided to the teachers by K. Wgett 
(ASU). 
Because of this workshop in Boise, many teachers who had no 
idea that this mission was happening went away with new ideas and 
materials for their classrooms. Teachers were looking Forward to 
relaying the information to their students about new and future 
missions of NASA and JPL. One teacher commented that, "Mars has 
always ken a mysterious planet for students, and soon we will be 
driving a little car on its s u r f a c e h o w  exciting?" 
Additional outreach programs have and will come about in the 
form of student activities, sharing of information with students and 
parents. and in the future, building of a remote-controlled rover 
mock-up. In my Earth science class, the threedimensional images 
have already been used in a lesson involving topogmphic mapping. 
Students had been studying mapping techniques and we% able to 
make profiles of the three-dimensional images. Using the scale 
given by Parker, students then figured the size of some of the 
landforms shown in the images, The students never thought of this 
project as being "schoolwork" hcause they were using "real im- 
ages" of the surface of Mars [ I]. The students especially liked using 
the three-dimensional glasses. 
Activities designed to supplement the schmF cumculum based 
on Mars-related information is om of my goals. It is hoped that an 
aspect of the Mars Pathfinder mission will be: included in every unit 
that is being taught. The unit on minerals and rtscks could be 
supplementcd with thc knowledge and workings of the alpha proton 
X-ray spectrometer (APXS) [Z]. Surface erosion and rivcr systems 
may be supplemented with activities that require students to com- 
pare and interpret drainage patterns on E m h  and Mars. An activity 
is in the process of being put together that will ask the students to 
determine the source of a specific rock type from sand samples in a 
river outflow channel [3]. The students will have a specific number 
of tries in which they use acquired knowledge and outside infoma- 
tion about rock types to analytically determine the location OF [he 
rocks' original source. This activity will be analogous to the infor- 
mation and techniques that will be used to interpret the materials at 
the landing site on Chryse Planitia in the outflow area of h s  Vallis 
t3,41. 
Another goat i s  to have students build a mver mock-up that is 
controlled remotely with a signal delay. The rover will be designed 
to utilize a security video camera. The video signal will be sent to 
a monitor to allow the driver to maneuver the rover through a 
designed martian surface. This idea was inspired by L. Fayette [5 ] .  
Her model was displayed in Moses Lake, Washington, during the 
first part of the Pathfinder workshop. Through partnerships From 
within the community, the materials and engineering skills neces- 
sary for such an endeavor will be acquired. The definitive conclu- 
sion is to have all three high schools in our district compete with 
each other. 
Referen=: [ I ]  lhrxbury T. C., this volume. 121 Golombek 
M. P. et al.. eds. (1WS)LPI Tech. Rpt* 95-QI, Part 1.131 Rice J. W. 
Jr. and Edgett K. S. ( I  995) in LPI Tech. Rep. 95-01, Part !. pp. 
25-26. [4] Tanaka K. L., this volume. 151 Fayette L., this volume, 
EDITORS' CONCLUSIONS ABOUT TIFE 
OUTREACH EFFORT 
The combination of field work, science, engineering, edu- 
cation, and public ouwach proved to be a great success. The 
enthusiasm and energy of the 13 educators who participated 
was contagious. Indeed, many of the scientists and engineers 
remarked aftehward that they felt energized and revitalized by 
their interactions with the educators and the Spokane resi- 
dents, mostly children, that they met during the week. Many 
participants felt that the educators' contribution to the pro- 
cess of evaluating the Ares Vallis landing site and preparing 
for the Mars Pathfinder mission was as important as any of 
the science and engineering considerations that were ad- 
dressed. 
We believe thar the efforts made to combine field work. 
engineering, science, education, and public outreach should 
serve as a model for future scientific workshops. The engi- 
neers and scientists developed new professional relationships 
with theeducators and w ith each other. The exchange of ideas 
and information continues more than a month after the field 
trips and workshop ended. We have been gratified to learn 
that the impact of the Mars Pathfinder excut.sion to the 
Channeled Scabland will continue long afterSeptember 1995. 
In October, teacher M. Harder commented that "this has 
touched so many people in ways we'll never fully appreciate." 
Cedar Wmd Elementary teacher F. O'Rourke echoed this 
statement in November, saying, "you guys have changed the 
lives of so many, many [people] you will never even know." 
When Mars Pathfinder lands in Ares Vallis on July 4. 1997, 
we believe that the multiple goals of engineering, science, 
and education will translate into a fantastic and exciting 
mission. 
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Appendixes 
APPENDIX A: NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ABOUT 
THE MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE 
EVENTS IN WASHINGTON 
by K. S. Edgetr 
Because only thirteen K- I2 educators could participate in 
the Field Trips and Mars Pathfinder Workshop, we sought to 
extend the education and public outreach value of these 
activities through thecooperatien of print media. Here we list 
the newspaper articles that appeared and were collected by 
participants of the field trips and workshops, as of mid No- 
vember 1995. We suspect that more articles appeared (e.g., in 
other cities throughout Washington) than are listed here, and 
that more will appear as the result of K-12 and public out- 
reach efforts underway by the 13 educators and some of the 
science and engineering personnel. ArticIes are Iisted in 
chronological order, and copies of them can be obtained from 
K. Edgett upon request. 
"Mars Pathfinder Scientis'ts: Channeled Scablands Topic 
of Study," Riaville Adams County Journal, RitzvilFe, Wash- 
ington, September 28, 1995. 
"NASA Using Basin as Stand-in far Mars: Scablands are 
Training Site for 1997 Space Mission," Wenatchee World, 
Wenatchee. Washington, circa September 29. 1995. 
'*Columbia Basin Terrain Doubles as Mars." The 
Bellingham Herald, Eellingham, Washington, October 2, 
1995. 
'Eastem Washington Doubles as Mars for Study by Scien- 
tists." by Wes Netson. Yakima Herald-Republic, Yakima, 
Washington, October 2, 1995. 
"Exploring Mars through Moses Lake," by Michael Sear, 
Everett Herald. Everett, Washington, October 6. 1995. 
"Mars 'field trip' planned for K- 12 schoolteachers," by "Scientists Study Mars Landing Site in Wilds of Washing- 
Steve Koppes, Arizona State University Insight. Tempe, ton." by Diane Ainsworth. Jet Propulsion Laboratory Uni- 
Arizona, May 19, 1995. verse. Pasadena, California. October 6. 1995. 
"Charting the Steps of Pathfinder: Scientists Study '*Toppenish Science Teaches Gets Taste of Mars Neat 
Washington" MMarike Scablands," Mars Underground Moses Lake," Toppenish Review, Toppenish, Washington, 
News, The Planetary Society, Pasadena, California, Second: October 1 1, 1995. 
Quarter, 1995. 
"Mars Team Treks to Scabland," Space News, Spring- 
'*Marspathfinding in Eastern Washington,"by KenEdgett, field, Virginia, October 9-14, 1995. 
Kids newspaper, Spokane, Washington, September 1995. 
"Exploring Mars from Eastern Washington," by Ken APPENDrX B: KEY MARS PATTIFINDER 
Edgett, Kidr new spaper, Spokane. Washington. September EDUCATION RESOURCES 
1 995. by K. S. Edger[ 
"Owyhee County Teacher Selected for Space Workshop." 
by Jamie Hodges, The Owyhec Avalanche, Hornmedale, Idaho, 
September 6, 1995. 
"NASA Investigates Moses Lake's Terrain," by Michael 
Sear, Columbia Basin Herald, Moses Lake. Washington, 
September 20, 1995. 
'*Scientists' Mars Invasion Begins in Washington," by 
Steve Koppes, Arizona State University bsighr. Tempe. 
Arizona, September 22, 1 995. 
"Mars on a Budget: Scientists Tour Eastern Washington 
to get a Feel for the Red Planet,*' by Tom Sowa, The Spokes- 
man-Review, Spokane, Washington, September 27, 1995. 
This list represents but a fraction of the Mars Education 
resources available to K-12 educators. Here we focus on 
resources directly relevant to Mars Pathfinder and the Chan- 
neled Scabland. 
Recent Magadne Articles 
''To Boldly Go . . . " D. F. RobeRson.Asrronomy, Decem- 
ber 1994. 
*'A Parachute and Set of Aitbags," As~onomy. January 
1995. 
"Mars Pathfinder on Track,"Sky & Telescope, April 1995. 
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"The F l d s  that Carved the West,'" M. Parfit. Smithso- 
nian, April 1995 (about Missoula Floods). 
"To Mars by Way of the School House," K. Edgett, Mer- 
cury, Jut y-August 1995. 
"Building a Bridge to Mars," W. H. Boyer, Fins/ Fron tier, 
August 1995. 
"A Mock-up Mattian Rover. . . " Asrronomy. September 
1 995. 
"Bringing the Mars Landing Down to Earth: Mars Path- 
finder will Reach the Red Planet on 4 July 1997," K. Edgett, 
Ad htra,  September-October 1995. 
"Jack Farmer, ExopaIeontoIogist." B. Edgar, Discover, 
October 1995. 
Mars Pathfinder CD-ROM 
SpaceGuide: Tour of rhc Mars Pathfinder Project, by 
Kurt Gramoll, Georgia Tech, E 995. Educational CD-ROM 
a b u t  Mats Pathfinder mission, available from Dr. Cheick 
D i m ,  Mars Education Outreach Program, Mail Stop 180- 
401, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasa- 
dena CA 91 109. 
MIssouEa Floods Video Tape 
The Great Floods: Cataclysms of the Ice Age, is a 1 3.5- 
minute VHS videotape produced by Washington State Uni- 
versity and the National Park Service that documents the 
formation of the Channeled Scabland. Includes animated 
sequences showing the extent of the Missoula Floods. For 
ordering information, contact Coulee Dam National Recre- 
ational Area, Attn: Northwest Interpretive Association, 1008 
Crest Drive, Coulee Dam WA 991 16. 
World-Wide Web Sites 
The following World-Wide Web v) addresses are 
good as of mid November 1995. There is also a WWW site 
with infomation and photographs about the Mars Pathfinder 
Landing Site Workshop II and Field Trips in the Channeled 
Scabland, located at: 
httpY/esther,la~pu.edu/asu-temS_Editor/ 
PkTHFINDER/SCABLkNDs/scablands 
- menu.html 
Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) at University of 
Arizona: 
httpdhvww.lpl.arizona.eduAmp.html 
The Martian Chronicle Newsletter (JPL): 
http~lwww jplnasa.gov/mats 
Arizona Mars K-12 Education Program, Arizona State 
University: 
httpd/esther.la.asudulasu-tesl 
TES NEWS Newsletter (Arizona State University): 
httpd/wther.laasu.edulasu-tes/tesnews-in fo.html 
Live from Earth and Mars (K-12), University of 
Washington: 
http:/hfwwammwashington.edulklMndex.html 
Center for Mars Exploration, NASA Ames Research 
Center: 
httpJ/cmex-www.arc.nasa.gov/ 
Related Curriculum Sou- and Guides 
Channeled ScabIand Curriculum Guide: Information 
and classroom activities about geology, biology, and history 
of the Scabland region of Washington. Contact: Ice Age 
FTds  Institute, P.O. Box 122. Ritzville WA 99169, USA. 
Red Rover, Red Rover Projecl: Students construct, test, 
and operate microrovers on simulated martian terrain, Stu- 
dents connect via computer/mdem to other Red Rover sites 
around the world, and utilize rovers at the remote sites. 
Contact: The Planetary Society (Arm: Red Rover), 65 N. 
Catalina Ave., Pasadena CA 91 106-2301, USA. 
Mars Ciiy Alpha Kir: Students use team work, gather 
facts, form hypotheses, design, and construct an international 
Mars colony. Grades 5-8. Contact: The Challenger Center 
for Space Science Education, 1029 North Royal St., Suite 
300, Alexandria VA 223 14, USA. 
Earth and Planetary Science Education Resource 
Catalog: Comprehensive list of educational materials and 
information, compiled by the Lunar and Planetary Institute, 
Houston, Texas, published in Earth in Space, September 
1995. Available from American Geophysical Union. 2000 
Florida Ave., NW, Washington DC 20009, USA. It i s  also 
available electronically via the LPI's W home page, at: 
httpd/cass .jsc.nasa.gov/Ipi.htntl 
Mars Pathfinder Home Page at JPL: 
http://mp€www.jp~.na~.gov/ 
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Late Workshop Abstracts 
GLACIAL LAKE M S S O U W L A R K  FORK ICE DAM--A 
DIGITAL MODEL. R. M. Breckenridge and L. R. Stanford, 
Idaho Geological Survey. University of Idaho, Moscow ID 83844, 
USA. 
Glacial Lake Missoula and the associated catastrophic Spokane 
Floods have long been attributed to the action of a ice-lobe dam of 
the Clark Fork river near Clark Fork, Idaho. While many workers 
have studied the effects of the rids both downstream and in the 
lake basin, little field research has been conducted in the ice dam 
area. New surficiaI geologic mapping in the Clark Fork Valley and 
Pend Oreille Lake ma provides evidence forthe operation of the ice 
dam, including the extent and thickness of the lobe and the corre- 
sponding water lwels in Lake Missoula. We have incorporated 
maps of the glacial and Facustrine deposits into a reconstruction of 
the ice dam environment. 
We constructed digital elevation models OEMs) depicting the 
physiographic tenain in four phases. The land surface was gener- 
ated from USGS 3-arcsecond elevation data. The glacial ice surface 
was reconstructed by entering known and interpolated data points 
at the ice margin. The Pend OreiSle take bottom surface was 
digitized from published bathymetric data. Strandlines in the Clark 
Fork Valley were used to generate the Lake Missouta perimeter. 
Areas of the land surface were replaced digitally with the ice and 
lake surfaces. Surface data points were then gridded for subsequent 
analysis or visual rendering. 
Use of the three-dimensional digital mael  toteconstnrct the ice 
dam enabled us to extrapolate the ice boundq between field 
observations, and also allowed us to recognize and correct those 
contacts on the planimetric map that were inconsistent with glacier 
dynamics. T h i s  rnethcd atlowed us to Infer the proper height of the 
ice dam and depth of lake water consistent with the depositional 
LOCATION W 
Fig. 1. h a t i o n  mapof the ice dam a d  surmunding area showing the Cordilleran ice margin (stippled): Glacial Lake Missoula (moss-hatch); snd major 
fld outburst routes (arrows). BRL- Bull River Lobe: L - Flathead hk: Pn. - h r c e l l  Trench Lobe; PRL - Pries1 River Lobe; TRL - mompson River 
Lobe. 
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Fig. 2. 
environment of flood deposits (eddy bars and giant current ripples) 
and glacial deposits (kame terraces and proglacial deltas). 
The ice dam model shows a high stand of Lake Missoula near 
1260 rn blocked by a >14#rn-high ice dam ar the mouth of the 
Clark Fork Valley that resulted in the most recent catastrophic 
flood. Then glacial ice readvanced tens of kilometers up the valley 
but the ice dam waslower and the lakedumped less water. Thelatest 
Lake Missoula may have emptied though an ice marginal channel 
rather than by catastrophic beakup of the ice dam. 
Conctusions: We interpret the geologic evidence to suggest an 
idealized cycle of damming and lake filling as follows: (1)  Ice 
advances or readvances dawn the Purcell Trench and fills the Lake 
Pend Oreille ice hsin. (2) Upon filling the ice basin, a tongue of the 
lobe spills into the Clark Fork Valley and f m s  a dam of the Clark 
Fork River. (3) The ice rapidly advances as much as 30 km up the 
valley, displacinga shallow but deepening lake, (4)As the lake fills, 
the terminus is e d e d  by calving, buoyant ice, and ablation. Even 
though the Purcetl Trench b b e  is advancing, the Clark Fork tongue 
becomes thicker but shorter. (5) The cycle reaches a penultimate 
stage. The maximum level of the lake is restrained by a high but 
short ice dam precariously near the mouthh of the Clark Fork Valley. 
k t  this critical stage any rise in lake level results in failure ofthe dam 
or overflow. 
Each cycle could be interrupted or reversed depending on the 
mass balance ofthe ice aswell as the budget oftheglacial lake-Thus 
smaller f l d s  could occur more frequently with less vigorous and 
smat ler ice advances. In fact, our geologic record shows that after the 
last penultkmate failure, the cycle only reached stage 3 and either 
stagnated or drained quiescently. 
Future Work: We find our data consistent with a repetitive 
flood model and plan tocornpare the fieldresults with paleohydraulic 
studies of Vic Baker and others, and glacial dynamic studies like 
those of Clarke and Mathews. 
ENGINEERING CONSTRAINTS ON THE MARS PATH- 
FINDER LANDING SITE. R. A. Cook. Jet Propulsion 
hbtatory, Pasadena CA 9 1 3 09, USA. 
The landing site selection process for Mars Pathfinder must 
factor in Le programmatic objectives of the mission, the science and 
technology investigations, and the flight system and rover capabili- 
ties. Mars Pathfinder is primarily an engineering demonstration 
mission. so the key mission requirement is to successfulIy land on 
the surface of Mars. Safe landing depends on both the capabilities 
of the lander and the characteristics of the landing site. The flight 
system capabilities were largely driven by the ~esources available to 
the project (cost, schedule. etc.) and are essentially fixed. As a 
result, these capabilities represent hard engineering constraints on 
the landing site. This abstract gives a brief summary of these 
constraints and the engineering issues relating to site selection. 
Sites that satisfy all these constraints are only minimally acceptable 
from a safety perspective, however. Within these constraints, the 
site selection process must balance safety concerns with the other 
scientific and technological objectives of the mission. 
The idea of a singular landing site (lr., a fixed point on Mars) 
i s  a useful abstmction, but does not reflect reality. Navigation e m  
and entry trajectory variations cause a landing site Footprint that 
covers a finite area. This footprint is a probabilistic construct, i.e., 
the size depends on the desired confidence level. Navigation anal y- 
sis pwformed by the project indicates that the 3-0 landing footprint 
isanellipse with a300-km majormisanda 1OO-kmminoraxis.This 
ellipse is aligned along the approach trajectory with a heading angle 
of 16"WSW. All landing site engineering constraints must be satis- 
fied over this entire ellipse. Considerable conservatism exists in the 
navigation analysis. however, so the requirement could be relaxed 
to use a 2-u ellipse (200 km x 67 krn). Given conservative assump 
tions, this ellipse represents a 90% confidence limit. 
The Entry, Descent, and Landing @DL) system (aeroshell, para- 
chute, etc.) is strongly dependent on the altitude of the landing site. 
The minimum deploy altitude of the parachute is abut  5.5 km. A 
total of 60 s is needed between parachute deploy and landing to 
deploy the heat shield, separate the lander from the backshell, 
acquire radar data, and deploy h e  airbags. During this time, the 
lander drops about 5 km. As a result, the worst-case landing site 
altitude should be below 0.5 km and the mean altitude must be 
below -0.5 km (given ak1 km variation). This requirement has been 
relaxed to a mean altitude 4 km because it is unlikely to have a 
worst-case low parachute deploy and high-altitude site. Note that it 
is also important to understand the relationship between altitude 
and surface pressure. These altitudes are referenced to the 6.1 -rnbar 
pressure level, but the tie between topographic height and base 
atmospheric pressute is not perfectly known. 
The latitude of the landing site drives the performance of the 
lander and rover thermal control and power systems, Because b t h  
the lander and rover are so la rpowd,  they depend on the tilt ofthe 
solat arrays relative to the Sun. If the landing site is not at the 
subsolar latitude (15'N on July 4, 1997), the power impact can be 
significant. ahermal control is also adversely affected by higher 
latitudes because the daily solar insolation is lower. Detailed analy- 
sis by the rover team (the rover has a smaller array and less thermal 
mass than the lander) indicates that variations up to f 5' in latitude 
are acceptable without advenely impacting the mission. 
Terrain slopes at the landing site affacl the performance of the 
EDL system, the powerourput of the solararrays, and the trafficability 
of the rover. A radar altimeter is used during terminal descent to 
sense the height of the lander above the ground. Significant local 
sbpes (>2S0) over retatively short wavelengths (100 m) could spoof 
the radar and increase the resulting landing vetocity. hnder tilts 
caused by slopes decreases the solar array output in a manner exact1 y 
analogous to changing the latitude. As a result, the slope of the 
Fanding site at the scale of the lander should be less than 15". 'Ihe 
rover is less dependent on local slopes because it i s  mobile (i.e., it 
can turn to face the Sun rather than away from it). If the local slopes 
get large enough, however, the rover cannot k deployed or move 
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around the surface easily; this only occurs at slopes larger than 30°, 
however. 
The final landing site concern is m k  sizelfrequency distribu- 
tion. The ability of the airbag system to successfully cushion the 
impact depends on both the impact velocity vector (speed and 
direction) and the size andshapeof the rocks. The airbags have k e n  
designed to withstand larger-than-expected impact speeds (up to 28 
ds) onto rock fields similar to Viking 2. The minimum stroke 
capability of the airbags is 0.5 m, which should protect it against 
rocks up to 0.5 m in height. Abrasion is a key concern, however, 
which means that Ianding on rwks may cause material failures 
unrelated to the stroke capability. The project has performed an 
extensive test program to investigate the airbag design, Tests were 
performed using large m k s  (which are relatively unlikely wen at 
-2) and moderate impact velocities (up to 16 m/s) and average 
rocks (20-30 cm height) with high impact velocities (26-28 m l s ) .  
Some of the later tests involved both fixed and movablc rocks and 
seemed to show some dependence on the difference. All tests were 
successful, so  the project feels that i t  has a viable airbag design that 
can withstand m k  fields with significant numbers of moderate- 
sized m k s  and a few large rocks. Additional tests are planned, 
however, tocharacterize the system performance if the lander bunces 
several times (which is likely).The rock distribution also affects the 
navigability and tramcabibity of the rover. The rover has extensive 
onboard navigation capabilities that allow it to traverse autono- 
mousl y and avoid hazards. These autonomous capabilities degrade 
if there are large number of closely spaced rocks. The rover genw- 
ally likes to avoid situations where it cannot turn around in place. 
A rock field similarto VL-I would allow therovertoeasily traverse 
without violating this turnaround rule. The V L 2  rock distribution 
represents the upper limit on rock frequency, which would not 
excessively limit the rover's autonomous capabilities. 
PRELIMINARY CARTOGRAPWTC ANALYSIS OF THE 
PATHFINDER LANDING SITE USING VIKING ORBITER 
IMAGES. T. C. Duxbury, Jet Proputsion Laboratory, California 
Institute of Technology. Pasadena CA 91 109, USA. 
An initial stereo photogrammetric analysis of Viking Orbiter 1 
WO-I) images within the central portion of the expected Pathfjndw 
landing eltipse was performed. These images were taken on Revo- 
lution (REV) 4 and included four overlapping images looking for- 
ward from nadir about 16" and four additional overlapping images 
of thesame site tooking backward from nadir about 16'. The attitude 
of VO-1 had been maneuvered off the normal Sun-Canopus three- 
axis stabilized configuration to align thefootprints of the images 
along the orbit groundtrack. 
During both of these sequences, camera pointing has held f ixed 
relative to the spacecraft, enabling the twin orbiter cameras to lay 
down strips of images with overlap between the twin cameras and 
overlap along the direction of otbital motion. The camera design 
(focal lengths, fields-of-view, readout rates, etc.) and mounting 
alignments were chosen specifically to enable such imaging se- 
quences. 
Maneuvering the attitude of the spacecraft had the advantage of 
providing h e  optimal fmtprints of the orbital images to build up the 
overlapping strip of images, but had the disadvantage, for stereo 
photogrammerry, of providing less-accurate camera pointing infor- 
mation. In the n m a l  Sun-Canopus three-axis attitude configurn- 
tion, Sun sensors and the Canopus tracker measure the spacecraft 
attitude to an accuracy of 0.3' (1 0). Reconstructing the attitude of 
the spacecraft when m a n e u v d  off the Sun and Canopus relied 
upon the inertial gyro angular rate readouts, which gave a reduced 
pointing accuracy of about 0.5" ( 1  0). 
One major reason for redoing the cmgraphy of the Pathfinder 
site or  any other site on Mars is that recent work (Dr, David Smith 
of NASA Goddard Space Right Center and colleagues and Dr. Alex 
Konopliv of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory) significantly improved 
the Mars gravitational field and orbits. Processing very long arcs of 
Mariner 9, VO-1, and VO-2 radio tracking Doppler data has pro- 
duced new orbits having precisions of about 100 m along-track and 
cross-track and SO m in radius. This represents an wder of rnagni- 
hde w more improvement over the old orbits. 
The cartogtaphic processing included (1) obtaining the timetag, 
camera pointing, and orbit information of the eight overlapping, 
stereo images; (2) establishing a control network of 152 surface 
features within an areaof 32.8°-34.20Wlongitude and 18.2"-20.Z0N 
latitude; (3) measuring the reseau locations in each of the eight 
images; (4) measuring the image locations of the control points in 
all images; (5) producing initial values of the control point cmrdi- 
nates; (6) performing the stereo photopmmetric data reduction by 
using the measured image coordinates of the control points as 
observations and estimating the control point locations, camera 
alignments, platform pointing, and orbit corrections; (7) interpalaz- 
ing the control network positions to produce a digital elevation 
model IDEM) within the image coverage; and (8) registering and 
map projecting the eight images to the DEM to produce a controlked 
photomosaic in the form of a gridded digital image model (DIM). 
The V a l  images were obtained from the CD-ROM dataset 
produced by the Planetary Data System (PDS). The timetags of 
these images were expressed in Julian Ephemeris Date with a 
huncationlroundoff error of up to 0.2 s. The camera pointing was 
given as inertial angles of unknown heritage relative lo the Earth 
Mean Equator and Equinox of I31950 system. These timetag and 
pointing data were replaced by data obtained from computer print- 
outs of the original Supplemental Experimenter Data Records 
(SEDRs) archived at the JPL Regional Planetasy Image Facility 
(RPIF). SEDR tirnetags weregiven to a millisecond. The pointing 
data was taken in the form of scan platform clock, cone, and twist 
angles relative tothe spacecraft,derived from the original telemetered 
spacecraft attitude and platform pointing data. 
The spacecraft positions were obtained from Navigation Ancil- 
lary lnfomation Facility {NAIF) SPICE SPK Kernels, which con- 
tained the precision orbit solutions produced by Dr. Alex Konopliv 
of the Jet Propulsion Labratory. The Mars spin axis, prime merid- 
ian, and mean ellipsoidal surface were obtained from the SPICE 
PcK Kernel, which is b a e d  on the I994 published rmmmenda- 
tions of the IAU (Davies et at.). This approach of timemgs, platform 
pointing, new orbits, and the larest IAU standards allowed all 
processing to be performed in the Earth Mean Equator and Vernal 
Equinox of J2000 system, 
Reseau image locations were automatically measured by con- 
volving a simple two-dimensional digital filter having the shape of 
a reseau with the images. The measured reseau locations, accurate 
to about 0.3 pixels (I a), were used to consznrct a geometric model 
between image space and object space independently for each 
image. The VO cameras used vidicon tubes for producing images 
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that exhibited the n m a l  beam-bending lwal distortion of up to 2 
pixels in position between dark and bright image areas. The reseau 
measurements give the ability to rernwe the global effects of h a m  
readout distortions but are too sparse to remove Iwal beam-bending 
distortions acting over small areas. This  beam bending limits the 
planimctric accuracy of the images to a few tenths of a pixel (1  a), 
unlike the CCDs, whose image plane distortions are an order of 
magnitude or more srna1k-r. 
Initial control point image lwation measurements were made 
manuaIly using computer-assisted overlays to an accuracy of 0.8 
pixels (I a), near the limiting accuracy of the Viking Orbiter 
images. The initial Mars-fixed coordinates of each control point 
were determined by averaging the calculated surface intercept loca- 
tions for each measurement of a given control point, including the 
effects of image distortions, camera alignments, platform pointing, 
spacecraft p s i  tion, and the mean Mars surface. Two to six measure- 
ments of the same control point were used, 
Many different data reduction schemes were uwd in performing 
the stereo photogtammetric p m s s i n g .  Control point measurement 
uncertainties varied from 0.3 to 2.0 pixels ( I  a). A priori camera- 
pointing uncenainties varied from 0.1' to 0.5' (1 0). A prEori orbit 
position uncertainties varied From 0 to I00 rn ( I 0). 
It was determined that camera-pointing uncertainty controls the 
calculation of the control-point absolute positions on Mars. These 
positions varied up to 5 km in latitude and longitude and 200 rn in 
elevation based upon the apriori pointing uncertainty. The relative 
control point locations were controlled by the image location mea- 
surement accuracies. The orbit uncertainties were small and had 
little effect on the results. 'Ihe control point locations exhibited a 
systematic position offset OF about 10 km west-southwest of their 
positions given on the USGS map product MTM20032n-23 11. 
The nominal case fm discussing results assumes measurement 
uncertainties of 1 pixel (1 o), camera-pointing uncertainties of 0.5" 
(1 a), and no orbit errors. This case gave measurement residuals of 
0.8 pixels (I u), fixed-pointing corrections of about 0.6" to the first 
set of four images and 0.5" to the second set of four images. and a 
mean elevation of this area of about -1.0 km with respect to a 
spheroid having an equatorial radius of 3393.4km and a polar radius 
of 3375.8 km. The absolute elevation uncertainties of the control 
points wereabout 0.4 km; however, the relative elevation uncertain- 
ties were about 30 m. 
This work will be significantly improved by (I) including addi- 
tional, near-nadit looking images taken on REV 4 as well as other 
near-nadir and off-nadir images taken of the area on REVS 3,6, and 
13; (2) using an automated digital correlation technique to  measure 
thecontrol point image lmations; and (3)comparinglsharing results 
with USGS and RAND. 
The additions! images will have a significant impac! on reducing 
the effects of camera-pointing uncertainty because of the square root 
of N effect as well as the fact [hat some of these new images were 
taken when the spacecraft was in its more accurate Sun-Canopus 
attitude. The variation in absolute positions of control points should 
be reduced to less than 1 km in Iatitude and longitude and less than 
50 rn in elevation. The use of an automatic image lwation measure- 
ment technique should reduce thc measurement errors from 0.8 
pixels to 0.3 pixels, the limiting accuracy OF the vidicon tubes. The 
increased measurement accuracy and additional stereo measure- 
ments of the control points (up to 12 measurements per point) will 
atso increase the control point [mation accuracy. 
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VIKING IRTM HIGH-RESOLUTION (2-5 km) OBSERVA- 
TIONS OF ARES VkLLIS AND THE MARS PATHFINDER 
LANDING SITE REGION. K. S. Wgettl and J. R. Zirnbelman2, 
'Deparlment of Geology, Arizona State University, Box 871404, 
Tempe AZ 85283-1404, USA. Xenter For Earth and PIanetary 
Studies, MRC-3 15, National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington DC 20560, USA. 
Introduction: Investigation of the highest-ground-resolution 
Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper WTU) observations was under- 
taken in a systematic manner beginning in the mid 1980s 11-31. The 
high-resolution observations provide narrow ground tracks (tens of 
kilometers) that cover a few percent of the planet's surface.Relative 
to the mcderate-resolution Viking IRTM thermal inertia mapping 
[4,5]. the high-resolution observations have proven useful for inves- 
tigating the physical properties of individual martian surface fea- 
tures, such as the volcanos 16-81, wind streaks [9], channels [3,10], 
and dark intramaterdepasits 11 11. The only other data available for 
better than 3bkm-resolution mapping OF surface thennophysical 
properties are the Phobos 2 Temoskan images 11 2,131, from which 
only one thermal inertia map has been presented so far [ 1 41. The 
Termoskan observations do not include the region of northern Ares 
Vallis, where Mars Pathfinder is slated to Iand in July 1997. Some 
of the high-resolution Viking orbiter IRTM observations do, how- 
ever, provide insight as to the nature of sedimentary debris in Ares 
Vallis and the physical properties of materials near the la)-km x 
200-km landing ellipse. 
Data: The highest-iesolution IRTM data used for single-point 
thermal inertia mapping are constrained to those observations with 
slant mnge <IS00 krn, emission angle <60°, and k a l  times be- 
tween 19 H and 5 H for nighttime observations, and between 10 H 
to 14 H for daytime observations [I]. 'She highest-resolution tracks 
are manually shifted relative to the Mars latitude-longitude grid to 
account for timing errors introduced by gravitational perturbation of 
the spacecraft orbit. Only four high-resolution IRTM ground tracks 
meeting all constraints were found to pass near Ares Vallis (31. The 
data were obtained by the Viking 2 orbiter during daylight hours on 
orbits 567 (sequence 9). 529 (sequence 41, 53 1 (sequence l), and 
569 (sequence 5). None of these high-resolution ground [racks pass 
through the Mars Pathfinder landing ellipse, nordoany other TRTM 
tracks with slant ranges 1500-2500 krn [IS]. Thermal inertias 
described here were computed using the standard Kieffer (1977) 
thermal model and are reported both in units of J rn-? so5 K-1 (and 
10-3 cal cm-1 K-1 in parentheses). Owing to dust suspendd in 
the atmosphere, the thermal inertias reported here might be high by 
a b u t  6&80 (1.4-1.9) units [16], but this does not affect our inter- 
pretations or the relative comparison between high-resolution and 
moderate-resolution observations of the Ares Yallis region. To 
account fm first-order atmospheric effects on high-resolution day- 
time observations, the thermal inertias initially computed were 
compared with Mars Consortium thermal inertias [4] and adjusted 
according] y [see 31. 
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Results: Two of the four high-resolution ground tracks pass 
within 150 km of the western end of the landing ellipse (Viking 2, 
orbit 567-9 and 529-4). Comparison of the thermal inenias obtained 
along these -3-km-resolution ground tracks with the -30-km-reso- 
tution thermal inertia map of Christensen and Malin [5] shows that 
the results are about the same. This means that the thennophysical 
propenies seen at the 30-krn scale within the landing ellipse [see 151 
can k generally assumed to indicate the thermal inertias that might 
be obtained if a higher resolution was available. In other words, at 
the 3-krn scale of the high-resolution TRTM ground tracks, there 
does not appear to be any large variation of thermal inertia near the 
mouths of Ares and Tiu VaIIes; indicating that the moderate-reso- 
lution thermal inertias and rmk abundances computed for the region 
by Christensen [5,17.18] are probably applicable toat least the 3-km 
scale in rhe region, 
Another observation worthy of discussion is that made by Henry 
and Zimklrnan [3] regarding the apparent change in thermal inertia 
"downstream" from the upper to lower reaches of Ares Vallis.They 
noted that the high-resolution track from Viking 2 orbit 53 1-1, 
which crosses Ares Vallis at about 18"W, lo-4"N, shows higher 
thermal inertias on the channel flwr than are seen further "down- 
stream" where two additionah hacks (from Viking 2 orbits 531-1. 
and 569-5) cross near 26'-2R0W, 1 lo-1 2"N. The ''upsweam" cross- 
ing of the valley shows thermal inertias on the valley floor of about 
46e600 (1 1.0-1 4.01, whereas the crossings funhw "downstream" 
have thermal inertias around 300-460 (7.0-1 1.0). These relatively 
high channel floor thermal inertias do not appear to coincide with 
any low-albedo Features (e.g.. sand deposits), and thus are inter- 
preted to indicate a downstream change in original flood-sediment 
clast size from larger to smaller rocks, However, as Christensen and 
Kieffer [I81 note, moderate-resolution thenal inenla mapping 
indicates that the thermal inenia of the Ares Vallis floor then k g i n s  
to increase northward of the last two high-resolution tracks de- 
scribed by Henry and Zimklman. The increase might be the result 
of eolian reworking and exposure of rocks and sand [e.g.. 10,18]. or 
to a change in erosion and deposition of clast size in the initial Ares 
Vallis floods. 
Conclusions: No high-resolution (2-5 km) Viking IRTM ob- 
servations were made of the region enclosed by the Mars Pathfinder 
landing ellipse. However, high-resolution obswvations made by the 
Viking 2 RTM in 1978 that pass within 150 km of the landing 
ellipse show no significant variation relative to the lower-resolution 
(-30 km) thermal inertia map of Christensen is]. It is therefore 
reasonabte to assume that within the landing ellipse, the thermal 
inertias seen in the moderate-resolution mapping [e.g., 151 can be 
extended down to about the 3-km scale. The apparent "down- 
stream" decrease in channel floor clast size reported by Henry and 
Zirnbelman 131 might not be directly relevant to the Mars Pathfinder 
landing site, but it is interesting to note that the channel floor 
thermal inertias increase northward from the region examined by 
Henry and Zimbelman, perhaps as a result of eolian reworking or a 
change in flow conditions in the original Ares Yatlis f lmds.  
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EXOPALEONTOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE 
P A M N D E R  LANDING SIm. J. D. Farmer, NASA Ames 
Research Center, Moffctt Field CA 94053, USA. 
Introduction: The Ares and Tiu outflow channels originate 
from highly fractured, elongate to circular chaotic terranes, These 
areas consist of irregularly h k e n  and jumbled blocks probably 
Formed by collapse as subsurface ice was removed by melting and 
o u t f l d i n g .  On a regional scale, the channels are broadly anasto- 
mosing networks that include a variety of large-scale bed forms. 
Features of the martian outflow channels compare Favorably to 
similar terranes on Earth formed by catastrophic f lcding,  such as 
the channeled scablands of eastern Washington [t,2]. The immense 
erosive capability of such outflows is capable of transporting and 
depositing vast quantities of sedimentary material [J], and the 
location of the Pathfinder landing site near the mouth of  the Ares 
channel mouth will likely provide access to a wide variety OF 
lithologies derived from source areas upstream [4].Potential source 
terranes include heavily cratered, Noachian-aged volcanic and sedi- 
mentary units and reworked Hesperian-aged channel deposits [51. 
Thermal Spring Deposits as Targets for Exopaleontology: 
Masursky et al. [6] suggest a thermokant origin for the chaotic 
terranes associated with many martian outflow channels. Outfloods 
of water could have occurred by the melting of water ice stored in 
theregolith.Thefavoted mechanismis heating by shallow intmsives. 
Under such circumstances. it is likely that epitherrnal and subaerial 
hydrothermal systems would develop and persist for some time prior 
to and following majar o u t f l d i n g  events [7]. Thermal systems are 
thought to have played a key role in the origin and early evolution 
of life an Earth, and today support diverse microbial communities 
represented by a large number of chemotrophic and phototmphic 
bacteria and cyanobacteria. The early fossil record Earth is dorni- 
nated by strornatolites (biwedimentary structures produced by mi- 
crobial communities), asmiated permineralized microfossils and 
organic matter, and biologicallymediated sedimentary micmfabrics. 
The best preservation of thesc materials is observed where rapid 
mineralization entombed organisms before they could 'be decom- 
posed by microbial recycling [a]. Thermal springs frequently ex- 
hibit high rates of mineralization, driven by outgassing and declin- 
ing tempemture. Svficial h y d m t h m a l  deposits are therefore given 
a high priority for Mars exopaleontology because they have k e n  
shown to capture and retain a wide range of biological information, 
primarily aqmicrobial stromatol ites and biogenic micmfabrics [9,10]. 
Fluid Inclusions and the Volatile Record of Mars: During 
crystal l imtion, thermal spring minerais also incorporate inclusions 
of liquid and volatile phases present in the environment at the time 
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of formation. For stabte minerals, such as silica, primary volatiles 
may be retained for billions of years and are not only prime targets 
lor fossils and biomolecular compounds, but also for prebiotic 
organic compounds and volatiles. This is especially important for 
exopaleontology because the prebiotic chemicaE record, which has 
been lost on Earth by crustal recycling, may still be preserved on 
Mars. 
Hydrothermal Systems and Chaos: h r n  Chms and related 
features within the terranes that fed the Ares and Tui outflows could 
have formed aMve focused subsurface heat sources, possibly shaE- 
low igneous intrusives. Near-surface beat sources associated with 
such features muld have interacted with ground ice, driving hydio- 
thermal systems for some time prior to and rollowing outflmding 
events. Potentially fossiliferous deposits associated with surface 
springs, w epithemal systems in the shallow subsurface, could 
have been d e l i v e d  to channels and swept downstream during 
outffoods, coming to rest near the Pathfinder landing site 171. 
Mineralogical Targets ror Future Exploration: A key yes- 
t im  for future missions is whether aqueous mineral deposits of the 
type outlined above are actually present on the martian surface. 
Despite elemental analyses obtained from the two Viking landers, 
the mineralogical variation of the martian surface i s  largely un- 
known. There is a basic need for future missions to go beyond simple 
elemental analyses, to include information on mineral structures. 
Infraredspectmscopy frornorbit,andespecially hyperspectral, high- 
spatial-resolution near-IR, is a favored method for mineralogical 
mapping on Eanh [ I  1-13] and could provide infomation funda- 
mental For successfully planning future landed missions to Mars 
aimed at exploring for an ancient biosphere. 
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HIGH-RESOLUTION TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF THE ARES 
TIU LANDING SITE FROM YlKING ORRmR DATA. E. 
Howington-Kraus, R. L. Kirk, B. Redding, and L. A. Soderblom. 
U.5. Geological Survey, Flagstaff AZ 86001, USA. 
Tntroduction: The Ares Tiu landing site selected for Mars 
Parhfinder was also a candidate Viking landing site, and hence was 
imaged extensive1 y early in the Viking Orbiter mission, with near- 
optimal illumination and observation geometries for assessing re- 
lief. On orbit 4 Viking Orbiter 1 ( V a l )  obtained convergent st- 
quences of images covering -80% of the Pathfinder landing error 
ellipse fourtimes: with -25°and-100emission angles from both the 
up- and down-track directions. The highemission-angle sequences 
provide an excellent parallaxlheight ratia of about 0.8 for stereo 
mapping. while the lower-emission angles are well suited for 
photoclinometric mapping. All images have resolutions of -40 m 
and incidence angles in excess of 60", providing excellent contrast. 
Partially overlapping coverage is provided by frames from other 
earJy VO1 orbits with similar observational p a m e t e n ,  strengthen- 
ing the local geometric control and extending monoscopic coverage 
over the landing emr ellipse; a singlc medium-resoiution image 
from orbit 827 contains the entire region and futher strenphzens 
control. We are compiling a high-resolution photogrammetricl 
photoclinometric topographic map (and digital terrain m d e l )  of the 
landing site using 56 VO I images (Table I). 
ControE: We have collected I t 2  pass points between the im- 
ages in Table I to form alocai, relativecontrol network. Connection 
of this local control network to an absolute, global control system is 
problematic. Other sources of control information (including both 
control-pint networks and controlled data products) available in- 
clude the following: 
Horizontal control. (1) A local mosaic of the landing site 
region at 1:250K scale, compiled for the Pathfinder projact by the 
USGS, lFlagstaff,in lW4.Thismosaic is tied toourgFoba1 rnosaicked 
digital image model (MDTM) of Mars 111, which in turn was con- 
structed by using theMC91 control net 121 with somereadjustrnents; 
(2) one controt point from the MCPl network, coordinates of which 
differ from the feature placement in the above mosaic by 5.5 km 
(resolution of images used in this global net is only -I km); (3) three 
points from theRANDcontml network [3], whichshowasysternatic 
displacement of 13.6 krn from features in the mosaic, believed to be 
the result of inclusion of Viking Lander 1 in [3] but not in an earlier 
RAND net from which MC91 was derived. 
Vertical conrrol. (1) The 1:2M-scale contour map of quad- 
rangle MC-l INW (unpublished), which shows little relief in the 
region of interesr, with sporadic contours of -2 km relative lo the 
adopted 6.1 rnbardatum; (2) the control point from [2] cited above, 
with an elevation of -1.5 km, inconsistent with the topographic map 
despite the fact that this map was compiled with input from the 
MC91 controI netwotk; (3) three radar profiles across the landing 
ellipse, recently obtained by Martin Slade and Ray Jurgens, pro- 
cessed by Jutgens and Albert HaFdeman, who provided us with the 
data 141. All profiles are lower than the abovedata (-2.5 t o 4 5  km). 
Two of the profiles are very similar and show appropriately small 
east-west slopes (<I0 )  but are offset, indicating a northward slope 
of -3". The third indicates a northward slope of.1-30" and up to 3 km 
Imal relief. We conclude that there remain systematic errors in the 
processing of these data and are not using the profiles until these 
errors are underst&. 
We are taking a pragmatic approach. using the landing-site 
mosaic (i.e., the MDIM) for horizontal control (thus generating co- 
registered datasets for landing-site studies), and tying a few local 
control points to the -2-krn elevation laken from the 1 :2M map. We 
are supplying coordinates of our pass-points to Torn Duxbnry for 
analysis [S] in the hope that he can shed light on the extent to which 
the a priori pointing of our images can constrain the absolute 
position and elevation of the net. We anticipate that changes in the 
control will result in horizontal and vertical translations of the data 
but not to significant distortions. 
Cartographic Products: Cartographic products in our local 
relative coordinate system will be delivered 'by the end of October 
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TABLE I .  Images selected for topographic modeling. 
Zon Inc Emiss Res(m) Remarks 
" 
mnlrol 
network 
t h o t o c l i n o ~  
(fill out landing 
ellipse) 
Extendcontrol 
network 
1995. These will include the Following: (1) Contour map compiled 
on our anaiytic stereoplotter, controlid to the image mosaic at I 
:250Kscale. Based on the parallaxheight ratio and resolution of the 
images, the expected ver6ical precision is -10 rn, supporting a 
contour interval of 50 m. (2) Digital terrain model derived from the 
contour map by interpolation. Digital scale (1E2048° or  -30 ml 
pixel) and bounds to match the image mosaic. though only part of 
this region will be filled. (3) Digital terrain m d e l  enhanced by 
mergingabovedata with resultsof two-dimensional photoclinometry 
141. To reduce computation time to create this dataset, the images 
will be 2 x 2 averaged; the resulting DTM will show features as 
small as -80 m. (4) A brief report on processing, incuding control 
point coordinates, residuals, dificulties encountered, etc. In particu- 
lar, all assumptions made in setting up a local network will be 
documented to allow for future conversion to a revised absolute 
coordinate system. 
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F. J. ( 1984) in Tech. Paperf of the 50th Annual Meeting ofAm. Soc. 
#fPh~r~gr~m#m. ,  2,454-463. [3] Davies M. E and Katayama F. Y. 
(19g3) JGR, 88, 7403-7404. [4] Jurgens R. and Waldeman A.. 
personal communication. 151 Duxbury T., this volume. [6] Kirk 
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Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF CHRYSE BASM, MARS. K. L 
Tanaka, U.S. Geotogical Survey, Flagstaff AZ 86001, USA. 
A complex sequence of erosional, depositional, and stmctural 
events that make up the geologic history of Chryse Basin has been 
deciphered by photogmlogic methods, including geologidgeomor- 
phic mapping at 1:5,000,000 scale [I], crater counts (Table I ) ,  and 
geomorphologic analysis, Apparently, four distinct periods of out- 
flow-channel formation and associated basin sedimentation m- 
c u d  from Late Noachian toMiddle Amazonian time, intersped 
by Iocal emplacement of volcanic flows, structural defwmation,and 
mass wasting. 
Late Noachian: Mawrth Vallis, perhaps the earliest outflow 
channel on Mars. as well as other minor channels, locally dissected 
highland rocks. Within Chryse Basin, marginal highland rocks 
succumbed to mass wasting, forming rnosaicsof mesas separated by 
grooves and isolated knobs (many of which are preserved on local 
topographic highs such as crater rims and wrinkle ridges). Next, 
volcanism emplaced ridged plains material (unit Hr [I]) in south- 
western Chryse Basin. 
Early Mesprian: A thick sequence of lava flows (ridged 
plains material) buried Lunae Planurn and southern Tempe Terra. 
R d s  then dissected northern LunaePlanum. resulting in degraded 
and sculptured plateaus (units Hrd and Hchs) and the broad, higher 
floor of Kasei Valles (unit Hchh). Perhaps at about the same time, 
precursoty Simud, Tiu, and Ares Valles were cut through b t h  
highland r ~ k s  a  well as ridged plains material in southern C h ~ s e  
Ptanitia. 
Late Hespetlan and h r l y  Arnmnian: A second major epi- 
sode of outflow channeling carved Simud, Tiu, Ares, and Maja 
Valles; two depositional phases separated by dissection occurred in 
Chryse Planitia. The first depositional phase resulted in as much as 
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a few hundred meters of sediment in Chryse Planitia (where de- 
graded impan-crater rims appear partly buried); this material i s  
mapped as higher channel floor (unit Hchh) among the distribu- 
taries of Simud, Tlu, and Arcs Valles, as knobby plains material 
(unit Hck) in eastem Chryse Planitia, and as channel bars (symbol 
b) having serrated edges (which distinguishes them from those 
carved in highland w k s ) .  These extensive remnants of the deposit 
indicate that it may hwe covered much of Chryse Basin. In Chryse 
Planitia and part of Ares Vallis. the deposit appears degradd into 
circutar pits and complex depressions that may result from 
thermokarst action [2]. In northern Chryse Planitia, the deposit 
includes low knobs that are remnants of the Late Noachian knob- 
forming event (many occur associated with impact crater rims); 
additionally, some knobs may have become detached and trans- 
poffed by debris flows. Such knobs are abwnt in the deposit in 
southern Chryse Planitia. 
This depositional phase was followed by dissection that reached 
a slightly lower base level and cut through the earlier flwd deposit 
by at least several tens of meters across Chryse Planitia (judging 
from the height of channel bars made up of the earlier deposit 
relative to the heights of nearby wrinkle ridges and impact craters 
and from the depth of dissection of unit Hck by Ares Vallis). 
Dissection was followd by deposition of a thin debris flow deposit 
(making up much of unit Hchl) in southern Chryse Planitia, which 
probably flowed out from Sirnud and Tiu Valles and filled shallow 
channel distributaries in southern Chryse Planitia (including pans 
of Ares Vallis). Lmallg, a smooth scarp can be observed bounding 
thedebris flow.Theflow also includes law knobs that may lx blmks 
of materiat rafted by the flow. In higher-resolution images, the Row 
locally appears complexly degraded (perhaps due to thermokarst 
and eolian prwesses). In the t m i n a l  areas of Simud, Tiu, and Ares 
Valles, the debris flow is buried 'by what appears to be another 
debris-flow unit that flowed south. Because that flow direction is 
counter to the general topography, it may be that the uppw debris- 
flow unit is pan of the same flow as the lower unit and represents 
back flow. In other words, momentum of the original debris-flow 
surge p d o c e d  a Ihick, high sea of debris in nwthem Chvse Basin; 
this viscous deposit then flowed backward as it leveled out. This 
upper unit. mapped as complex plains material (unit AAcc), in- 
cludes fracturcs and peculiar ridges and valleys. The fractures 
probably formed by rapid desiccation of a thick, wet deposit [3].The 
ridges and valleys have proposed fluviogtacial origins 141: however, 
rhey arerestricted to the deposit and appear associated with wrinkle 
ridges in places and may k formed by compression during shifting 
of the debris flow while it was still somewhat viscous. In Acidalia 
Planitia, the deposit likely makes up mantled and grooved plains 
materiaIs (units Hvrn and AWcg) where total sediment thickness 
likely exceeds 500 rn based on the complete burial of ancient 
degraded impact craterrims E5] and on the formation of polygonal 
grooves presumably due to compaction [3]. Bekow Maja VaItes, 
wrinkle ridges are cawed and then appear subdued (perhaps due to 
partial burial). 
Early to Late Amazonian: Lobate Iwa f lows from Thiirsis 
(unit At3 partly buried northwestern Kasei Valles, then a final 
outburst carved the inner, lowest channels of Kasei Valles (unit 
AHchl). 'lhe deposit from this event is not clearly seen in Chryse 
Planitia, indicating that the deposit is vwy thin. 
TABLE 1 . Crater dmsikiesof basin units in Chryse and Acidalia 
Aanitiw. Mam(after units of ( I]; note that relativeagesdiffer 
slightly in a few cases fmm those assigned to map units). 
Map unit A m  of Cum. no. craters per IDS km* Relative 
~wlt(krnz) > 2  krn r5 km age* 
AHchl (Kasei Valles) 198,170 
AHm 514.440 
AHcg 242,330 
Hvm t 6 1,650 
Hck 356.440 
AMchl (Maja Vafles) 185.930 
AH= 276.340 
Hchl (Simu~ulAres) 41 0,070 
AHm 236.100 
HNck 124.280 
Hr(LunaeP1anum) 1,013,400 
Hchh (Kasei Valles) 266,570 
Hchs, Hrd (Kasei Yalles) 156,090 
Hr (Cht-yse Planilia) 230,240 
HNr(ncarMavsnh Vallcs) 70.641 
Ares highlands 697.630 
*Bawl on cratm-density stratigraphy of [6]: N 1 Noachian. HI Hesperim. 
A -Amazonian. E - Early, M - M~ddle, L - Late. 
References: [I I Rotto S. and Tanaka K. L. (1995) USES Map 
1.2441, in press. [2] Aguim-Puente J. et al. (1994) JGR. 99, 
5657-5667. [3] McGill G. E. and Hills L S. 11992) JGR, 97, 
2633-2647. [4] Kargel J. S. et al. (1995) JCR. 100, 5351-5368. 
[5] Roth L. E. et al. (1989) Ecnrus, 79,289-310.161 Tanaka K. L. 
(1986) P m .  LPSC 171h. in JGR. 91. E139-El%. 
POTENTIALROCK CLASTS ATTHEMAIRS PkTHlFmTDER 
LANDING Sm. K. L. Tanaka, U.S. Geological Survey,nagstaff 
AZ 86001, USA. 
Numerous clues and lines of reasoning provide a meaningful: 
basis to predtct the plausible types and characteristics of rocks that 
Mars Pathfinder will encounter in Chryse Planitia. Here I will 
discuss (1) what was seen at the nearby Viking 1 landing site (VLI ), 
which has a somewhat similar geologic setting to that of the Mars 
Pathfinder landing site (kJS); (2) the Vikingorbiter images of the 
MPLS, and (3) the age and possible composition and size distribu- 
tion of rock clasts. 
Rock Characteristicsat YL1: At VLl, a wide army of prob- 
able silicate rock fragments from small pebble size to boulders 3 m 
acmss litter the tandscapesurrounding the lander [W]. These m k s  
have angularshapes, pined orsmooth surfaces, and high density and 
strength (as inferred from lander experiments); some appear mas- 
sive, whereas others have layered structure. Many of the rmks may 
be epcta from two impact craters about 130 and 1 80 m in diameter 
< I 0 0  rn from VLI [2]. The ejected clasts may be derived fmm a 
sedirnentq  breccia, such as a debris-flow deposit. or from bedmk. 
such as a Iava flow. In the VLI scene, an 4-m-wide rocky surface 
cut by fractures and a prominent veinlike ridge may be bedrwk [3]. 
Thus, rock clasts at VLI may have locat provenance as well as 
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derivationfmm highland ruckscut by MajaValles 141. VLI is within 
Late Noachian ridged plains material [S] mdif ied  by LHte Hesperian 
to Early Amazonian resurfacing by scouring and perhaps deposition 
of Maja Valles 141 (Early to Middle Amazonian flooding of Kasei 
Valles [S] may also have reached the area). 
h a 1  Geology or MPLS: MPU consists of a generally 
smooth channel plain in the region ofthe junction between Simudr 
Tiu Valles and Ares Vaflis. This area includes many sculptured bar 
forms that collectiveIy define distributary channels that shallow to 
the north and merge into plains. The lowest channelsof both Simud, 
Tiu and Ares Valles appear to have a common base Ievel. Highest- 
resolution images (-40 dpixel) of the MPLS area show many small 
impact craters in the 100- to 300-111 size range. A few larger craters 
are present, andones smailer than -IOam cannot kresolved. Many 
of the craters are grouped into elongate swarms that may be groups 
of secondaries or primary impacts rormed by a fragmented bolide. 
In addition, knobs hundreds of meters across rise above the channel 
floor; the largest is about E km across. The knobs are sparsely 
distributed and generally are several kilometers apart; most do not 
appear aligned with one another or associated with any obvious 
topogmphic highs. h b r i s  aprons can be observed around the taller 
knobs. 
Scvetal roughly teardrop-shaped bars wcur wi thin -1 MI km of 
MPLS; most of the bars appear temced into 2-5 levels. The lower 
terraces generally have smooth outlines that appear sculptuid by 
the outflow channel activity, whereas some of the uppermost ter- 
races have scallopedoutlinesthat may b e m d i f i d  by mass wasting. 
A few of the taller isolatad knobs alw appear terraced, Inspection 
of high-resolution images surrounding MPLS shows a Few barely 
discernible scarps along some channel margins. The overall g e e  
morphology surmunding MPLS can be interpreted In terms of 
alternating channel downcutting and fill by debris flows. The final 
channel event deposited a massive debris flow emanating from 
Sirnud!Tiu Valles across its and Ares Vallis' lower distributary IS]. 
Debris Rows are noted for their very p l y  sorted grain-size 
distributions. which are virtually identical with impact ejecta 161. 
Boulders as large as 3 m across have been m s p o n e d  on Eanh by 
mudflows [7]. Because of Man'  lower gravity (which means less 
density contrast between the debris flow matrix and the boulders) 
and the immense volume and thickness of the Chiyse debris flows 
relative to their terrestrial counterparts, potentially much larger 
boulders may have k e n  transported to MPLS by debris flows. 
Measurement of knob lengths at MPLS (Viking images 4A42, 44, 
and 46) indicate that they follow a power-law distribution, which is 
consistent withdebris flows on Eanh 161. However, thisdistribution 
extrapolated to smaller rock sizes suggests that only one boulder 
larger than 9 0 m  should occur per 1Prn2and onemck>10cm per 
9 m2. In conparision, the t 0-cm-size iock density i s  a hundredfold 
greater at VLI [8]. 
Ages and Type of Rocks at MPW Most of the rocks cut by 
Simud, Tiu, and Ares Valles are Noachian in age. Highland surfaces 
cut by Ares Valles have an average crater density consistent with a 
Middle Noachian age 151, which provides a minimum average age 
of -4 Ga for the dissected rocks. More potential for Hesperian 
material (4- 4 Ga) arises from the source rocks of Simud and Tiu 
Valles, although the majority of the rocks should still be Noachian. 
Possible compositions of martian highland rocks can only be 
m d e l y  i n f d .  Spectral studies indicate that basalt should be the 
most abundant rock type [e.g., 91. This interpretation is consistent 
with compositions af the SNC meteorites [lo]. In particular, the 
recently studied meteorite ALH 84001 is thought to lx a martian 
highlandplutonicruck(~hopyroxen~tecumulate) that may k from 
an intrusive body. Thus, the martian highlands may include ancient 
basaltic vo~canic rocks and their plutonic parent rocks. In  addition, 
some m k s  should be brecciated, recrystallized, and mixed by 
impact shcck and heating, which is commonly observed in lunar 
highland rock samples [e.g., 111. 
Refeream: [ I] U.5. Geologicat Survey ( 1982) USCSMap I- 
1366. [2] Moore H. 3. et al. (1987) USGS Proj. Pap. 1389. 
[3]  Christensen P, R. and M m  H. J. (1992) in Mars (H. A. Kieffer 
et al., eds.), pp. 68G729, Univ. Arizona, Tucson. [4] Rotto S. and 
Tanaka K. L (1 995) USGS Map 1-2441, in press. 151 Tanaka K. L., 
this volume. [6] MacKinnon D. J. and Tanaka K. L. (1 989)JGR, 94, 
17.359-17,370. 171 Bull W. B. (1964) USGS Pro$ Pap. 437-A. 
t81 Wu S. S. C. (1979) SGR. #, 7955-7959.191 Soderblom I, A. 
(1992) in Mms (H. K Kieffer et al., eds.). pp. 557-593, Univ. 
Arizona, Tucson. [I01 M c S w m  H. Y. (1994) Meteoritics, 29, 
757-779. [I 1] Wilhelms D. E. (1 987) USGS Prof: Pap. 1348. 
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